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Abstract
Accelerators play a key role in the delivery of radiotherapy for treatment of cancer
and other medical conditions. Proton therapy has the benefit of more localised deliv-
ery of dose to deep seated tumour volumes in comparison to treatment using x-rays or
electrons. The accelerators currently used for proton therapy are cyclotrons and syn-
chrotrons, which each have certain advantages and disadvantages. It has been proposed
that accelerators of a fixed field alternating gradient (FFAG) design may combine some
of the advantages and avoid some of the disadvantages of the existing machines. This
thesis looks at the use of synchrotrons as a benchmark for the delivery of proton therapy,
and then at how FFAGs may improve upon treatment delivery. Particular attention is
paid to the beam dynamics issues, including comparisons between simulations and ex-
perimental data taken with the EMMA non-scaling FFAG at Daresbury. The results
of the comparisons show that simulation is able to predict the behaviour of a particle
bunch in a real machine. The simulation tools are then used to evaluate the design
of FFAGs incorporating resonant extraction techniques. In principle, resonant extrac-
tion could overcome some problems of kicker based extraction methods. The design
study highlights technical challenges that would need to be overcome before resonant
extraction could be implemented as a beneficial method for a proton therapy FFAG.
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Chapter 1
Proton therapy and the role of
accelerators
1.1 Introduction
Particle accelerators are widely used for radiotherapy for the treatment of cancer. In
1957 a 3GHz linear accelerator (linac) was used for the first time to produce a beam
of x-rays to treat a patient with an ocular tumour [1]. In the years that have followed
much research has gone into enabling treatments which deliver the maximum possible
radiation damage to a tumour, whilst minimising damage to healthy tissue. This research
has led to better imaging techniques for pinpointing and targeting tumours within the
body, better understanding of how different biological tissues react to radiation (allowing
clinicians to avoid unnecessary damage to radiosensitive organs) and better treatment
techniques (such as the shaping of radiation beams to match the profile of a tumour).
However, for most patients who receive radiotherapy, the treatment still means a beam of
high energy x-rays delivered by a 3GHz linac in a single room treatment facility. It may
be a testament to the efficiency of linacs in producing treatment beams of electrons and
x-rays, that, fundamentally, little has changed in terms of clinical accelerator technology
since 1957.
In 1946 the potential therapeutic benefits of using protons rather than x-rays were
described [2]. Since then the uptake of proton therapy has been slow, in part due to
the technical challenges of delivering treatment beams of protons. In order to treat a
tumour at a depth of 30 cm, protons with a kinetic energy of 230MeV are needed (≈ 10
times higher than the electron energy required by conventional treatments). As a result,
circular accelerators, which allow the accelerating rf structures to be reused a number of
times per acceleration cycle, have become the preferred solution. The mass of the pro-
ton, and limitations on the strength of magnetic fields that can be produced for steering
a particle around a circular accelerator presently restrict just how compact these proton
accelerators can be made. A hospital has to consider different factors depending on
whether it wants to start offering proton treatments or treatments using electrons and
1
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x-rays. The electron based facility (which can offer electron or x-ray therapies) usually
consists of several treatment rooms, each containing an electron linac. The operation
of each linac does not depend on what is happening in other treatment rooms. A pro-
ton based facility will also have several treatment rooms; however, due to the size and
cost of the proton accelerator [3], one accelerator will typically serve all of the treatment
rooms. The quality of treatment a proton therapy centre can offer is dependent upon the
accelerator at its heart. To date, hospitals have used either a cyclotron or synchrotron
accelerator, both of which offer distinct advantages and disadvantages. There is a de-
mand for accelerator technologies that either help to make proton therapy more widely
available, or improve upon the current standards of treatment. It has been proposed
that accelerators of a fixed field alternating gradient (FFAG) design may be one way by
which standards of treatment may be improved. This thesis evaluates the potential of
FFAGs in the field of proton therapy, by making comparisons with the performance of
a synchrotron accelerator.
1.2 Particles for cancer therapy
Late in the 19th century, shortly after Ro¨ntgen discovered x-rays, it was first observed
that radiation could have a damaging effect on tissue and that it could potentially be
used in the treatment of cancer. Today it is understood that a successful radiation
treatment means balancing the probability of controlling a tumour with the probability
of causing the patient significant further harm due to a large exposure of healthy tissue to
radiation. Careful choice of the particle used for radiotherapy is one of the ways through
which the damage to a tumour can be maximised whilst minimising damage to healthy
tissue. In evaluating the suitability of different particles for radiotherapy, it is often the
relationship between absorbed dose and depth within water (a good approximation for
tissue) that is considered. Here, the absorbed dose is the absorbed energy per unit mass
and is measured in units of gray (Gy)[4]:
1Gy = 1 J/kg.
1.2.1 Electrons and photons
Currently, most patients who receive radiotherapy are treated using either beams of
electrons or x-rays. Both treatments are based upon the acceleration of electrons by
a linear accelerator to energies of between 4MeV and 25MeV. When needed, a beam
of x-rays can be produced by impacting the electrons upon a heavy metal target (e.g.
tungsten), Bremsstrahlung radiation is emitted as the electrons are slowed within the
target. Figure 1.1 shows the relationship between dose and depth for 4MeV electrons
and x-rays as well as 20MeV x-rays. It can be seen that the dose from the electron beam
penetrates a few centimetres of tissue before rapidly dropping off, a feature which makes
electron beams well suited to treating tumours which are at, or close to, the surface of
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a patient [5]. For treating deep-seated tumours, x-rays are the most commonly applied
form of radiation. The notable features of the x-ray treatment are that the maximum
dose occurs at a depth of several centimetres within the patient (with the depth of
maximum dose increasing with beam energy), and that beyond the maximum dose, the
dose then decreases exponentially with depth. As can be seen from Fig. 1.1, a potential
problem with x-ray beam treatment is that, in the direction of the beam travel, the
healthy tissue both before and after a tumour will receive a significant dose of radiation.
The risk of complications from damage of normal tissue may be reduced by rotating the
x-ray beam around a patient, whilst keeping the tumour volume at the axis of rotation,
a process which reduces the maximum dose given to any one area of healthy tissue whilst
maintaining a high dose within the tumour volume. However, in many cases, the ratio of
the probability of eradicating a cancer to the probability of normal tissue complications
(known as the therapeutic ratio) [6] may be improved through use of a different particle.
Figure 1.1: The relationship between the dose delivered to tissue and depth is depen-
dent upon the particle used for therapy [7].
1.2.2 Protons and other hadrons
A charged hadron travelling through a material will have a finite range that is roughly
proportional to the initial kinetic energy of the particle. As the particle travels it will lose
energy to the material through inelastic scattering processes, with the rate of the energy
loss of the particle being approximately inversely proportional to the kinetic energy of
the particle. As the kinetic energy of the particle approaches zero, there is a sharp rise
in the energy lost to the surrounding material. This sharp rise in energy loss just before
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the maximum range of the proton is reached is known as the Bragg peak, and is the
key advantage of using protons, or other ions (e.g. carbon ions), for therapy. The range
R (cm) of a proton in water is related to the proton kinetic energy Ek (MeV) by [8]:
R ≈ αEpk , (1.1)
where α = 0.0022 cmMeV−p and p = 1.77.
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Figure 1.2: The approximate range (and hence Bragg peak depth) of a proton in
water vs. proton kinetic energy calculated using Eq. 1.1. The energy of the proton
beam is selected so that the Bragg peak coincides with a tumour.
If the Bragg peak is positioned at a tissue depth corresponding to the location of a
tumour, then a relatively low dose is received by the healthy tissue before the tumour
and little or no1 dose after the tumour (Fig. 1.1). Having been proposed by Wilson in
1946, therapy based on use of the Bragg peak was first applied to a patient in 1960 [9].
For a treatment involving a beam of many particles, the width of the peak in the
depth-dose plot depends on the type of charged particle used as well as the total range
of the particles. The cause of this is range straggling, which is a result of the statistical
variations in energy loss from each interaction of the treatment particle with the medium
through which it is travelling. Range straggling means that each particle within a mono-
energetic treatment beam will have a slightly different range. The range distribution
is Gaussian, with a standard deviation approximately proportional to R/
√
A, where
R is the nominal range of the particle, and A the particle mass number [10]. Using
heavier ions can lead to a sharper Bragg peak, however, the accelerators required tend
to be larger and more expensive than for protons. In this thesis, emphasis is placed on
accelerators for proton therapy, although some of the designs discussed are also capable
of delivering heavier ions.
1Some dose is present beyond the Bragg peak due to neutron production and the additional range of
fragmented heavier ions. This exit dose is much lower than the entrance dose.
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1.3 Beam requirements of proton therapy
Following diagnosis and an initial assessment of a tumour, a clinician will prescribe a
radiation dose to the tumour volume. Typically this dose is measured in tens of gray,
and is delivered in fractions of around 2Gy per day over a number of weeks. Daily
treatment times are minimised in order to maximize the patient throughput of a facility,
and to reduce the error on dose distribution (which should not vary by more than ±4%
throughout the tumour volume) due to patient movement; it is expected that the dose
rate of a system should be at least 2Gy/minute/litre which requires a beam current of
approximately 0.5 nA [11].
The distal 2 conformation of dose to a tumour is dependent upon the energy spread
of the extracted beam as well as scattering in materials before the treatment volume.
For a given treatment kinetic energy, Ek, the energy spread of the beam should be
less than ∆Ek/Ek = ±0.1% at the point of extraction. The thin ‘pencil’-like beams
extracted from a proton accelerator typically have too small a cross sectional area and
energy spread to deliver a uniform dose throughout an entire target tumour volume.
Methods are required to spread the dose both laterally and longitudinally. The earliest
treatments were based on a method known as passive scattering, whilst today, the best
conformity of dose to a tumour volume is achieved using a method, first developed in
the 1980’s, known as active scanning.
Passive scattering
Passive scattering uses a treatment field that is shaped to conform as closely as possible
to the target tumour volume. To create the treatment field, scattering foils are used to
enlarge the pencil beam [12, 13] followed by collimators to shape the enlarged beam so
that it has the same lateral profile as the tumour [14]. To ensure that as uniform a dose
as possible is delivered to the tumour longitudinally, a spread-out Bragg peak must be
formed by delivering protons that have different ranges within a patient (Fig. 1.3) [15].
For a fixed energy particle source, the treatment beam is first passed through a range
shifter, consisting of a perspex block with a thickness that positions the Bragg peak at
the deepest point of the target volume. Following the range shifter, the beam is passed
through a range modulator, which is often a rotating perspex disk of stepped thickness
[16], to spread the Bragg peak longitudinally through the full depth of the treatment
volume.
Passive scattering allows the required dose to be delivered to a tumour volume within
a very short period of time, which has benefits in dealing with tumour movement re-
sulting from, for example, respiratory cycles. However, the disadvantages of passive
scattering include the spread out Bragg peak being of fixed width across the tumour
volume and range straggling within the range shifter and modulator, both of which lead
2Distal refers to the furthermost edge of a tumour as encountered by the beam.
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Figure 1.3: The Bragg peak of a mono-energetic beam is typically too narrow to
give a uniform dose throughout a tumour volume. A spread-out Bragg peak (SOBP) is
produced by applying proton beams that have different ranges within the patient. The
dashed blue line in the above plot shows the dose distribution calculated by summing the
contributions from the individual Bragg peaks (solid blue lines) [17]. The contribution
to the SOBP by the entrance dose of protons means fewer shorter range protons are
required than longer range protons in order to create a uniform dose distribution.
to a poorer conformation of dose to a tumour volume than is possible when using active
scanning methods.
Active scanning
Active scanning [18] can involve visualising a tumour volume as being made up of smaller
sub-volumes, which are referred to as voxels. The dose that should be given to each voxel
in order to achieve a uniform dose throughout the tumour volume is then calculated [19].
Dose is delivered, voxel by voxel, by scanning the pencil beam laterally and longitudi-
nally through the tumour. The lateral scanning is achieved by steering the beam with
magnets, whilst longitudinal scanning is possible by varying the extraction energy from
the accelerator or by passing the beam through a range modulator. For a static tumour,
active scanning can give a much better conformation of dose to a tumour volume than
passive scattering. However, passive scattering may still be preferred in the case of
moving tumours (e.g. in the lung), for which the voxels will move significantly during ir-
radiation, resulting in a poor dose distribution [20]. There have been a number of recent
studies which have looked at improving the dose distribution to moving tumours when
using active scanning techniques. These studies include applying gating (where dose
delivery is paused during certain parts of a patients respiratory cycle), rapid scanning
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Table 1.1: Typical requirements of proton therapy affecting accelerator design (the
energy step size and dynamic beam extraction intensity are based on the performance
of the Heidelberg Ion Therapy (HIT) synchrotron [26]).
Parameter Requirement
Extraction energy range 60-250MeV
Energy spread at extraction
(
∆Ek
Ek
)
±0.1%
Energy step size ∼ 0.7MeV (1mm steps)
Energy switching time ≤ 1 s
Dose rate 2Gy/min/litre
Dynamic beam extraction intensity 8× 107 − 2× 109 pps
Stability at extraction point ±1 mm or ±1 mrad
(where a beam is swept through the tumour volume in a very short period of time) and
multi-painting (where the total dose is given to a tumour volume over several scans by
the particle beam). These methods are discussed in more detail in chapter 6.
1.4 Accelerators for proton therapy
To date, the accelerators constructed for proton therapy have been either cyclotron or
synchrotron circular accelerators [21]. Linear alternatives have been proposed [22], and
ultra compact linear accelerators, which could, in future, see proton therapy centres
based upon single room treatment facilities (resembling those offered by electron and
x-ray therapy), are being investigated [23, 24]. It has been proposed that a circular
accelerator of FFAG design may help to improve upon the quality of proton treatments
currently available [25]. In this section, the basic features and principles of circular
accelerators are described. Ultra compact linear accelerators are not discussed further,
as they are considered to be beyond the scope of this study.
1.4.1 Cyclotrons
A simple cyclotron consists of two D-shaped electrodes within a dipole field (Fig. 1.4).
Cyclotrons are well suited to a hospital environment due to their relatively compact size
and simplicity.
Charged particles are injected close to the centre of the cyclotron with some velocity
towards one of the D’s. As the magnetic field within the D is perpendicular to the
direction of particle motion, the Lorentz force causes the particle to follow an arc-like
path. Once the particle has travelled through 180◦, it will then be accelerated as it
encounters an electric field between the two D’s. The greater particle velocity on entering
the second D leads to an arc of greater radius being followed, and the combination of
the increased velocity and path length mean that the time taken to travel through the
first and second D’s is approximately equal. In the time taken to traverse one D the
electric field reverses direction, which is achieved by applying a rapidly oscillating radio
frequency (rf) field. As a result the particle will be accelerated each time it crosses
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Figure 1.4: Diagram of the Lawrence cyclotron in the plane of motion (left) and
showing the magnetic fields between the poles of the Ds (right).
the gap between D’s. The acceleration cycle continues, with the path of the particle
spiralling outwards as the number of interactions with the rf field increases. As the
particle approaches the outer edge of the cyclotron, it is extracted. The acceleration
process can be completed in approximately 10µs from injection to extraction. Good
dynamic intensity control of the beam may be achieved by monitoring the extracted
beam and then adjusting the ion source accordingly.
The rapid acceleration cycle of a cyclotron is a result of the fact that the magnetic
fields and rf frequency can remain constant. The structure and operation of a cyclotron
mean that the extracted beam has a fixed energy. In order to position the spread-
out Bragg peak over the tumour volume, range shifters and modulators must be used.
Although these methods allow for very rapid shifting of the position of the Bragg peak,
they also introduce the problem of range straggling for lower energy treatments.
1.4.2 Synchrotron
Unlike the cyclotron, synchrotrons (such as the example shown in Fig. 1.5) confine
particles to a single path. The layout of a synchrotron can be approximately described
by a regular polygon. Dipole magnets are located at the vertices of the polygon in
order to bend the particles around a closed circuit. In the straight sections between
the dipoles, there are rf cavities for particle acceleration, as well as additional magnets
which focus the beam, controlling the beam size and preventing particles from being lost
on the walls of the accelerator.
During the acceleration process, the momentum of each particle will increase. In a
uniform magnetic field B a particle with momentum p and charge q will follow a circular
trajectory of radius ρ, where
Bρ =
p
q
. (1.2)
Bρ is called the beam rigidity, and for a given charge is a measure of the momentum.
Within a synchrotron, the magnetic field strengths must be ramped up during accelera-
tion in order to keep the path of the beam and the focusing properties of the accelerator
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Figure 1.5: The synchrotron that is used to accelerate protons for therapy at the
Loma Linda Medical Centre [27].
constant. Given the fixed path length, the time taken for a particle to make one rev-
olution of the accelerator will change with the particle velocity during an acceleration
cycle. Therefore, the frequency of the rf must also change to maintain synchronicity
between the arrival of the particle bunch at a cavity and the desired phase of the rf.
A major advantage of the synchrotron for therapy is that the energy at which the
particles are extracted can be varied easily from cycle to cycle, eliminating the need
to degrade the beam by the use of range shifters and modulators. For treatments of
tumours at small depths within a patient, this can mean better conformation of dose to
a tumour volume than is the case when a cyclotron is used.
1.4.3 FFAG
In recent years, fixed field alternating gradient (FFAG) accelerators for hadron therapy
have been the subject of a number of design studies [28–30]. It is claimed that accel-
erators of this design have the potential to offer the benefits of both cyclotrons and
synchrotrons, by giving:
- variable energy extraction;
- high repetition rate, leading to rapid dose delivery;
- simple and stable operation due to fixed magnetic fields.
As with a synchrotron, FFAGs have a ring type design; however, like a cyclotron,
the magnetic fields remain fixed during the acceleration process. An FFAG is able to
confine particles to a ring by having magnetic fields that vary with increasing radius; as
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the momentum of a particle increases it follows paths in regions of stronger magnetic
fields. FFAGs may be split into two categories, scaling and non-scaling. A scaling FFAG
[31] has magnetic fields which vary radially within a plane according to:
Bz = Bz,0
(
R
R0
)k
. (1.3)
Here Bz,0 is the magnetic field perpendicular to the plane at a reference radius, R0, R
is the radial distance and k is known as the scaling index. The term ‘scaling’ refers to
the fact that a high momentum particle will follow a path that is of the same shape
but scaled up in size when compared to the path of a low momentum particle; the
scaling index determines the proximity of the paths of particles at different momenta.
Within a non-scaling FFAG, the field does not obey Eq. 1.3, and the shape of the
path of a particle can vary with changing momentum. In both cases the magnetic field
varies azimuthally so as to introduce alternating gradient focusing (alternating gradient
schemes for FFAG accelerators are discussed further in chapter 2). For the scaling FFAG,
the strength of the focusing is independent of the particle momentum, which ensures that
the motion of the particles in the beam remains stable throughout an acceleration cycle.
However, for the non-scaling FFAG, the strength of focusing can vary significantly with
momentum (depending upon the field profile chosen) and there may be times during an
acceleration cycle where, if the energy was fixed, the particle motion would be unstable.
One advantage of the non-scaling FFAG is that it can be built using magnets that are
less complicated than the magnets required for a scaling FFAG. The non-scaling FFAG
also allows for the design of accelerators that have a reduced radial aperture and large
acceptance when compared to a scaling FFAG (an accelerator with these qualities is
discussed in chapter 4).
1.5 Thesis Overview
This thesis is organised as follows:
- Chapter 1 introduces this thesis.
- Chapter 2 provides context by detailing an existing proton therapy facility as well
as FFAG design concepts.
- Chapter 3 describes the tracking methods used for characterising the accelerators
in computer simulations.
- Chapter 4 looks at the limitations of the design tools used in predicting particle
behaviour in a given machine.
- Chapter 5 details the optimization of the synchrotron design which will be used
as a basis for comparison with a FFAG accelerator for proton therapy delivery.
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- Chapter 6 describes the FFAG design that will be discussed, and compared with
the synchrotron design described in chapter 5.
- Chapter 7 gives a summary and conclusion from the studies detailed in previous
chapters.

Chapter 2
Beam dynamics and accelerator
design
The momentum of a particle of charge q and velocity v travelling through electric (E)
and magnetic (B) fields is influenced by the Lorentz force,
F =
dp
dt
= q(E+ v×B), (2.1)
where p is the particle momentum as a function of time (t). This thesis will look at
how particles are guided by magnetic fields and accelerated by electric fields within
accelerators that deliver particle beams suitable for treating cancer. In this section, the
physics of the relevant beam dynamics within accelerators will be introduced and given
context through examples of existing accelerator designs.
2.1 Particles for acceleration
The charged particles encountered within the tracking studies in this thesis are electrons
(chapter 4) and protons (chapters 5 and 6). The momentum of a particle is given by:
p = mv = γm0v,
with γ being the relativistic Lorentz factor and m0 the rest mass of the particle. When
defining the global properties of an electron beam within this thesis, the nominal mo-
mentum of a single electron within the beam is given. This is in keeping with literature
on the EMMA non-scaling FFAG (discussed in chapter 4), for which electrons are trav-
elling at a speed greater than 0.99c. If the energy (E) of a particle is given by the rest
energy (E0) and kinetic energy (Ek) of the particle:
E = E0 + Ek,
13
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then the energy of the particle may be written as:
E = mc2 = γm0c
2,
where c is the speed of light. The kinetic energy of a particle can therefore be written:
Ek = (γ − 1)m0c2.
When defining the global properties of a proton beam within this thesis, the nominal
kinetic energy of a single proton within the beam is given. This follows the convention
generally used in the literature on proton therapy. The energy, momentum and rest
mass of a particle are related by:
E =
√
(pc)2 + (m0c2)2.
The energy of particle beams are conventionally expressed in eV, which is the change
in energy of an electron as it crosses a potential of 1V. Particle momentum is given
in units of eV/c and the mass in units of eV/c2. For ultra-relativistic particles, where
pc ≫ mc2, values for Ek and pc approach that of E. When dealing with the dynamics
of particles within a bunch, it is often convenient to work with the momentum deviation
of individual particles from a nominal momentum for the bunch. For both electrons
and protons, the momentum of an individual particle within a beam is expressed as the
fractional offset in its momentum (p) from the nominal momentum (p0), δ =
p−p0
p0
= ∆pp0 .
2.2 Fundamentals of motion within a circular accelerator
Using a Cartesian coordinate system, a particle given some velocity in the zx plane will
remain in the same plane and follow a circular path if there is a magnetic field directed
along the y axis 1. The radius of this path is given by,
ρ =
p
qBy
. (2.2)
Figure 2.1 illustrates this case. A disc within the zx plane has been taken, within the
disc there is a uniform magnetic field directed along the y axis. A charged particle
given the appropriate starting conditions (position and velocity) will orbit around the
centre of the disc (the path of such a particle is marked red in Fig. 2.1). Taking two
more particles of the same energy, and giving one a slightly different starting velocity
(Fig. 2.1a) and the second a different starting location (Fig. 2.1b), it is seen that the
orbits of these two extra particles can be said to oscillate around the orbit of the original
particle, but that in all cases each particle has the same location and velocity at the end
of one orbit as it had at the start. The number of oscillations of a particle around the
original path per orbit is called the betatron tune, which for pure dipole field is 1.
1In the absence of synchrotron radiation.
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Figure 2.1: A particle with velocity in the zx plane travels on a disc that has a
magnetic field directed along the y axis, the force experienced by the particle causes
it to orbit around the centre of the plot (red path). If the initial velocity (blue path)
or position (green path) of the particle is changed, then these new paths are seen to
oscillate around the original path.
The disc is now divided into quarters, and the quarters of the disc are moved outwards
(as illustrated in Fig. 2.2) so that they are separated by regions with no magnetic field:
these field free regions are referred to as drift spaces. Figure 2.2a shows a path for
which a particle will have the same location and velocity at the end of an orbit as at
the start; this path is referred to as the closed (or equilibrium) orbit. Particles following
any other path are seen to oscillate around the closed orbit. However, unlike in Fig. 2.1,
the particles do not return to their starting conditions after one orbit, but instead do so
after three. The betatron tune in the case shown in Fig. 2.2 is 4/3.
These two examples are crude representations of the arrangement of magnets within
a cyclotron (Fig. 2.1) and synchrotron (Fig. 2.2). For both arrangements, the return
of the particles to their starting conditions after a given number of orbits is evidence
of the focusing properties of a uniform magnetic field, there is clearly a range of initial
conditions within the zx plane for which a particle will orbit indefinitely. The particle
sources used for accelerators emit particles which have a spread of initial locations, ve-
locities and energies; focusing methods are important in ensuring that as many particles
as possible survive to the end of the acceleration cycle without being lost to the walls of
the accelerator.
Equation 2.2 tells us that the radius of an arc subtended by a charged particle that
is travelling through a magnetic field increases with momentum, the result of which is
a closed orbit that is dependent on momentum. The change in closed orbit with the
fractional offset in momentum, δ, is referred to as dispersion. The momentum of the
particle tracked through the split dipole is now increased, and the effects of dispersion can
be seen in Fig. 2.3a. The betatron tune of the high momentum particle is not 4/3, but is
instead either an irrational number or expressed by a fraction with a denominator much
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Figure 2.2: Separating the quadrants of the disc shown in Fig. 2.1 (with regions that
have no fields) changes the particle dynamics. Figure (a) shows the equilibrium orbit
for the new dipole configuration (this path is marked by the red dashed line in Figs. (b)
and (c)); if particles have a momentum (Fig. (b)) or spatial (Fig. (c)) offset from the
equilibrium orbit, then these particles will oscillate around the equilibrium orbit. In
this example the betatron tune is 4/3.
larger than 3 (Fig. 2.3b). The change in tune with the fractional offset in momentum is
called the chromaticity. We now select an entrance plane to one of the dipole quarters
as an observation point, and track a particle through 200 orbits in the disc. Each time
the particle passes an observation point, its position and momentum along the x axis
are recorded. Figure 2.3 shows that a plot of the recorded momentum vs. position forms
an ellipse, at the centre of which is the closed orbit. The orientation of the ellipse in a
plot of the transverse dynamical variables relative to the closed orbit is dependent upon
where along the closed orbit the measurement is made; however, the area enclosed by
the ellipse will remain constant (a matrix describing the propagation of the motion is
symplectic).
In a cyclotron, dispersion is the key to maintaining isochronicity: as particles are
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Figure 2.3: The momentum of the particle in these plots is greater than that in
Fig. 2.2. Dispersion leads to a closed orbit that is found at a larger radius: the closed
orbit for the new and previous momenta are shown by the solid and dashed red lines in
Fig. (a) respectively. Figure (b) shows that the path of a particle that is offset from the
equilibrium orbit no longer closes every three turns; the change in betatron tune with a
fractional change in momentum is called the chromaticity. A particle is tracked through
200 turns, and the phase space variables, position and momentum, of the particle in the
direction of the x axis are recorded at a boundary of the lower right quadrant (marked
orange in Fig. (c)); the plot of px vs. x at the boundary traces out an ellipse. If the
values of the phase space variables are recorded at successive points in the remainder
of the quadrant (along an axis transverse to the closed orbit), then the ellipse will be
seen to change shape, whilst the area enclosed by the ellipse remains constant. Given
the periodicity of the system, the evolution of the ellipse is the same for each quadrant.
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x
s
z
y
machine
 centre
Figure 2.4: Coordinate system local to the equilibrium path of a particle beam. x
is the longitudinal coordinate (tangential to the closed orbit). y and z are transverse
horizontal and vertical respectively.
accelerated the increase in velocity is compensated by the increase in orbital circumfer-
ence, so the orbital period remains constant. However, in a synchrotron, the fields are
ramped up during acceleration so as to overcome the effect of dispersion and maintain a
fixed closed orbit. In FFAGs, the magnetic fields increase with radius, which results in
a reduction of the dispersion. For both synchrotrons and FFAGs the motion of particles
can be described in terms of small oscillations (compared to the orbital radius) around
closed orbits: for this reason it is convenient to use a coordinate system that has an
origin at or close to the position of the closed orbit of a beam at any point around the
circumference of the accelerator (Fig. 2.4).
The focusing provided by a uniform field directed along the y axis acts only in the zx
plane. Eventually, any particle with some component of velocity in the y direction will
be lost. A number of non-uniform field profiles (introduced in section 2.3) are commonly
applied in accelerators to provide both horizontal and vertical focusing and to ensure
that the beam dynamics within an accelerator are as required for any given application.
2.3 Magnets for accelerators
In section 2.2, we demonstrated that a uniform magnetic field could have a focusing
effect of the motion of a charged particle. The focusing was limited to constraining
particles along an axis that was perpendicular to both the magnetic field and the direc-
tion of motion of a particle travelling along the closed orbit (the transverse horizontal
y axis in Fig. 2.4); if we want to be able to constrain motion to some region along the
transverse vertical z axis, then we will need additional magnetic field profiles. Further-
more, we saw the momentum dependence of the focusing properties of a uniform field
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when chromaticity was introduced; later in this chapter we will see why we may want
to control the chromaticity of a lattice, and how this can be achieved using a variety of
magnetic field profiles.
An understanding of the magnetic field profiles that can be produced for use within
a particle accelerator can be gained by starting with two of Maxwell’s equations,
∇×H = ∂D
∂t
+ J, (2.3)
∇ ·B = 0, (2.4)
whereB = µ0H, with µ0 being the permeability of free space,D the electric displacement
and J the current density. In the vacuum of a beamline that is surrounded by magnets
and zero (or constant) electric fields, Eq. 2.3 may be rewritten as
∇×H = 0. (2.5)
It follows that we can write the magnetic field in terms of a magnetic scalar potential,
ψ:
B = −∇ψ. (2.6)
Combining Eq. 2.4 and Eq. 2.6 then gives Laplace’s equation for the scalar potential, ψ:
∇2ψ = 0. We consider the case where magnetic fields vary along the transverse axes of a
magnet, but are constant along the longitudinal axis. This can be a good representation
of the fields within a magnet when away from the entrance and exit, in which regions
the fields do not vary with longitudinal position. Restricting this derivation to two
dimensions, Laplace’s equation in polar coordinates has the form:
∇2ψ = ∂
2ψ
∂r2
+
1
r
∂ψ
∂r
+
1
r2
∂2ψ
∂φ2
= 0, (2.7)
where, based on the local coordinate system of Fig. 2.4, r =
√
y2 + z2 and φ =
arctan
(
z
y
)
. A solution to Eq. 2.7 is given by [32]:
ψ =
∞∑
n=1
(anr
n cos(nφ) + bnr
n sin(nφ)) , (2.8)
where, in the case of a pure multipole field, 2n is the number of magnet poles. The an
and bn coefficients determine the field strengths of the cosine and sine terms which are
at an angle of π/2n (skew multipole) and normal (upright multipole) to the xy plane
respectively. Taking the normal quadrupole as an example, n = 2 and a2 = 0, then
Eq. 2.8 evaluates to:
ψ2 = b2r
2 sin(2φ),
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with a transformation to Cartesian coordinates giving:
ψ2 = 2b2yz. (2.9)
The magnetic field is then found by using Eqs. 2.6 and 2.9:
B = −2b2(z, y, 0),
which may be written in terms of the field gradient along an axis in the quadrupole:
B =
∂By
∂z
(z, y, 0).
The Lorentz force on a particle travelling perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the
quadrupole (v = (0, 0, vx)) is:
F = qvx
∂By
∂z
(z,−y, 0).
At this point we note that the force along the horizontal and vertical transverse axes of
the normal quadrupole are dependent on z and −y respectively. This property makes
the quadrupole focusing for one transverse axis and defocusing for the other. In section
2.4 we see how pairs of quadrupole magnets are used to provide focusing along both
transverse axes. The accelerators within this thesis are constructed with upright multi-
pole magnets; however, in practice, there will be small skew multipole field components
due to errors in the rotational alignment of magnets. Equation 2.8 has been evaluated
for the first four values of n, with the results in Cartesian coordinates of the upright
multipole fields given in table 2.1 and the field profiles shown in Fig 2.5. Figure 2.6
shows the force experienced by a particle as it passes through a quadrupole magnet
and through a sextupole magnet, as a function of transverse position in the magnet.
Throughout this thesis, we define multipole magnets by their normalised gradient (or
strength), which is given by:
Kn−1 =
∂n−1By
∂zn−1
1
Bρ
, (2.10)
where Bρ is referred to as the particle rigidity, and relates the magnetic field (B) and
bending radius (ρ) experienced by a particle to the particle momentum (p) and charge
(q):
Bρ =
p
q
. (2.11)
In Eq. 1.3 a field profile for the midplane of a scaling FFAG was given. A binomial
expansion of this equation shows how the FFAG theoretically consists of an infinite
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Table 2.1: Analytic expressions of multipole magnet field components.
Component By Bz
Dipole 0 BρK0
Quadrupole BρK1z BρK1y
Sextupole BρK2yz
1
2BρK2(y
2 − z2)
Octupole 16BρK3(3y
2z − z3) 16BρK3(y3 − 3yz2)
y
z
(a) Dipole
y
z
(b) Quadrupole
y
z
(c) Sextupole
y
z
(d) Octupole
Figure 2.5: Field profiles for the first four multipole magnet components. With the
defined coordinate system, particles travel out of the page; the quadrupole field shown
will be horizontally focusing for a negatively charged particle, and defocusing for a
positively charged particle.
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number of multipole magnet components:
Bz = Bz,0
(
R
R0
)k
= Bz,0
(
1 +
k∆R
R0
+
(k − 1)k∆R2
2R20
+
(k − 2)(k − 1)k∆R3
6R30
+ ...
)
= Bz,0
(
1 +
∞∑
n=1
k(k − 1)(k − 2)...(k − n+ 1)∆Rn
n!Rn0
)
,
(2.12)
where R = R0 +∆R. Figure 2.7 shows the field profile that satisfies the first 5 terms of
Eq. 2.12, which, for the range shown, is a good approximation for the scaling FFAG mag-
net. Later in this chapter, two FFAG accelerator designs are discussed: one is built using
scaling FFAG magnets; the second is designed with combined function magnets (where
the fields within an accelerator magnet consist of two or more multipole components)
that satisfy the first 5 terms of Eq. 2.12.
2.4 Linear particle dynamics
Understanding the motion of a particle with respect to the closed orbit can give key
information about the performance of a particle accelerator. A popular approach is
to describe each accelerator component in terms of a Hamiltonian that determines the
dynamics of a charged particle within the component. From this, Hamiltonian maps
that propagate the dynamical variables through the different accelerator components
can be derived. The coefficients within these maps tell us about the behaviour of a
particle beam at the location of the corresponding component within the accelerator.
Maps for a sequence of components can be combined to produce a map for some section
of accelerator, or even for an entire accelerator. The particle tracking studies within this
thesis have been carried out using numerical methods (which are discussed in chapter 3),
the results of tracking are often then used to calculate the map that describes the linear
particle motion through the accelerator.
In Fig. 2.4 a coordinate system local to the closed orbit of a particle was defined.
The transverse motion of a particle with respect to the closed orbit may be described
by using the dynamical variables y, y′, z and z′, where the prime indicates the change in
a variable with respect to the path length, s, of a particle following the closed orbit; the
value of y′, for example, can be calculated as:
y′ = arctan
(
py
px
)
,
where py is transverse horizontal momentum with respect to the closed orbit and px is
the momentum tangential to the closed orbit at a given location.
In section 2.2 we saw that a charged particle travelling with some component of ve-
locity perpendicular to a uniform magnetic field oscillates around the closed orbit in the
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y
z
(d) Sextupole vertical
Figure 2.6: Horizontal and vertical forces experienced by a charged particle travelling
through a magnetic multipole field.
plane perpendicular to the field. This oscillation indicated that the motion of the particle
was stable along one of the transverse axes, however there was nothing constraining the
particle along the second transverse axis. In section 2.3 we introduced several magnet
field profiles, including that of the quadrupole magnet; the force experienced by a par-
ticle as it travels through a quadrupole increases linearly with the particle offset from
the quadrupole axis. The field profile of the quadrupole focuses the particle towards
the closed orbit along one transverse axis, and defocuses along the second. The small
transverse oscillations of particles around a closed orbit as they travel through dipole
and quadrupole fields may be represented by a pair of periodic second order differential
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y
z
Figure 2.7: Field profile of a combined function magnet containing components from
dipole up to decapole. This is approximately equivalent to a scaling FFAG magnet over
the range shown.
equations, which are known as Hill’s equations:
∂2y
∂s2
+Ky(s)y = 0,
∂2z
∂s2
+Kz(s)z = 0, (2.13)
where the functions Ky(s) and Kz(s) are the piecewise constants that give respectively
the transverse horizontal and vertical focusing strength of a component at a position
s. In a circular accelerator, a particle will encounter the different steering and focusing
components once every turn in the accelerator, so that along the horizontal axis, for
example, Ky(s) = Ky(s + C), where C is the path length of a particle following the
closed orbit for one turn. If steering occurs only in the xy plane, then the horizontal
and vertical focusing functions at a given position, s, are written as:
Ky =
1
ρ(s)2
+K1(s), Kz = −K1(s), (2.14)
where ρ is the bending radius of a dipole magnetic field component and K1 is the
quadrupole magnet focusing strength that was defined in section 2.3. A solution to
Hill’s equation for positive values of K is given by [33]:
y(s) = a cos (
√
Kys+ b), (2.15)
where a and b are determined by the initial phase space coordinates of a particle (y0, y
′
0).
Through expansion of the cosine term of Eq. 2.15, we can write:
y(s) = A cos (
√
Kys) +B sin (
√
Kys),
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and then by differentiating y with respect to s, we obtain an expression for y′:
y′(s) = −√KyA sin (√Kys) +√KB cos (√Kys).
If we take the limit of s→ 0, we find that A = y0 and B = y′0/
√
Ky, and we can now
write the transfer map for propagating the dynamical variables through a combined
function dipole (with horizontally focusing quadrupole terms, Ky > 0) of length, L:
Mf =


cos
(√
KyL
)
1√
Ky
sin
(√
KyL
)
0 0
−√Ky sin (√KyL) cos (√KyL) 0 0
0 0 cosh
(√|Kz|L) 1√|Kz | sinh
(√|Kz|L)
0 0
√|Kz| sinh(√|Kz|L) cosh(√|Kz|L)


(2.16)
To find the dynamical variables after the component, we then multiply the map by
the initial dynamical variables:


y1
y′1
z1
z′1

 =Mf


y0
y′0
z0
z′0

 .
The transfer matrix, Mf , contains both ordinary and hyperbolic trigonometric terms;
this provides a description of the focusing action of the quadrupole along the horizontal
axis and defocusing along the vertical axis. In the case that Ky < 0, we refer to the
quadrupole as being defocusing, and the map is given by:
Md =


cosh
(√|Ky|L) 1√|Ky | sinh (√|Ky|L) 0 0√|Ky| sinh (√|Ky|L) cosh (√|Ky|L) 0 0
0 0 cos
(√
KzL
)
1√
Kz
sin
(√
KzL
)
0 0 −√Kz sin
(√
KzL
)
cos
(√
KzL
)

 .(2.17)
It is possible to have a net beam focusing effect along both transverse axes by con-
structing accelerator lattices with sequences of focusing and defocusing quadrupoles
that are separated by drift spaces. The FODO (focusing-drift-defocusing-drift) cell is a
common example; we can calculate a map for transporting particles through a FODO
cell by multiplying the maps for the individual components together in the following
fashion:
M =MoMdMoMf , (2.18)
where Mo is the map for a drift space. The quadrupole maps given describe motion
through a quadrupole that is perfectly aligned with respect to the reference axis, meaning
that motion along the transverse axes is uncoupled (i.e. the motion along the y axis is
independent of the motion along the z axis and vice-versa). This results in a map for the
FODO cell that is block diagonal; the upper-left and lower-right 2 × 2 matrices within
the map individually describe motion along the horizontal and vertical axis, respectively.
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Figure 2.8: Stability diagram for a periodic FODO cell. Two 20 cm long quadrupoles
are separated by 60 cm drift spaces, Kf and Kd give the strength of the horizontally
focusing and defocusing quadrupoles respectively. A transfer matrix for the cell is
calculated by multiplying the matrices for the individual components (as in Eq. 2.18);
the stability of the cell is determined by calculating the trace of the 2 × 2 matrices
that describe the motion along each transverse axis. Quadrupole strengths that give
stability along both transverse axes (when —Tr(M)| ≤ 2) are marked in green. The
choice of quadrupole strengths from those that give transverse stability is dictated by
the beam dynamics required of the accelerator.
It can be shown [34] that for net focusing along a given transverse axis, the trace of the
2× 2 matrix must meet the criterion:
|Tr(M)| ≤ 2.
For a single FODO cell configuration there can be a range of quadrupole strengths that
give stability along both transverse axes (Fig. 2.8). From the quadrupole strengths that
provide stability along both transverse axes, the selected strength is the one that gives
the best match for a number of requirements of the beam dynamics (for example, in
chapter 5 we choose quadrupole strengths that bring the transverse motion close to a
resonant condition).
The trace of the matrix being less than 2 indicates a real (rather than complex or
imaginary) phase advance of the transverse oscillation over one period (in this case the
FODO cell).
A second approach to solving Hill’s equations allows for a more general description of
the linear transverse motion at a given position, s, to be developed. We start by taking
a solution, y, that is written in terms of the amplitude and phase of the oscillation:
y(s) = a
√
βy(s) cos (ψ(s) + φ0), (2.19)
where a
√
β(s) gives the amplitude of the particle oscillation around the closed orbit at
a position s, φ0 is the initial phase of the oscillation and ψ(s) is the phase advance of
the particle since φ0. The values of a and φ0 are determined by the starting coordinates
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(y, y′) of a particle, and are independent of s. If we take Hill’s equation (Eq. 2.4) as:
y′′ = −Kyy, (2.20)
and then substitute Eq. 2.19 into Eq. 2.20, then we find:
−a√
β(s)
sin (ψ(s) + φ0)(β
′(s)ψ′(s) + β(s)ψ′′(s))
− a
4β(s)3/2
cos (ψ(s) + φ0)
(−2β(s)β′′(s) + β′(s)2 + 4β(s)2ψ′(s)2)
= −Kya
√
β(s) cos (ψ(s) + φ0). (2.21)
After equating the sine and cosine terms on the left hand side of Eq. 2.21 to those on
the right hand side, we note that the sine term must always be zero, which is true if:
β′(s)ψ′(s) + β(s)ψ′′(s) = 0. (2.22)
Equation 2.22 has the solution:
ψ′(s) =
1
β(s)
, (2.23)
and it is noted that integrating this over the circumference of an accelerator and dividing
by 2π gives the betatron tune:
Q =
1
2π
∮
C
1
β(s)
ds. (2.24)
To give a description of the motion of a particle in transverse phase space over many
turns we start with Eq. 2.19 and its derivative:
y′(s) = − a√
βy(s)
(αy(s) cos(ψ(s) + φ0) + sin(ψ(s) + φ0)), (2.25)
where αy(s) = −β
′
y(s)
2 . We then write:
cos (ψ(s) + φ0) =
y
a
√
βy(s)
, (2.26)
and then substitute this into Eq. 2.25 to obtain:
sin (ψ(s) + φ0) = −
(√
βy(s)y
′
a
+
αy(s)y
a
√
βy(s)
)
. (2.27)
Using the identity sin2 θ + cos2 θ = 1, Eqs. 2.26 and 2.27 can be combined to eliminate
ψ(s) and give:
y2
βy(s)
+
(
αy(s)√
βy(s)
y +
√
βy(s)y
′
)2
= a2. (2.28)
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Figure 2.9: The motion of a particle following a stable trajectory within a linear
system will form an ellipse in transverse phase space. The Courant-Snyder parameters
(α, β and γ) define the orientation of the ellipse at a location s, whilst the area of the
ellipse is constant for all s.
Finally, we introduce the term γy(s) =
1+α2y(s)
βy(s)
, which allows us to write Eq. 2.28 as:
γy(s)y
2(s) + 2αy(s)y(s)y
′(s) + βy(s)y′2(s) = a2. (2.29)
Equation 2.29 describes an ellipse (as could be expected from Fig. 2.3c) of area πa2.
The variables αy(s), βy(s) and γy(s) are referred to the Courant-Snyder parameters and
describe the orientation of the ellipse traced in phase space at a given position, s. Within
our equations the value a is constant, which means that the area enclosed by a phase
space ellipse remains the same irrespective of the ellipse orientation. If we are tracking
a single particle, then a is related to the action, Jy, of the particle in phase space by
a =
√
2Jy, and Eq. 2.29 becomes:
Jy =
1
2
(
γy(s)y
2 + 2αy(s)yy
′ + βy(s)y′2
)
. (2.30)
An ellipse that is described by Eq. 2.30 is shown in Fig. 2.9. Alternatively, we may
describe a bunch of many particles after first defining the emittance, ǫy, as the mean
action of the particles within the bunch:
ǫy =< Jy > .
In this case, a =
√
ǫy and Eq. 2.29 is then:
ǫy = γy(s)y
2 + 2αy(s)yy
′ + βy(s)y′2. (2.31)
We now have two metrics for describing the relative size of transverse oscillations that
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are independent of the location of the particles longitudinally. It can be shown that the
action and emittance will vary inverse proportionally to the particle momentum during
acceleration [35] (leading to a reduced beam size at higher momentum); it is helpful to
define normalised values of the action and emittance, which are independent of particle
momentum. The normalised values are given by:
JN,y = βγJy,
ǫN,y = βγǫy,
where β and γ are the relativistic parameters. Both non-normalised (or geometric) and
normalised values of action and emittance are used within this thesis, with the preferred
metric depending upon the situation at hand. For example, when investigating single
particle dynamics within a lattice, we often use the geometric action, whereas when
describing a bunch of particles during acceleration, it is the normalised emittance that
is preferred.
A matrix that transports particles through one turn in the accelerator can be written
in terms of the Courant-Snyder parameters and the phase advance of the particle. In
later chapters, particle tracking is used to calculate the coefficients of the one turn map,
and subsequently the Courant-Snyder parameters. If we take Eqs. 2.19 and 2.25, and
then expand the trigonometric terms, we obtain:
y(s) = a
√
β(s) (cos (ψ(s)) cos (φ0)− sin (ψ(s)) sin (φ0)) , (2.32)
y′(s) = − a√
β(s)
(α(s)(cos (ψ(s)) cos (φ0)− sin (ψ(s)) sin (φ0))
+ sin (ψ(s)) cos (φ0) + cos (ψ(s)) sin (φ0)).
(2.33)
When s = 0, then y(0) = y0, y
′(0) = y′0, α(0) = α0, β(0) = β0 and ψ(0) = 0, and we
can show that:
cos (φ0) =
y0√
2β0J
(2.34)
sin (φ0) = −
(√
β0
2J
y′0 +
α0y0√
2β0J
)
. (2.35)
Inserting these into Eqs. 2.32 and 2.33, gives following equations for the betatron motion:
y(s) =
√
βy(s)
βy,0
(cos (ψ(s)) + αy,0 sin (ψ(s))) y0 +
√
βy(s)βy,0 sin (ψ(s))y
′
0, (2.36)
y′(s) =
1√
βy(s)βy,0
((αy,0 − αy(s)) cos (ψ(s))− (1 + αy,0αy(s)) sin (ψ(s)))y0
+
√
βy,0
βy(s)
(cos (ψ(s))− αy(s) sin (ψ(s)))y′0.
(2.37)
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If we observe the betatron motion over a number of turns at a single point within the
lattice (for example, at the location of a beam position monitor), then the matrix that
transports particles over successive turns is given by:
My =
(
cosµy + αy,0 sinµy βy,0 sinµy
−γy,0 sinµx cosµy − αy,0 sinµy
)
, (2.38)
where: (
y1
y′1
)
=My
(
y0
y′0
)
,
and µy = 2πQy.
Having a general description of the motion of particles (as given by the Courant-
Snyder parameters) for the entire lattice allows for optimal positioning of components
that control the beam dynamics (for example, sextupoles). Given a matrix consisting of
the Courant-Snyder parameters along a single transverse axis at a longitudinal position,
s0:
Ay =
(
γy αy
αy βy
)
, (2.39)
it can be shown [36] that, if the matrices that propagate the dynamical variables along
the lattice are known, then the matrix of Courant-Snyder parameters can be transported
from a position s0 to s1 by:
Ay(s1)
−1 =My(s1, s0)Ay(s0)−1My(s1, s0)T, (2.40)
where T indicates the transpose of the matrix.
2.5 Resonant particle motion
In Fig. 2.8, we saw for the FODO cell example that there can be a range of quadrupole
strengths that lead to stable motion along the horizontal and vertical transverse axes.
The condition for stability was defined by the trace of a matrix that describes the
motion along a transverse axis being less than 2, with the physical meaning of this being
a real phase advance of the particle along the transverse axis. However, if the betatron
tune is integer or some fraction of an integer, the effect on the beam dynamics of field
errors may add coherently, and motion may again be unstable. Typically, lower order
resonances are more likely to lead to beam loss, and accelerators are designed to operate
away from these conditions. Alternatively, an accelerator may be brought close to a
transverse resonance along one axis in order to extract beam in a controlled fashion;
these extraction methods, when used for proton therapy, are a focus of this thesis. The
resonance condition for betatron motion is:
aQy + bQz = nP, (2.41)
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Figure 2.10: Tune resonance diagram for the first four orders of resonance for a lattice
that is made up of a single period (P = 1 in Eq. 2.41). Accelerators usually have tune
working points that are away from lower order resonances in order to minimise beam
loss.
where a, b and P are integers, |a|+ |b| is the order of the resonance, n is an integer and P
is the number of periodic cells that makes up the accelerator. Figure 2.10 shows a tune
diagram for the first four orders of resonance in the case that P = 1. A resonance may
involve one (a or b equal to zero) or both (a and b non-zero) transverse axes, with the
latter referred to as a coupling resonance. Each order of resonance requires a field error
of at least the same order to drive it, for example, a dipole field error may drive integer
resonances, whilst a sextupole may drive integer, half-integer or third-integer resonances.
The field components that can drive resonances may be introduced intentionally to
control some aspect of the beam dynamics (e.g. chromaticity) or unintentionally, for
example, through the misalignment of magnets. In the case of the field components
included intentionally, increasing the number of periods that makes up a lattice reduces
the density of the resonance lines within a tune diagram, and may allow the accelerator
to operate further from resonant conditions.
2.6 Chromaticity control
In section 2.5, we saw that certain values of the betatron tune would lead to resonance
conditions for the transverse motion, and that a resonance of a given order required a
magnetic field term of at least the same order to drive the resonance. A working point
of an accelerator is usually selected that leads to a betatron tune that is away from
resonant conditions. In the discussion on linear beam dynamics (section 2.4), the beam
was steered and focussed using dipole and quadrupole magnets, suggesting that it is
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the integer and half-integer resonances that should be primarily avoided. However, the
particles that are injected into an accelerator will have a range of momenta, which are
distributed around the nominal momentum of the beam. Equations 2.10 and 2.14 tell
us that the focusing strength of a magnetic field is dependent on the momentum of a
particle, with higher momentum particles experiencing lower focusing strengths than low
momentum particles; the result of this is a change in betatron tune with momentum,
which is referred to as chromaticity. If the tune spread of a bunch is large enough,
then off-momentum particles may encounter resonant conditions, and be lost from the
accelerator.
By using the field profiles given in table 2.1, it can be shown that a sextupole magnet
offers an additional quadrupole-type focusing term for off-momentum particles, provided
that the sextupole is located in an area of non-zero dispersion. For a particle that has
some momentum deviation, δ, the transverse positions of particle can be written so
as to include the dispersion of the accelerator at the location of the sextupole. If the
dispersion, Dy(s), is non-zero along the y axis and zero along the z axis, then,
y = Dy(s)δ +∆y,
z = ∆z,
where ∆y and ∆z are the transverse offsets from the off-momentum closed orbit posi-
tions. Substituting this into the equation for the sextupole then gives:
Bz =
1
2
BρK2((Dy(s)δ)
2 + 2Dy(s)δ∆y +∆y
2 −∆z2)
By = −BρK2(Dy(s)δ∆z +∆y∆z). (2.43)
It can be seen that for the vertical field component there are dipole, quadrupole and
sextupole terms, whilst for the horizontal component there is just a quadrupole and
sextupole term. The chromaticity of a lattice is calculated by:
ξy = − 1
4π
∮
Kyβyds. (2.44)
In our lattice that is made up of dipoles and quadrupoles, alternating gradient focusing
leads to β functions that are larger in the focusing quadrupoles than in the defocusing
quadrupoles; evaluation of the integral in Eq. 2.44 will give a negative chromaticity (in
keeping with our qualitative description). By including sextupole components, the chro-
maticity may be controlled (to the first order of δ), and the linear term of chromaticity
set to a required value. Equation 2.44 with the quadrupole terms that arise from the
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the inclusion of sextupole fields (Eq. 2.43) is written as:
ξy = − 1
4π
∮
βy(K1 −K2Dy)ds,
ξz =
1
4π
∮
βz(K1 −K2Dy)ds, (2.45)
and it can be seen that by careful selection and positioning, sextupoles can bring the
chromaticity of the lattice to zero.
2.7 Longitudinal dynamics
In the machines studied in this thesis, the acceleration of particles takes place within
rf cavities that have length that is short compared to the total circumference of the
accelerator. The cavities are designed to produce an oscillating electric field that is
directed along the axis of the longitudinal motion of the beam. Starting with Eq. 2.1,
then the rate of change of momentum of a particle as it travels through the electric field,
Ex(t), is given by
dp
dt
= qEx(t), (2.46)
where Ex(t) = Ex,0 sin(ωt + φ0), with ω the angular frequency of the field, t the time
and φ0 the phase of the oscillation at t = 0. Assuming that the velocity of a particle
remains constant whilst being accelerated within a cavity (which is approximately true
if the change in energy of a particle within a single cavity is small or if the beam is
relativistic), then the change in kinetic energy of a particle can be found by integrating
Eq. 2.46 over the length, L, of a cavity,
∆Ek = q
∫
L
Ex(t)dx.
This leads to the relationship
∆Ek = qV0 sin(φ)T, (2.47)
where V0 is the maximum voltage across the cavity, φ is the phase of the electric field
as a particle passes the midpoint of the cavity and T is the transit time factor, which is
given by:
T =
sin
(
Lpi
βλ
)
Lpi
βλ
. (2.48)
The transit time factor scales the change in kinetic energy of a particle according to
how the electric field varies as a particle passes through the cavity. For example, if the
phase of the electric field changes by more than π whilst the particle is in the cavity, then
the particle will experience both accelerating and decelerating forces and the efficiency
of the cavity will be limited. Figure 2.11 shows the transit time factor vs. the fraction
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Figure 2.11: Transit time factor.
of the rf wavelength that a particle will encounter. It can be seen that the smaller the
change in the electric field, the closer T is to unity. For the accelerators investigated in
this thesis, T is taken to be equal to 1, and acceleration is modelled by an instantaneous
kick to the energy of the particle as it reaches the location of the midpoint of an rf cavity.
The magnitude of this kick, and whether the particle is accelerated or decelerated, is
determined by the phase of the rf when the particle encounters the cavity. For net
acceleration as a particle passes a single cavity over many turns, the kicks must add
coherently; which requires careful selection of the rf frequency. At any given time, the
momentum of a particle is equal to,
|p|c =
√
Ek(Ek + 2m0c2) (2.49)
Within the simulation codes used for the studies in this thesis, the kinetic energy of a
particle is updated at an rf cavity according to Ek,f = Ek,i + ∆Ek. The magnitude of
the particle momentum after the kick is calculated using Eq. 2.49 and, given a change
in momentum directed along the x axis, the individual components of the momentum
are then found by setting:
pf,y = pi,y, pf,z = pi,z,
followed by:
pf,x =
√
|pf |2 − p2f,y − p2f,z,
where pi = (pi,y, pi,z, pi,x) is the initial momentum and pf = (pf,y, pf,z, pf,x) is the
momentum after the cavity. Selecting an rf frequency that is some harmonic of the
revolution frequency:
frf =
h
trev
, (2.50)
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where h is an integer and trev is the time taken for an on-momentum particle to make a
single revolution in the accelerator, means that a particle can arrive at the same phase
(referred to as the synchronous phase) of rf voltage for numerous turns. Careful selection
of the synchronous phase leads to focusing of the beam in longitudinal phase space, and
maximises the number of particles that survive an acceleration cycle.
As an example, we consider the acceleration of low energy protons within a syn-
chrotron accelerator. The particles that make up the beam are injected into the syn-
chrotron with some range of momenta that are distributed around a design injection
momentum. A particle with the design momentum will arrive at the first rf cavity when
the rf field is at the synchronous phase (φs). However, dispersion in the lattice (which
affects the path length of a particle over one turn in the accelerator) and a difference in
particle speed means that a particle with some offset from the design momentum will
arrive at the rf cavity either earlier or later than the design particle, and subsequently
at a different phase of the rf field. For a low energy bunch, it is typically the difference
in speed of an off-momentum particle that dominates over the change in path length
in determining the arrival time of the particle at a cavity. A high-momentum particle
within the bunch will arrive at a cavity earlier than a low-momentum particle.
For a high energy (relativistic) bunch, the change in particle speed with momentum
will be small, and dispersion will instead determine the arrival time of the particle at a
cavity. In this second case, it is the low-momentum particle that arrives at the cavity
earlier. The energy at which dispersion comes to dominate over particle speed is a
property of the accelerator, and is referred to as the transition energy.
The range of synchronous phase that will give longitudinal focusing and acceleration
depends upon whether the design energy is below or above transition. In our low en-
ergy proton synchrotron, we assume that the bunch energy is below transition. Given
Eq. 2.47, if the synchronous phase is above 0 and below π/2 radians, then the bunch
will be accelerated, and individual particles within the bunch subject to longitudinal
focusing.
During an acceleration cycle in a synchrotron, the revolution frequency of a bunch
will increase; the rf frequency must also increase to ensure that a particle with the
design momentum arrives at the synchronous phase of the rf every time the cavity is
encountered. For further insight into the longitudinal dynamics of a particle, we can
describe a system longitudinally with the Hamiltonian [37]:
H = h
(
η0δ
2
2
+
η1δ
3
3
+ ...
)
+
eVrf
2πβ2Es
(cos(φ)− cos(φs) + (φ− φs) sin(φs)) (2.51)
where δ is the fractional offset in momentum of a particle from a reference momentum,
Vrf is the rf accelerating voltage, β is the relativistic speed of a particle, Es and φs are the
synchronous energy and synchronous phase respectively and φ is the phase of a particle
with respect to the rf voltage. The η terms are referred to as the phase slip factors,
and describe the change in φ per turn of an off-momentum particle. Plotting contours
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Figure 2.12: Longitudinal phase space portraits for synchronous phases of 0 and
π/6 rad. Red lines show contours of constant Hamiltonian, and blue lines show the
specific Hamiltonian values that define separatrices. Stable fixed points are observed
when the phase of a particle is equal to the synchronous phase, and the closed blue
contours that enclose the stable fixed points are referred to as rf buckets. In both plots,
the phase slip factor is negative (η < 0), meaning that the lattice is below transition.
of constant Hamiltonian for Eq. 2.51 demonstrates how particles can be expected to
behave in longitudinal phase space (Fig. 2.12). Stable fixed points are observed at
(φ = φs, δ = 0), whilst unstable fixed points are found at (φ = π−φs, δ = 0). Plotting a
contour for Eq. 2.51 for the Hamiltonian being equal to the value found at the unstable
fixed point shows the separatrix in phase space, with the closed loop formed by the
separatrix defining an rf bucket.
2.8 Beam dynamics in a synchrotron: HIT
The Heidelberg Ion Therapy (HIT) facility was first used for cancer treatment in Novem-
ber 2009, and by May 2013 had been used to deliver therapy to almost 2000 patients
[38]. HIT features two horizontal beam lines and one gantry, which provides a beam that
can rotate around a patient (with the tumour at the centre of rotation). Particles are
delivered to the beamlines by a synchrotron that is routinely used to accelerate beams
of protons and carbon ions for patient treatment, as well as helium and oxygen ions for
research purposes. Treatment can be delivered through active scanning methods, with
the extracted beam energy, size and intensity offered as variables. The time taken for
one acceleration cycle (from particle injection to extraction) is dominated by the time
needed to ramp the magnetic fields to provide a beam of the required energy. The ramp
rate of the dipole magnets at HIT is 1.5T/s, which leads to a repetition rate of ≈ 0.5Hz
when extracting particles at the maximum energy of 430MeV/u. To limit the amount
of time taken to treat a tumour volume, a single acceleration cycle is used to treat
many voxels. So that each of these voxels can be treated individually, the extraction of
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Figure 2.13: Emittance blow up of a beam (red), due to excitation by rf field, causes
particles to cross the separatrix. Once a particle has left the stable region of phase
space (green), its amplitude will increase until it encounters the field of a electrostatic
or magnetic septum.
particles from the accelerator happens over many turns. This slow extraction has been
possible at HIT through application of a method known as rf-knockout.
2.8.1 Slow extraction through third-integer resonance and rf knockout
An intensity controlled, continuous beam can be extracted from the Heidelberg syn-
chrotron for up to 5 seconds. This is possible due to a method called rf knockout slow
extraction. The method relies upon two separate perturbations to the beam motion,
one from a sextupole field and a second from an rf cavity operating in the transverse
electric mode.
third-integer resonance
Once a particle beam has been accelerated to the treatment energy, the strength of the
quadrupole magnets is changed so that the horizontal tune is close to a third-integer
(table 2.2), and a number of sextupoles are switched on in order to perturb the beam.
Figure 2.13 illustrates the situation in phase space once the quadrupoles and sex-
tupoles have been adjusted. The boundary of the green triangle represents the separatrix
that is created by the sextupole fields, when the tune is close to a third-integer tune.
Particle motion within the separatrix is stable; particle motion outside the separatrix
is unstable. The solid red circle represents the particle beam immediately after the
magnets have been tuned on. In the stable region of phase space (coloured green), the
beam will continue within the accelerator indefinitely. If a particle crosses the separatrix
into the unstable region of phase space, then the amplitude of the motion of that will
grow, and eventually the particle will encounter the field of a electrostatic or magnetic
septum (Fig. 2.14) and be extracted. Control over the rate at which particles cross the
separatrix means that the intensity of the extracted treatment beam can be varied. In
earlier extraction systems, particles would become unstable (and be extracted) as the
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Figure 2.14: Transverse cross section diagrams of electrostatic (Fig. (a)) and magnetic
(Fig. (b)) septa (beam travels into, or out of, the page) [39]. A septum separates
(along a transverse axis) dipole field and field-free regions of space: such components
are often used to inject/extract beams into/out of rings. Taking extraction as an
example, a circulating beam initially travels on the field free side of the septum. During
resonant extraction, the betatron oscillation amplitude of a particle slowly increases,
which eventually causes the particle to travel on the field side of the septum. A particle
on the field side of the septum is steered towards further extraction components, which
may include additional septa and a transport line for extracted beam.
quadrupole or sextupole strengths were altered in order to shrink the area contained by
the separatrix. Varying the magnet ramping rate offered intensity control, however the
variation in intensity was slow in comparison to that required by therapy.
RF knockout
For the rf knockout method, the area contained by the separatrix remains constant and
to extract particles from the accelerator the transverse horizontal emittance of the beam
is increased by using an rf cavity to give a transverse kick. In order for the transverse
kicks to add coherently, the frequency of the rf cavity (frf) should resonate with the
horizontal betatron motion,
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Table 2.2: Summary of the HIT synchrotron parameters.
Lattice
Circumference 64.986m
Periods 6
Superperiodicity 2
Lattice type Doublet
Injection
Injection energy (kinetic energy per nucleon) 7MeV/u
Injection momentum spread (δ) ±0.1%
Emittance 7 πmmmrad
Tune (Qh/Qv) 1.72/1.74
Extraction
Extraction energy 48-430MeV/u
Horizontal emittance 1-5 πmmmrad
Vertical Emittance 5 πmmmrad
Tune (Qh/Qv) 1.672/1.72
frf = frev(Q±m) (2.52)
where m is an integer, and frev is the revolution frequency of the beam. Given the
chromaticity of a lattice, as well as the amplitude dependence of tune and revolution
frequency, it can be seen that a single rf frequency may be a driving term for a resonance
with only a fraction of the total number of particles within a beam. To improve the
extraction efficiency, the frequency of the rf cavity is modulated so that particles at the
centre of a bunch diffuse out to amplitudes close to the separatrix. The intensity of the
extracted beam is then controlled by varying the amplitude of the rf voltage. Given a
non-uniform distribution of particles in phase space, a feedback loop between detectors
that measure the intensity of the extracted beam and the rf amplitude allow for beams
with only small fluctuations in intensity with time to be delivered to a patient.
2.9 FFAG based accelerators
2.9.1 Radial sector scaling FFAG: KEK
Following the successful construction and commissioning of a proof of principle radial
sector scaling FFAG at the KEK laboratory, a second FFAG of this type was built to
accelerate protons from 12MeV to 150MeV (Fig. 2.15); it is this second FFAG that
is introduced here [40, 41], and the main parameters summarised in table 2.3. The
accelerator, which has a a DFD cell structure, is the only one of the three FFAG examples
given in this section to have been constructed. It was built as a prototype for a number
of applications (including proton therapy) and has magnetic fields that vary in the
midplane according to:
Bz = Bz,0
(
R
R0
)k
F (θ), (2.53)
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Figure 2.15: The 150MeV proton radial sector FFAG that was constructed/first
operated at KEK, Japan. The accelerator has since been moved to Kyushu University,
Japan [42]. The blue circular component located within the ring is a 12MeV cyclotron
that is used to accelerate protons up to the injection energy of the FFAG.
Table 2.3: Parameters of the radial sector scaling FFAG at KEK.
KEK lattice parameters
Energy range 12-150MeV
Number of cells 12
Cell type DFD
k value 7.6
Maximum field (F/D) 1.63/0.78T
Horizontal tune 3.69 - 3.8
Vertical tune 1.14 - 1.3
where R is the radius measured from the centre of the ring, R0 is a reference radius, k
is the scaling index, Bz,0 is the field at the reference radius, F (θ) is a periodic function
and θ is the azimuthal angle. We have already shown, by the Taylor expansion of the
scaling FFAG field profile (Eq. 2.12), that the field can be decomposed into multipole
components. Whether a magnet is focusing or defocusing is set by the sign of the dipole
field term, Bz,0; alternating gradient focusing within a radial sector FFAG therefore
requires bending particles both into and against the curvature of the ring (with net
bending into the ring). As with the synchrotron, the focusing and defocusing magnets
are separated by drift spaces. For the KEK accelerator, the magnet boundaries lie along
radii drawn from the ring centre, and the θ dependence of Bz,0 in Eq. 2.53 shows the
azimuthal variation of the field. A consequence of the need for bending in two directions
is that radial sector FFAGs have a larger circumference than a cyclotron or spiral sector
FFAG (section 2.9.3) that is made with magnets of a comparable field strength and
operates over the same momentum range.
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The label scaling refers to how the closed orbit changes with momentum: as the
momentum increases, the mean radius of the orbit will increase, but the shape of the
orbit will remain identical to the low momentum orbit (i.e. the closed orbit scales).
Given the drift spaces and reverse bending elements, the bending radius, ρ, of a particle
within the magnet must be smaller than the radius of the closed orbit measured from
the machine centre, R. A condition of the scaling law is that the ratio of the bending
radius to the orbit radius is fixed for all momenta along any azimuthal angle:
∂
∂p
ρ
R
∣∣∣∣
θ=const
= 0. (2.54)
By using magnets that have the field profile of Eq. 2.53 the focusing strength of the
lattice can be maintained with momentum:
∂K
∂p
∣∣∣∣
θ=const
= 0, (2.55)
which gives a constant betatron tune with momentum, and is used to limit the effects
of resonances on the betatron motion.
Given Eqs. 2.11, 2.53 and 2.54, it can be shown that the relationship between mo-
mentum and the average orbit radius is:
p = p0
R
R0
k+1
. (2.56)
A scaling index, k, of 7.6 for the KEK accelerator leads to a radial aperture that extends
from 4.3m to 5.47m. Increasing the scaling index of the lattice would lead to a reduced
aperture, but k is also related to the betatron tune and issues relating to the stability of
the lattice must be considered (this is discussed further when we introduce the PAMELA
FFAG).
The FFAG at KEK has been characterised both experimentally [41] and through
tracking simulations [43]. It was found that imperfections in the scaling of the dynamics
with momentum leads to a small tune shift (∆Q ≈ 0.1). Extraction is carried out using
a pulsed kicker and septum magnet [44]: the kicker magnet pushes particles towards the
outside of the ring, where they can encounter the septum magnet. The septum magnet
has a thin iron blade (with its length parallel to the direction of the beam): on the inner
side of the blade there are negligible additional magnetic fields, whilst on the outside of
the blade there is a field that steers the beam out of the accelerator. Using the kicker
to give adequate radial separation between the penultimate and final turn of the beam
in the accelerator is key in obtaining good extraction efficiency (minimising beam loss
to the septum blade). The relative positioning of the kicker and septum is chosen to
maximise the effect of the kicker, given:
∆y = θkick
√
βkickerβseptum sinψ, (2.57)
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Table 2.4: PAMELA proton lattice parameters.
PAMELA proton lattice parameters
Energy range 30.95-250MeV
Number of cells 12
Cell type FDF
k value 36.721
r0 6.251m
B0 (F/D) 1.7282/-2.0T
Horizontal tune 8.64
Vertical tune 3.24
Orbit excursion 0.176m
where ∆y is the change in orbit position at the septum, θkick is the deflection angle of
the beam by the kicker, βkicker and βseptum are the β functions at the kicker and septum
respectively and ψ is the phase advance of the beam from the kicker to the septum.
The largest change in the orbit position is attained when the phase advance between
the kicker and septum is given by ψ =
(
n+ 12
)
, where n is an integer. The extraction
process occurs over a couple of turns, and is referred to as fast extraction, and results
in a pulsed extracted beam with a frequency that is determined by the repetition rate
of the accelerator (which is 100Hz). No options for varying the extraction energy of the
KEK FFAG are discussed within the literature reviewed.
2.9.2 Non-scaling FFAG: PAMELA
The PAMELA lattice [29] is a non-scaling FFAG design concept which consists of two
concentric rings (Fig. 2.16): An inner ring accelerates protons from 31MeV to 250MeV,
and carbon ions from 8MeV/u to 68MeV/u; the outer ring is then used to accelerate
the carbon ions extracted from the first ring to 400MeV/u. Here we will focus on the
inner ring only.
The inner ring consists of 12 FDF triplet cells, which, as with the radial sector scaling
FFAG, provide alternating gradient focusing whilst bending the beam both forwards and
backwards. However, there are several key differences between PAMELA and the FFAG
at KEK, these are:
1. In PAMELA, the field profiles are described by a Taylor series expansion of the
scaling law (Eq. 2.12) that has been truncated at the decapole term. PAMELA is
a non-scaling FFAG, however the non-linear field terms that are present lead to a
low chromaticity.
2. The horizontal phase advance per cell of the betatron motion within PAMELA is
more than π radians. This allows for a large scaling index to be used (k = 36.721),
which reduces the orbit excursion during acceleration. The first two regions of
stability for Hill’s equation are demonstrated for a FDF cell in Fig. 2.18 [45]. For
the purpose of the plot, we represent the focusing term in Hill’s equation by g(θ),
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Figure 2.16: The PAMELA design [29]. The inner ring would accelerate through the
full range of treatment energies for protons and up to 68MeV/u for carbon ions. The
outer ring would accelerate carbon ions from 68 to 400MeV/u.
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Figure 2.17: The PAMELA lattice has a low chromaticity due to the inclusion of
higher order field terms in Eq. 2.12. The above shows the horizontal and vertical
tune profiles when the series expansion is truncated at the octupole, decapole and
duodecapole term.
where θ indicates the variation of the focusing strength with the azimuthal angle
around the ring centre:
y′′ + g(θ)y = 0,
z′′ − g(θ)z = 0.
We give each of the magnets within the cell an aperture of one third of the total
aperture of the cell (θcell), and g(θ) is given by:
g(θ) =


g0 + g1 for 0 < θ <
1
3θcell,
g0 − g1 for 13θcell < θ < 23θcell,
g0 + g1 for
2
3θcell < θ < θcell,
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Figure 2.18: Stability plot for a FDF triplet. Conventionally the phase advance of
a beam per period is between 0 and π radians; the focusing strengths for which this
criteria is met for both the horizontal and vertical axes are marked in lighter green in
the plot, and this region is referred to as the first stability region of Hill’s equation.
PAMELA is designed to operate in the second stability region of Hill’s equation, which
is marked in darker green; the phase advance per period in this region is between π
and 2π radians. The regions marked blue and red give stability respectively for the
horizontal and vertical axis only.
where g0 is the average focusing strength of the entire cell for the horizontal axis
(−g0 for the vertical axis) and g1 gives the difference for each magnet between the
average and local focusing strength. The issue with using a larger scaling index and
constructing a lattice that operates with a period horizontal phase advance greater
than π radians is that the increased non-linearity of the magnetic field with radius
will significantly limit the dynamic aperture of the ring. A tracking study for
the PAMELA lattice [46] found a normalised dynamic aperture of approximately
30πmmmrad for the error free lattice, whilst a previous study [45] found that
the inclusion of an rms alignment error of 50µm on the magnets within a lattice
operating in a similar regime as PAMELA led to a reduction in the dynamic
aperture of approximately two thirds. In either case, the studies indicate that
the dynamic aperture of PAMELA would be large enough for the proton therapy
application.
3. The magnets are rectangular (rather than sector shaped), and are placed along a
straight line within in a cell (rather than along an arc). It is intended that this
will help to reduce construction costs and simplify the alignment process during
machine commissioning.
A requirement assumed for the PAMELA design is that it should be possible to vary
the extraction energy by 40MeV in less than 1 second; one of the obstacles to realising
this within a FFAG is the shift in the horizontal closed orbit with momentum. Ex-
tracting the beam horizontally from the lattice using a kicker magnet and septum was
investigated, however it was found that the requirements of the beam dynamics could
not be met. In particular, extraction of the low energy treatment protons (70MeV)
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needs the kicker to produce an orbit separation of 10 cm, the non-linearity of the field
leads to significant amplitude detuning of the bunch at the required amplitudes and
ultimately to particle loss. If it were possible to obtain the required orbit separation,
then a second problem of the angular dispersion at the extraction septum poses an ad-
ditional challenge [47]. For these reasons, vertical extraction was considered to be the
best solution for the PAMELA lattice.
Both kicker and resonance-based extraction methods have been investigated for vertical
extraction from PAMELA [48]. In comparison with the kicker-based horizontal extrac-
tion scheme, the kicker strength required for vertical extraction is much lower and it is
simpler to match the post-extraction transport line to the dynamics of the bunch. The
resonant extraction method investigated is based on particles crossing a half-integer ver-
tical tune, with the half-integer tune set to coincide with the required extraction energy
by varying the F/D ratio and the resonance driven by introducing quadrupole field er-
rors. Upwards and downwards crossing of the resonance have been investigated, and
it was found that downward crossing gives the output that is closest to being mono-
energetic. This is explained after first considering a positive tune shift with increasing
particle amplitude; for upward crossing of a half-integer tune, the exact energy at which
a particle crosses the half-integer tune is determined by its amplitude, with large ampli-
tude particles crossing the resonance and being extracted first. For downward crossing,
it is the particles at the centre of the bunch that encounter the resonance first, once
the amplitude of a particle that is initially at the centre of the bunch has grown to
match that of a higher amplitude particle, then both particles will have approximately
the same tune and their amplitudes will grow at a similar rate to one another. Yokoi
[48] highlights that these extraction methods are difficult to control, and that although
extraction happens over a number of turns, it is not necessarily slow extraction (when
compared to synchrotron slow extraction that can take place over a few seconds).
2.9.3 Spiral sector scaling FFAG: RACCAM
The Research in ACCelerators and Applications in Medicine (RACCAM) design concept
is a spiral sector scaling FFAG (Fig. 2.19), for which the midplane field varies according
to:
Bz = Bz,0
(
R
R0
)k {
1 + f sin
[
Nθ −N tan (ζ) ln
(
R
R0
)]}
, (2.58)
where R is the radius measured from the centre of the ring, R0 is the reference radius, f
describes the field flutter (the field modulation with θ), N is the number of periods and
θ is the azimuthal angle. The periodic cell of the RACCAM lattice (table 2.5) contains
just one magnet type; however, alternating gradient focusing is achieved through use
of edge focusing, where the beam receives a vertical kick that is dependent upon the
entrance angle of the beam measured with respect to the normal of the magnet face.
In order to keep constant vertical focusing, the profile of the magnet edge is shaped so
that the nominal beam entrance angle remains constant with momentum. The term ζ
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Figure 2.19: Diagram showing the RACCAM spiral sector FFAG design [49]. The
use of edge focusing means that alternating gradient focusing could be achieved within
RACCAM without having to include reverse bending.
Table 2.5: Parameters for the RACCAM design.
RACCAM lattice parameters
Injection energy range 5.549-15MeV
Extraction energy range 70-180MeV
Number of cells 10
Cell type Spiral
k value 5
Spiral angle, ζ 53.7◦
rmin/max 2.79/3.46m
Orbit excursion 0.67m
Bmax 1.7T
Horizontal tune (inj/ext) 2.758/2.761
Vertical tune (inj/ext) 1.549/1.603
in Eq. 2.58, which is referred to as the spiral angle, gives the constant angle between a
line drawn from the ring centre to a point in the midplane on the magnet edge and the
normal to the magnet edge at that same point. The equation that describes the shape
of a magnet edge is:
R = R0 exp
(
− θ
tan ζ
)
.
For the RACCAM design, extraction occurs during one turn by using a kicker to
deflect particles out of the ring. A scheme that allows for variable extraction energy
whilst maintaining the injection/extraction radius and betatron tune has been investi-
gated [28]; to vary the extraction energy, both the injection energy and magnetic flux
density have to be controlled in order to keep the field strength constant. With the
field strength fixed, the momentum gain between the injection and extraction radius
is also fixed, to a factor of ≈ 3.6, and as a result it is possible to tune the extraction
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energy to anything between 70 and 180MeV. The fixed dynamics at all output energies
should make the extraction of particle bunches to a matched transport line relatively
straightforward. However, the non-linearity of the magnet excitation poses an additional
challenge; field map modelling of the RACCAM accelerator has shown that for the vari-
able extraction energy scheme considered, the field profile of the magnets does not scale
linearly with changing current due to the saturation of the magnet steel. As a result,
there is a variation of betatron tune with extraction energy, which can limit the dynamic
aperture at some energies (due to resonances). For proton therapy it is important that
the extraction energy can be varied quickly and accurately: it is not clear to what extent
the extraction method presented for the spiral sector FFAG meets these requirements.

Chapter 3
Tracking methods for accelerator
design
Numerous computer codes have been developed for modelling the motion of particles
through an accelerator. Often, assumptions made in the tracking methods mean that
a particular code is suitable only for accelerators operating in a certain regime, for ex-
ample, a code may only be relevant for ultra-relativistic particles or for motion that
does not deviate far from a reference axis. There are two main approaches to particle
tracking: the first is based on the numerical integration of the Lorentz force experienced
by a particle as it passes through the different accelerator components, whilst the second
involves developing transfer maps that can be used to propagate the phase space coor-
dinates through discrete elements (which often cover complete components). Numerical
integrators offer good flexibility, it is straightforward to introduce new elements and to
track through field maps that represent real components (e.g. based on magnetic mea-
surements). However, care has to be taken to ensure that the integration step length is
small enough for the model to offer a good approximation of the path of a real parti-
cle. For this reason, numerical integration can often be more CPU intensive than using
transfer maps. The coefficients within a transfer map can give important information
about the optics of an accelerator, and a map can be constructed in such a way as to
maintain symplecticity. However, implementing a transfer map for a new component so
that it may be included in a tracking code is not necessarily straightforward.
Most of the tracking studies within this thesis have been carried out using the Zgoubi
tracking code [50]. A problem with using a code that has undergone extensive devel-
opment (such as Zgoubi) is that the underlying physics may not be comprehensively
described by the user manual. Before deciding upon Zgoubi, a number of options were
considered, including the implementation of a code based upon a new numerical integra-
tion method. The aim of this chapter is to further discuss several approaches to particle
tracking, including the methods used in Zgoubi, and to justify the choice of Zgoubi as
the preferred tracking code.
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3.1 Transfer map tracking
A transfer map propagates a set of phase space coordinates through a discrete element.
Tracking codes based on transfer maps generally implement maps for standard acceler-
ator components (such as dipoles, quadrupoles and rf cavities). Codes also exist that
can construct transfer maps based on some appropriate specification of the fields within
a given component. Transfer maps can transport particles from the start of a compo-
nent to the end in a single step, which can be less CPU intensive than some alternative
methods (such as numerical integration), or the component can be subdivided into a
number of smaller steps if more information about the particle trajectory is needed in a
particular case.
As an example, we consider the construction of a transfer map in the form of a Taylor
series for a quadrupole. The Hamiltonian for a relativistic particle in an electromagnetic
field is given by:
H =
√
(p− qA)2c2 +m20c2 + qφ, (3.1)
where p is the canonical momentum (p = βγm0c+ qA), A is the vector potential and
φ is the scalar potential. The electric and magnetic fields are given by E = −∇φ− ∂A∂t
and B = ∇×A. The equations of motion for a particle in an electromagnetic field then
follow from Hamilton’s equations, which are given by:
dpi
dt
= −∂H
∂qi
,
dqi
dt
=
∂H
∂pi
, (3.2)
where (qi, pi) are pairs of canonical variables (coordinate qi and conjugate momentum
pi), and the independent variable is the time, t. An advantage of using a Hamiltonian to
describe the system is that Hamilton’s equations allow for the distance along a beam line,
s, to be used as an independent variable rather than time. Using s as the independent
variable means that the change in particle dynamics over an element of length L (which
generally corresponds to the length of a component within the lattice, for example a
dipole or quadrupole), may be calculated easily. It is convenient to work with the
canonical variables (y, py), (z, pz) and (x, δ). Here the definition of δ differs from that
given earlier, and is the energy deviation δ = Ep0c− 1β0 , where E is the energy of a particle
and p0 and β0 are respectively the momentum and normalised speed of a reference
particle (this definition of δ is valid for this section only). For a magnetic quadrupole,
the vector potential, A, is given by Ay = Az = 0 and Ax = −12K1(y2 − z2). The
Hamiltonian for a particle within quadrupole field is therefore:
H =
δ
β0
−
√(
δ +
1
β0
)2
− p2y − p2z −
1
β20γ
2
0
+
1
2
K1(y
2 − z2), (3.3)
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and the equations of motion, with the path length, s, as the independent variable are:
dy
ds
=
∂H
∂py
,
dpy
ds
= −∂H
∂y
,
dz
ds
=
∂H
∂pz
,
dpz
ds
= −∂H
∂z
,
dx
ds
=
∂H
∂δ
,
dδ
ds
= −∂H
∂x
. (3.4)
At this stage, the order to which a Taylor series expansion is performed for the Hamil-
tonian determines the range of applications to which a transfer map will be appropriate.
A second order expansion is a common choice, and is referred to as the paraxial approx-
imation given that the resulting field maps are only accurate in describing motion that
is almost parallel to the reference axis. For the quadrupole, taking only second order
terms of the dynamical variables gives:
H2 =
1
2
p2y +
1
2
p2z +
1
2
K1y
2 − 1
2
K1z
2 +
1
2β20γ
2
0
δ2 (3.5)
By applying Hamilton’s equations to the second order Hamiltonian for the dynamical
variables for the transverse axes, we then obtain equations of motion that are linear in
the dynamical variables:
dy
ds
= py,
dpy
ds
= −K1y,
dz
ds
= pz,
dpz
ds
= K1z,
whilst for the longitudinal variables, we obtain:
dx
ds
=
δ
β20γ
2
0
,
dδ
ds
= 0. (3.6)
The equations for the transverse axes are identical to those already presented as Hill’s
equations in chapter 2 (Eq. 2.4). By solving the equations of motion, we can obtain the
transfer map:
M =


cos(ωL) sin(ωL)ω 0 0 0 0
−ω sin(ωL) cos(ωL) 0 0 0 0
0 0 cosh(ωL) sinh(ωL)ω 0 0
0 0 −ω sin(ωL) cosh(ωL) 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 L
β20γ
2
0
0 0 0 0 0 1


, (3.7)
where ω =
√
|k1|. In addition to the transverse motion, we also have terms that describe
the longitudinal position of a particle relative to the design particle. It is noted that
there are features of the motion of a particle that will be missing when tracking a particle
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Figure 3.1: A 100 FODO cell line has been modelled using MAD, COSY (11th order
map) and Zgoubi. For a given offset at the start of the line (yi), the absolute fractional
difference at the end of the line (relative to the Zgoubi result, so that ∆ = (yf −
yf,zgoubi)/yf,zgoubi) is given for MAD and COSY. The higher order COSY map is able
to more accurately calculate the particle trajectory when the initial transverse offset is
large, however calculating the coefficients of such a map can take as much CPU time
as the numerical integration method (Zgoubi).
through a quadrupole with Eq. 3.7. For example, there are no terms in Eq. 3.7 that
will affect the betatron tune if a particle deviates from the reference momentum or has
a large transverse amplitude. These aspects of the particle motion were lost when we
made the paraxial approximation. Further, were we to follow the same method for a
sextupole magnet, with Ax = −16K2(y3−3yz2), then the linear transfer map obtained is
equal to that of a drift space. The appropriate order of the series expansion is dependent
upon the requirements of a given tracking simulation.
MAD (Methodical Accelerator Design) [51] is a code that can use maps that are
calculated after truncating the Taylor series expansion of the Hamiltonian to third order
in the dynamical variables (giving a transfer map with terms up to second order in the
dynamical variables). The effects of octupole and higher order components are modelled
by a kick to the transverse variables py and pz made under the thin lens approximation.
There are numerous examples of MAD being used to calculate the optics of non-scaling
FFAGs [52–54], however the non-paraxial motion in such machines may mean that the
MAD results are of limited accuracy for tracking over a large number of turns.
COSY is a tracking code that allows for the calculation and application of transfer
maps of arbitrary order. The maps are calculated following the specification of an
accelerator using either COSY’s library of analytical expressions for electromagnetic
fields or by inputting measured or simulated field data. COSY incorporates a symplectic
numerical integrator that is used to track particles through fields, the results from which
are then used to form maps. The exact methods used by COSY are not discussed in
detail in this thesis, but can be found in [55–57]. COSY offers advantages for tracking
through FFAG, including being able to accurately track non-paraxial particles.
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Figure 3.2: Helical motion of a charged particle in a uniform magnetic field. The arc
integration method for particle tracking makes the approximation that the magnetic
field is uniform over an integration step length, and that the motion is described by a
helix.
3.2 The arc method for particle tracking
The arc method is a simple method for tracking particles through magnetic fields that
was devised as an option for the tracking work carried out for this thesis. A code based
upon the method was written in the C programming language; an advantage of using a
self-developed code is that the methods for tracking are completely understood, however
there is the drawback that significant further development would be required in order to
attain a level of functionality comparable with the other codes tested. The arc method
was therefore used only to benchmark more complete tracking codes, and to gain a better
understanding of the tracking methods they employ. In this section we will summarise
the arc method of particle tracking.
In the absence of synchrotron radiation, the exact path of a charged particle that has
some component of velocity perpendicular to a uniform magnetic field is helical and can
be calculated readily. Consider a particle of velocity v0, at a location x0 as it travels
through a uniform magnetic field, B. By taking the unit vector along the direction of
the magnetic field:
Bˆ =
B
B
,
the components of velocity that are parallel and perpendicular to the direction of the
magnetic field can be calculated as:
v‖ = (v0.Bˆ)Bˆ,
v⊥ = v0 − v‖.
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Equating the Lorentz force to the centrifugal force allows for the radius of the helical
path to be calculated as:
ρ =
mv⊥
qB
,
where m is the relativistic mass. To obtain the angle subtended by a particle over one
integration step length, the length of the arc projected onto the plane perpendicular to
the magnetic field is used, s⊥ = v⊥δt, where δt is the integration time interval:
δθ =
v⊥δt
ρ
= ωδt.
The change in position of the particle in the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field
is then based on circular motion:
∆x⊥ = (ρ− ρ cos δθ)Fˆ+ (ρ sin δθ)vˆ⊥,
where Fˆ is the unit vector in the direction of the Lorentz force. The position of the
particle after the time interval δt is:
x1 = x0 + (ρ− ρ cos δθ)Fˆ+ (ρ sin δθ)vˆ⊥ + v‖δt. (3.8)
The velocity of the particle is found by using the derivative of Eq. 3.8 with respect to
δt:
v1 = (ρω sin δθ)Fˆ+ (ρω cos δθ)vˆ⊥ + v‖.
Unlike the map based tracking methods that were introduced in the previous section,
the independent variable when tracking with the arc method is time (s is no longer the
distance along the beam line, but is instead the path length of an individual particle).
The time taken for a particle to reach the boundary of a component is dependent upon
the dynamics of that particle, and iterative methods have to be used to find the exact
time at which the particle reaches the boundary; we used the Newton-Raphson method
when implementing the arc method.
The arc method has been used to track particles through a number of lattices, in-
cluding a synchrotron and a spiral sector FFAG, for which the tracking results agreed
qualitatively with the expectation of the dynamics within the systems studied [58]. Later
in this chapter we will present a comparison of results obtained using the arc method to
track particles through an arbitrary multipole field with those obtained when using the
Zgoubi tracking code.
3.3 The Zgoubi tracking code
Zgoubi calculates particle trajectories based upon the numerical integration of the Lorentz
force equation. Tracking can take place through regions that have electromagnetic fields
defined analytically or by a field map. As with the arc method, the independent variable
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is time, and iterative methods are again used to find the beam dynamics at the boundary
of a hard edge magnet.
Zgoubi has an extensive library of analytical representations of accelerator compo-
nents, including dipole magnets (based on Cartesian and polar coordinate systems),
multipoles and rf cavities. A number of components have been developed specially for
FFAG modelling, including radial and spiral sector scaling FFAG elements.
3.3.1 The Zgoubi tracking method
Starting by writing the particle momentum in terms of the particle rigidity and a unit
vector in the direction of the velocity of the particle:
mv = mvvˆ = qBρvˆ, (3.9)
then the Lorentz force equation (Eq. 2.1) can be written as:
d(Bρ)
ds
vˆ +Bρ
dvˆ
ds
=
E
v
+ vˆ ×B. (3.10)
The propagation of the particle position and velocity are given by:
x1 = x0 +
∫
s
vˆ0 ds, (3.11)
vˆ1 = vˆ0 +
∫
s
vˆ′0 ds, (3.12)
where ds = v dt is the distance along the path length of the particle (rather than a refer-
ence trajectory). The new particle position and velocity are then found approximately,
following a Taylor series expansion of Eq. 3.11 and 3.12, by:
x1 ≈ x0 + vˆ0∆s+ dvˆ0
ds
∆s2
2!
+ ...+
d5vˆ0
ds5
∆s6
6!
, (3.13)
vˆ1 ≈ vˆ0 + dvˆ0
ds
∆s+
d2vˆ0
ds2
∆s2
2!
+ ...+
d5vˆ0
ds5
∆s5
5!
. (3.14)
The methods are considered for tracking through magnetic fields only (E = 0), in
which case the rigidity is fixed and:
dvˆ
ds
= vˆ × B
Bρ
. (3.15)
Differentiating Eq. 3.15 gives the appropriate order of dnvˆ/dsn for Eq. 3.13, where, for
example, the product rule gives:
d2vˆ
ds2
=
dvˆ
ds
× B
Bρ
+ vˆ × 1
Bρ
dB
ds
. (3.16)
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Figure 3.3: A particle at the coordinates (x1, y1, s1) is transformed to a reference
frame that is offset from the original frame by ∆x, ∆y and a rotation of θ. The
transformation involves transporting the particle through a drift space to the point
(x2, y2, s2). The blue line shows the path of the particle and the red points show the
location of the particle before and after the transformation.
The derivatives of B and vˆ are found alternately by:
dB
ds
=
∑
i
∂B
∂xi
vˆi, (3.17)
d2B
ds2
=
∑
ij
∂2B
∂xi∂xj
vˆivˆj +
∑
i
∂B
∂xi
vˆ′i, (3.18)
and so on. The Zgoubi implementation of the above methods allows for tracking to be
carried out following truncation of the Taylor series expansion (Eq. 3.13) to between the
second and sixth order terms of ∆s, with fourth order being the default.
3.3.2 Reference axis transformations
Zgoubi tracks particles using local coordinates (Fig. 2.4), and has components based on
both polar and Cartesian coordinate systems. In the case of a polar system, the reference
axis changes smoothly as a function of the azimuth of the component. For a Cartesian
coordinate system, the reference axis is fixed, meaning that additional transformations
must be made in order to describe a circular accelerator using the Cartesian based
components only. The changes in the reference axis shown in Fig. 3.3 lead to the following
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transformations in the dynamical variables of a particle:
y′2 = y
′
1 − θ,
y2 =
(y1 −∆y) cos(y′1) + ∆x sin(y1)
cos(y′2)
,
L2 = (∆x− y2 sin(θ))2 + (∆y − y1 + y2 cos(θ))2,
z2 = z1 + L tan(z
′
1),
z′2 = z
′
1,
s2 = s1 +
L
cos(z′1)
.
(3.19)
where ∆y and ∆z offset the start of the new reference axis from the end of the initial
reference axis, and θ gives the rotation of the new reference axis with respect to the
initial reference axis.
The above transformations are valid when the transformation is made in a region
with negligible electromagnetic fields and L is the length of drift space that a particle
is transported through during the transformation from the first reference frame to the
second.
3.3.3 Field map tracking
As well as providing a range of analytical descriptions of electromagnetic fields, the
Zgoubi code allows for particles to be tracked through field maps. In chapter 4, particles
are tracked through a field map for the ns-FFAG EMMA. The maps used are defined
in the yx plane (referred to as midplane field maps), and consist of a grid of equally
spaced Cartesian coordinates, with the magnetic field components defined for each set
of coordinates. The symmetry of the cell that is studied in chapter 4 means that a
magnetic field will be perpendicular to and continuous across the midplane; in this case,
By = Bx = 0, and the field map only has non-zero values for Bz. From the midplane
field map, Zgoubi uses interpolation methods to calculate an estimated value for the
magnetic field at any point on the midplane, and extrapolation based on Maxwell’s
equations to estimate the magnetic field at a point above or below the midplane.
3.4 Comparing numerical methods
Neither of the integrators described above force the tracking results to be symplectic.
Attention is paid to the convergence of tracking simulations (when reducing the inte-
gration step length) to a solution that should be exactly symplectic, in which case, a
deviation from symplecticity in the tracking results can be a measure of the accuracy of
the solution. Figure 3.4 demonstrates the convergence of the Zgoubi integration (with
Eq. 3.13 up to second order) and the arc integration method to a correct solution. In
Fig. 3.4a an integration step length of 1 cm is used: the effects of non-symplecticity can
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Figure 3.4: A 10MeV proton is tracked through a 5m long quadrupole field (of gra-
dient 10Tm−1) using the Zgoubi (truncated at second order) and arc integrators. The
particle initially has a 1 cm horizontal offset from the quadrupole axis, and it’s motion
is directed along the length of the magnet. There is no initial vertical offset, meaning
motion is limited to the horizontal plane. In Fig. (a) a 1 cm integration step length
is applied, the non-symplecticity of both integrators is seen as the betatron oscillation
amplitude dependence on longitudinal position (the correct solution is marked by the
black dashed line). Reducing the step length (to 0.1 cm in Fig. (b)) leads to tracking
results that are a better approximation of the true particle motion.
be seen for both methods as a change of betatron oscillation amplitude with longitudinal
position. Reducing the integration step length to 0.1 cm (Fig. 3.4b) improves the accu-
racy of the solution, however the tracking results still visibly deviate from the correct
solution before the end of the simulation. The appropriate integration step length for
a particular tracking study is found on an ad hoc basis: the lattice configuration, the
length being tracked through and the required degree of accuracy are all influencing
factors. The default setting in Zgoubi is to track particles with Eq. 3.13 using terms
up to fourth order (second to sixth order are available as an option). As expected, the
inclusion of higher order terms gives greater accuracy for any given integration step
length. Figure 3.5 shows the convergence of a tracking simulation to a solution for the
different orders of the Zgoubi integrator and the arc method, it can be seen that the arc
method converges at the same rate as the Zgoubi second order integrator.
3.5 Conclusions from tracking studies
We have investigated a number of methods for tracking particles through electromag-
netic fields; with each method based on either forming transfer maps or on numerical
integration. We found that, for the test scenarios considered, there was good agreement
between the two types of tracking method, provided that the approximations made when
tracking were valid for the given test configuration: for the transfer map based tracking,
this meant having a map which described the motion of the particles to a sufficiently high
order in the dynamical variables, whilst for numerical integration we had to choose an
integration step length that makes a good compromise between the accuracy of tracking
and the CPU time taken for the simulation. An advantage of the transfer map based
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Figure 3.5: Convergence of tracking results to a solution for the different orders
of Zgoubi integrator and arc method. For this example, a 10MeV proton is tracked
through a multipole field of 5m in length. The field consists of quadrupole (10Tm−1),
sextupole (500Tm−2) and octupole (5000Tm−3) components. Again, the particle ini-
tially has a 1 cm horizontal offset from the multipole axis, and its motion is directed
along the length of the magnet. ∆ is the difference between the particle position at the
exit face of the magnet using a given integration regime and that found using the 6th
order Zgoubi integrator and 0.01 cm integration step length. The results for the second
order Zgoubi integrator and arc method overlap.
methods is that the coefficients within the maps provide general information about the
motion of particles at a given point within the lattice (rather than just of a single par-
ticle), however, creating maps for new field profiles is not necessarily straightforward.
Results obtained using numerical integration methods can be used to create transfer
maps, and it can be relatively straightforward to incorporate new field profiles into nu-
merical integration codes; COSY and Zgoubi are examples of such codes. An advantage
of COSY is that it can produce transfer maps of an arbitrary order, and then use these
maps to track particles over many turns, potentially using less CPU time than using
numerical integration alone. Advantages of using Zgoubi include the ability to describe
a large variety of field types analytically and a number of options for combining and
tracking through field maps. Additionally, the Zgoubi code had been used locally in the
design of the EMMA FFAG, meaning that there was ready access to experienced users
of the code.
A drawback to using any of the pre-existing tracking codes is that it can be difficult
to fully understand all of the methods used. We addressed this concern (in part) by
benchmarking the Zgoubi tracking code against the arc method of particle tracking (for
which the tracking methods are understood). In the next chapter, we will compare
the results of tracking particles through the ns-FFAG EMMA using Zgoubi, to results
obtained experimentally.

Chapter 4
Verification of design studies
In investigating the relative merits of synchrotrons and FFAGs as machines for delivering
proton therapy, tracking simulations based upon hard edge models of accelerator designs
have been carried out. It is important to understand how the particle dynamics predicted
by a hard edge model may differ from the particle dynamics observed in a real machine.
The Electron Machine with Many Applications (EMMA) linear non-scaling FFAG is
considered as a test lattice. The EMMA ring consists of 42 DOFO cells located around
a 16m circumference. The high density of magnets, combined with the short lengths
and large apertures of the quadrupoles makes fringe field effects potentially significant.
The situation is made more complex by the fact that the fringe fields can overlap in the
short distances between magnets. These features make the EMMA lattice a rigorous
testbed for hard edge magnet modelling.
The main aims of this chapter are:
1. to compare models based on different descriptions of the magnets (hard edge and
field map), and to evaluate the extent to which the models are consistent with
experiment;
2. to determine, based on the results of the comparison of the models with exper-
imental data, whether the simpler hard edge magnet model is sufficient for the
early stages of design of an FFAG, and when it is necessary to use a model that
includes fringe fields.
4.1 The EMMA lattice
EMMA was the first (and is currently the only) non-scaling FFAG to have been built.
The aims of the EMMA project were to show that a non-scaling FFAG could operate
successfully, and identify whether such machines could be suitable for applications in-
cluding proton therapy and muon acceleration. The lattice design for EMMA is based
on the truncation of the scaling FFAG law after the two linear terms, so that the vertical
field varies radially as:
Bz = Bz,0
(
1 +
k∆R
R0
)
, (4.1)
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Table 4.1: EMMA DOFO cell parameters. These are the nominal values and include
a 2mm shift outwards (positive change) of both quadrupole offsets with respect to
the original EMMA design parameters. The integrated field gradient is given by the
quadrupole gradient multiplied by the quadrupole effective length.
Configuration D/F doublet
Number of cells 42
D quad effective length 75.698mm
D quad offset from reference axis 36.048mm
D quad integrated field gradient 0.367T
Short drift length 50.000mm
F quad effective length 58.782mm
F quad offset from reference axis 9.514mm
F quad integrated field gradient -0.402T
Long drift length 210.000 mm
where Bz,0 gives the dipole field strength, k is the scaling index and R0 is a reference
radius. The resulting absence of higher order field components (e.g. sextupole) to correct
chromaticity leads to the description of the machine as a linear non-scaling FFAG. The
basis of the EMMA lattice is 42 DOFO cells (table 4.1), with the dipole fields that guide
particles round the ring provided by introducing offsets to the transverse horizontal
position of the quadrupoles that make up the cells.
The linear field design of the EMMA accelerator allows for a potentially large accep-
tance (meaning that a high emittance bunch may be successfully injected onto a stable
orbit), however there is also a large betatron tune range encountered during acceleration
from 10MeV/c to 20MeV/c, and the beam will cross a number of integer tune values. If
a beam crosses integer tune values quickly (i.e. through rapid acceleration of the beam),
then the effects of field errors on the beam only add coherently for a relatively small
number of turns, and the beam may be accelerated to the extraction momentum suc-
cessfully [59]. Short acceleration cycles in a machine such as EMMA are also of interest
when considering the acceleration of beams consisting of short lifetime particles such as
muons.
Rapid acceleration from the injection momentum to the extraction momentum in
EMMA is achieved by applying a novel acceleration method [60]. For reference, we first
describe the acceleration of low energy protons within a synchrotron accelerator. The
particles that make up the beam are injected into the synchrotron with some range of
momenta that are distributed around a design injection momentum. A particle of the
design momentum will arrive at the first rf cavity when the rf field is at a design phase.
However, dispersion of the lattice (which affects the path length of a particle per turn
in the accelerator) and a difference in particle speed means that a particle with some
offset from the design momentum will arrive at the rf cavity either earlier or later than
a design particle, and subsequently at a different phase of the rf field. Meanwhile, the
frequency of the rf changes to ensure that a particle with the design momentum (referred
to as a synchronous particle) arrives at the design phase (referred to as the synchronous
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Figure 4.1: During acceleration, it is usually desirable to constrain particles within
a stable area of longitudinal phase space, which is referred to as an rf bucket. The rf
bucket is centred around a stable fixed point that corresponds to a particle having an
orbital frequency that is a harmonic of the rf frequency. For EMMA, we see a low and
high momentum rf bucket due to a parabolic orbital period with momentum, with the
separatrices marked blue and green in Fig. 4.1a (a sample phase space trajectory is
shown by a blue spot and black arrow). Given a sufficiently high accelerating voltage,
the separatrices from the two rf buckets will cross and the serpentine channel opens
(Fig. (b)); in this case a particle will travel around both stable fixed points.
phase) of the rf every time the cavity is encountered. The synchronous phase is selected
so that off-momentum particles are focused towards the synchronous momentum during
acceleration, as a result particles can be confined to a region in longitudinal phase space
that is referred to as an rf bucket (demonstrated in Fig. 4.1a). The size of the rf bucket
is determined by the rf voltage and by the rate at which the rf phase changes per turn
for off-momentum particles (the phase slip factor).
In EMMA, electrons have ultra-relativistic momenta, meaning that the change in
particle velocity during acceleration is small. The key contribution to the change of
orbital period with particle momentum is therefore the change in path length with
momentum. In a radial sector FFAG, particles move to greater radii orbit with increasing
momentum, but if the FFAG is also non-scaling, then the shape of particle orbit will
change with momentum too. The change in orbit shape with momentum has allowed
for the EMMA lattice to be optimised so that a plot of orbital period vs. momentum is
parabolic with a small change in the period over the EMMA momentum range. Having
a design that is near isochronous during acceleration reduces the phase slippage per turn
of a particle with respect to the rf, which, for a given rf voltage, leads to an increased
rf bucket size. A longitudinal phase space portrait is shown for the EMMA lattice in
Fig. 4.1a for an accelerating voltage of 0.5MV (summed over the 19 cavities within the
lattice) and an rf frequency of 1.301GHz. There are two sets of separatrices marked on
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the portrait (green and blue lines), which show the boundaries of two separate rf buckets.
The red lines demonstrate contours of constant values of the longitudinal Hamiltonian,
and we see that inside an rf bucket the contours form closed loops around a stable
fixed point. A stable fixed point occurs when the rf frequency is some harmonic of the
beam orbit frequency and the beam arrives at the cavity at an rf phase where the beam
will see no voltage. In Fig. 4.1a we see stable fixed points at two different momenta,
this is due to the parabolic orbital period, which leads to the rf frequency being at the
72nd harmonic of the orbital period for momenta on either side of the minimum of the
parabola. An increase in the accelerating voltage leads to an increase in the size of the rf
bucket around each stable fixed point; eventually the separatrix from the low momentum
rf bucket crosses the separatrix from the high momentum rf bucket (Fig. 4.1b). In the
region of overlap of the two rf buckets we see a new type of behaviour, with a particle in
this region following a path in longitudinal phase space that takes the particle around
both the low and high momentum stable fixed points. Acceleration along this phase
space path is known as serpentine acceleration, and allows for acceleration of a beam
that does not have an exactly isochronous orbital period through a large momentum
range given a fixed rf frequency. In order for serpentine acceleration to be implemented
successfully, it is necessary for the EMMA lattice to have a parabolic orbital period close
to that obtained during optimisation of the design.
In addition to the quadrupole magnets, other components for controlling the beam
include 17 vertical correctors and 19 rf cavities. Injection is achieved using a septum and
two kicker magnets; the beam can be extracted using a similar set of components. Beam
diagnostics tools within the EMMA ring include 82 beam position monitors (BPMs).
4.2 Defining EMMA models
In making the comparison between hard edge and field map models, a simplified repre-
sentation of the EMMA lattice is considered. The simplified model consists only of the
DOFO cell components (i.e. quadrupoles and drift lengths), offering a representation
of the ideal scenario for which the additional magnets (e.g. kickers) do not affect the
multi-turn dynamics of the particle beam. This ideal lattice is shown in Fig. 4.2.
4.2.1 Hard edge model
The EMMA lattice is a 42 sided regular polygon, with each side (formed by a section of
the reference trajectory) consisting of a DOFO cell. Each cell begins after a π/21 change
in the reference axis following the previous cell. Simulations have been carried out for
the hard edge model using the Zgoubi tracking code. In this instance it was convenient
to use a periodic cell beginning at the entrance face of the defocusing quadrupole, and to
use the same reference axis that is defined in the EMMA design drawings as a reference
axis [61]. The initial hard edge model is based upon the parameters in table 4.1; other
models, based upon variations of these parameters are considered at a later stage.
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Figure 4.2: A basic representation of the EMMA lattice, consisting of defocusing
(blue) and focusing (red) quadrupoles and drift sections only. The coloured lines
through the axes of the quadrupoles show the offset of the quadrupoles with respect to
the centre of the beam pipe (black line). The black box marks the periodic cell that is
used for field map tracking.
4.2.2 Field map model
A field map for a single period of EMMA was produced using the Opera 3d design
suite based on engineering designs for the magnets [62]. The records of amendments
made to the magnets during the manufacturing process were found to be incomplete;
however, the magnet descriptions used within the model are believed to be close enough
to the manufactured magnets to give a fair comparison between field map simulations
and experimental measurements. A full description of the magnet models (including
yoke geometries and steel properties) is given in appendix B. The field map describes
the magnetic fields on a 2D rectangular Cartesian grid that is located in the horizontal
midplane (Fig. 4.3). In the following paragraphs the main features of the Opera model
are discussed, including:
- the modification of the periodic cell definition;
- the enforcement of boundary conditions;
- the setting of current densities within conductors.
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Figure 4.3: Plot to show the calculated midplane field map in one periodic cell of the
EMMA lattice. The symmetry of an ideal period means that the magnetic field will
cross the midplane normal to the midplane (i.e. Bx = By = 0).
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(a) Hard edge period.
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(b) Field map period.
Figure 4.4: If the DOFO cell is taken as the design period of EMMA, then the bound-
aries of the periodic cell (marked green) will intersect the steel of the D quadrupole
(Fig. (a)). For the purpose of modelling the cell within Opera a different periodic cell
has been defined, which places the quadrupoles at the centre of the periodic cell, and
minimizes the magnetic fields at the period cell boundaries; two of these periods are
marked in Fig. (b). For tracking simulations, the field map is ideally defined for the
areas enclosed by the solid purple lines (a rectangular map is used for compatibility
with Zgoubi), and the reference axis is shown by the purple dashed line. It can be
seen that, for the new period, the reference axis no longer runs continuously over the
boundaries between periodic cells.
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Figure 4.5: If non-zero fields at the boundaries of a periodic cell are not taken into
account, then use of a rectangular field map can lead to tracking errors when the
transformation of the reference frame is applied (Fig. (a)). Field map boundaries are
marked in purple, the reference axis is black, and the periodic boundary is shown in
green. Potentially problematic regions are within the red triangles (Fig. (b)).
Modification of the periodic cell
In order to simplify the field calculation, it was helpful to consider a different period
for the lattice than that used for the hard edge model. This is because the boundary
of a single periodic cell would intersect the steel of the defocusing quadrupole within
the Opera model (Fig. 4.4a). Instead, a periodic cell is chosen in which the D and F
quadrupoles are located at the centre of the period (Fig. 4.4b), which ensures that the
magnetic fields at the boundaries of the period are small. Apart from simplifying the
modelling of the cell in Opera, this new period has an advantage when tracking with
Zgoubi: for simplicity, the reference axis transformation made at the end of each period
assumes that the particle is being transported through a field free region (Fig. 3.3).
Choosing the start of the periodic cell at the entrance of the defocusing quadrupole
would lead to an error from the non-negligible fields at this point. However, if the
start of the periodic cell is near to the centre of the long drift, then the reference axis
transformation can be applied where the fields are small.
Figure 4.5 illustrates a further aspect of the problem: the green dashed line shows
the location of the boundary of a periodic cell. The field maps that we track through
with Zgoubi are in the form of a rectangular Cartesian grid; it can be seen that the
field map extends beyond the period boundary on one side of the reference axis and falls
short of the period boundary on the other side.
For a particle travelling on the outer side of the reference axis, the field map starts
after and ends before the periodic boundary: information about the fields close to the
boundary has been lost. Upon transforming the particle to a new reference frame, it is
assumed that the particle will travel through a region of zero field drift space (upper
red triangle in Fig. 4.5b), though this may not be accurate. For a particle travelling
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Figure 4.6: Change in lattice tune vs. momentum. The new period definition, with
the magnets located away from the period boundary, leads to a small change in the
horizontal tune. No differences were measured for the vertical tune or orbital period.
on the inner side of the reference axis, the field map starts before and ends after the
periodic boundary. If, in these overlapping regions, the field map contains field data from
the adjacent cells, then the particle will be tracked through the fields of the lower red
triangle in Fig. 4.5b twice when the change in reference frame is made. Ensuring that the
magnetic fields are negligible at the periodic boundaries means that the transformations
already available within Zgoubi (Eq. 3.19) can be used without introducing significant
errors to the beam dynamics.
As the newly defined period maintains a reference axis that is parallel with the axes
of the quadrupoles, additional transformations must be made within Zgoubi at the end of
the period. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.4b, where it can be seen that a particle with zero
transverse horizontal offset from the reference axis at the end of the first period should
have a non-zero offset at the start of the second period (given that the reference axis is
not continuous across the boundary). The transformations used are ∆y = 1.45095 cm
and ∆x = 0.0553603 cm. To check that the new definition of the periodic cell leads to
the same dynamics as the original periodic cell, both were modelled using a hard edge
representation of the magnets; a small change in the horizontal ring tune (up to ≈ 0.6%,
Fig. 4.6) was observed, however, the vertical tune and orbital period remained constant.
The change in the horizontal tune needs further investigation to be understood.
Boundary conditions
The iron in an EMMA cell has midplane (xy) symmetry, and the magnetic field should
cross this plane of symmetry normal to the midplane. When solving the finite element
mesh, setting the boundary condition that the field is normal to the midplane means
that a field map can be calculated after solving the finite element mesh for either the
top or bottom half of the cell only. Reducing the volume of the mesh in this fashion
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Figure 4.7: An Opera model that takes into account the periodicity of the EMMA
lattice (by including three consecutive cells) shows that the magnets in one period will
contribute to fields in the adjacent cells. We take the central period of the three periods,
and then find the magnetic field along the entrance and exit boundary (as seen by the
beam) on the midplane of this period. Fig (a) is a plot of the boundary magnetic field
vs. the distance along the boundary, s, with s increasing from a point on the boundary
that is closer to the machine centre than the low momentum closed orbit position to just
beyond high momentum closed orbit. The difference between the plot for the entrance
and exit boundary indicates a small error in the FEM solution; this may be solved
using a finer mesh. Fig. (b), which shows the fields from Fig. (a) as a percentage of the
maximum field found within the field map, tells us that the fields along the boundaries
(including the difference between the entrance and exit boundary) are relatively small.
allows for a significant reduction in the time taken for a solution to be found.
The boundary conditions at the remaining mesh volume boundaries have been set so
that the magnetic fields are tangential to the boundary (implying that no magnetic
flux leaves the volume of the model). In reality, the fields around a magnet extend
out infinitely in free space. The periodicity of the EMMA lattice and the distance of
the radial and uppermost boundaries from the quadrupole iron have been considered in
defining the optimal volume for which the finite element mesh will be solved (balancing
the accuracy of the solution with the time taken to solve the mesh).
The periodicity of the lattice was thought to be potentially of concern for EMMA
modelling due to the close proximity of the quadrupoles to the boundaries, the effect of
which could be that the fields within one period could contain a significant contribution
from the magnets in the adjacent periods. To investigate this an Opera model containing
three consecutive EMMA periods was produced and a field map calculated for the central
period. The fields obtained at the boundaries of this single period are shown in Fig. 4.7.
The differences in the beam dynamics that are obtained by tracking through two field
maps, one where the periodicity condition has been enforced and one where it has not,
were found to be small (shown in Fig. 4.8 and Fig. 4.9). As a result, field maps calculated
after modelling a single cell have been used for the remainder of this chapter.
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Figure 4.8: Making the approximation that a periodic cell is not influenced by the
adjacent cells leads to small changes in the beam dynamics. Figures (a) and (b) show
the percentage change in orbital period and tune when an Opera model based on three
periodic cells is used instead of a model with one periodic cell.
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Figure 4.9: Change in the closed orbit position (∆y) at a single reference point
within a cell found when the approximation that a periodic cell is not influenced by the
adjacent cells is made.
Quadrupole currents
The magnetic field gradient integrated along the length of each individual EMMA
quadrupole magnet has been measured by Tesla Engineering using a rotating coil of
35mm radius. Each quadrupole has a field clamp attached to the side of the magnet
that will face the long drift that separates neighbouring EMMA cells (Fig. 4.10). The
field clamp has a high magnetic permeability relative to that of air, meaning that the flux
density within the clamp is much higher than it would be for a corresponding volume of
air at the same location. The quadrupole fringe field contribution to the magnetic field
in the long drift, between the clamps for the focusing and defocusing magnets, is signif-
icantly reduced by the presence of the clamps. During the measurements of integrated
field gradient, the field clamp position of each quadrupole was adjusted in an attempt
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Figure 4.10: Images to show the positions of the field clamps (purple) relative to
the EMMA quadrupoles (blue). Conductors are marked in red. Figure (a) shows
three consecutive cells, through which the beam would travel from left to right. The
positioning of the field clamps, after the focusing quadrupole and before the defocusing
quadrupole (in the direction of the beams travel), significantly reduces the magnetic
field in the long drifts that separate cells. A single cell is shown from a different
perspective for reference (Fig. (b)).
to reduce the variation in measurements between different magnets of the same type
(i.e. focusing or defocusing) for a specified coil current.
The positions of the field clamps following the calibration procedure can be found
in appendix B. With these new field clamp positions, the mean integrated field gradient
was measured to be (0.55078± 0.00004)T for the focusing quadrupoles (coil current of
364A) and (0.47240± 0.00003)T for the defocusing quadrupoles (coil current of 376A).
Figure 4.11 shows that the mean measured integrated field gradients (labelled ‘F
calibration’ and ‘D calibration’) are approximately 98% and 98.6% of the integrated field
gradients calculated with Opera for the focusing and defocusing quadrupole respectively.
It is assumed that these differences arise from errors in the c
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Figure 4.11: Integrated field gradient vs. quadrupole current. The dashed lines repre-
sent the excitation curves calculated with Opera. The solid lines and individual points
were measured on separate occasions by Tesla Engineering using a rotating coil. The
difference between the Opera curve and calibration points is assumed to be due to
the approximate description of the conductor within the Opera model; before carrying
out tracking studies, we scale the current used within the Opera model so that the
integrated field gradient for the model matches that of the calibration points. The
measured excitation curve (for which we assume a scaling error) is used as a reference
for the nonlinear relationship of the integrated field gradient with quadrupole current.
within the Opera model; this has been compensated by scaling the quadrupole currents in
the model so that the calculated integrated field gradient agrees with the mean measured
integrated field gradient. The scaling factors are 0.97959 for the focusing quadrupole
and 0.98173 for the defocusing quadrupole.
Tesla Engineering have measured excitation curves for the EMMA quadrupoles 1.
These measurements show a non-linear relationship between magnetic field and coil cur-
rent (particularly for the defocusing magnet) due to the saturation of the quadrupole
steel: this is considered later when we look at the experimental data measured using
equivalent momenta (section 4.4.2). The field map produced at this stage is based upon
the baseline EMMA quadrupole current settings, which were found following the opti-
misation of EMMA experimentally. These settings are currents of 303.8A and 270.5A
for the defocusing and focusing quadrupoles respectively.
4.3 Comparing hard edge and field map models
Initially a hard edge model based upon the lattice definition given in table 4.1 is com-
pared to a model using a field map calculated for the experimental baseline quadrupole
currents. Qualitatively, the basic features shown in Fig. 4.12 are as expected, with the
1These were also measured using a rotating coil. It can be seen in Fig. 4.11 that the integrated field
gradient measured during calibration does not sit on the measured excitation curve. Tesla Engineering
could not offer a definitive explanation for this. It is assumed that whilst the excitation measurement is
subject to a systematic error, the shape of the curve is accurate.
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Figure 4.12: Vertical field component, Bz, vs. longitudinal position along the refer-
ence axis. The hard edge model is based upon the component lengths and integrated
field gradients given in table 4.1. The field for the field map model uses the baseline
experimental quadrupole currents. The instantaneous changes in Bz along the x axis
seen for the hard edge model mark the boundaries of quadrupoles.
fields of the field map model extending beyond the quadrupole yoke. Quantitatively,
a difference is found between the integrated field gradients measured along the refer-
ence axes of the field map and hard edge models. For the field map, we calculate the
integrated field gradient for the defocusing quadrupole by integrating the field along
the reference axis from the start of the cell until the polarity of the field changes, we
then divide this integrated gradient by the offset of the defocusing quadrupole from
the reference axis; to find the integrated field gradient for the focusing quadrupole, we
instead integrate the field from the point at which the field polarity changes until the
end of the cell, and use the offset of the focusing quadrupole from the reference axis.
The integrated field gradients calculated from the field map for the defocusing and fo-
cusing quadrupoles are found to be 0.340T and -0.309T respectively. The shapes of the
fields within the field map are complicated by the close proximity of the two magnet
yokes and by the breaking of rotational symmetry around the reference axis because
of the different transverse offsets of the defocusing and focusing quadrupoles from the
reference axis. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.13 where it can be seen that the drift space
that separates the two quadrupoles actually contains a combination of the fringe fields
of both magnets.
One of the advantages of using a hard edge model is that it is straightforward to
attribute random alignment errors to each magnet of the lattice within tracking studies.
The same may be true for a field map model if the steel of one quadrupole does not
influence the field of the second, and if the net field at a point within the map is simply
a superposition of the fields from the individual magnets; if this is not the case, then
it may be necessary to solve a finite element model for any combination of alignment
errors used in a tracking study. Two field maps were produced to check whether these
conditions are met within the EMMA cell. Both maps were calculated using an Opera
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Figure 4.13: Vertical field component, Bz, vs. longitudinal period position along
three straight reference lines. The 0 cm line represents the reference axis specified in
the EMMA design, the +0.8 cm line shows the fields along an axis shifted towards
the outside of the ring and the -0.8 cm line an axis shifted towards the inside. In
this example, the intersection of the three plots within the drift space indicates the
point at which the quadrupole term of the field becomes horizontally focusing rather
than defocusing. The field being negative at this location means that the dipole term
originating at the defocusing magnet is still dominant over the dipole term from the
focusing magnet.
model that has the EMMA magnets at their design positions. For the first map the
defocusing magnet is powered whilst the focusing magnet is not, and for the second
map it is only the focusing magnet that is powered. In Fig. 4.14 it can be seen that
the steel of the first quadrupole does affect the field profile of the second (and vice
versa), and that the field map for a complete cell is not simply a superposition of the
field from the individual magnets. Consequently it is expected that tracking through
superposed fields will introduce errors to the beam dynamics. Figure 4.15 shows that,
for the simple case where we do not introduce magnet position errors when superposing
maps, the change in the particle dynamics as a result of superposing two maps is small
compared to the likely errors in determining the dynamical variables experimentally.
Although these differences are small, they suggest that further investigation is needed
to determine how the errors change when we introduce magnet misalignments; for the
remainder of this chapter we use field maps based on Opera models that have been solved
with both magnets powered. Figures 4.16 to 4.18 show tracking results for the field
map (with simultaneously powered quadrupoles) and hard edge models. In keeping with
the significant differences between the two field profiles, there are noticeable differences
in the particle dynamics. For example, in Fig. 4.16, it can be seen that the closed orbit
positions for the hard edge model are shifted outwards with respect to the closed orbits
of the field map model (by up to ≈ 0.6 cm), which in turn leads to the longer orbit
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(c) Difference in magnetic field, ∆B, between the superposed
maps of Figs. (a) and (b) and a map calculated with both
quadrupoles powered.
Figure 4.14: Figures (a) and (b) show fields along lines parallel to the reference axis
in a single EMMA cell in the situation where both quadrupoles are present within the
Opera design, but only one is powered. For each case, the magnetic field is calculated
along the magnetic axis of the powered quadrupole and then along lines ±0.8 cm hor-
izontally displaced parallel to the magnetic axis. It can be seen that the presence of
the steel of the second quadrupole breaks the symmetry of the powered quadrupole (by
the non-zero field along the magnetic axes and the differences between the magnitude
of fields observed at +0.8 cm and −0.8 cm). Figure (c) shows the differences in the
magnetic field found by subtracting the superposed fields of (a) and (b) from the field
map calculated with a model where both quadrupoles are powered. The differences are
believed to arise due to the non-linear saturation curve of the quadrupole steel.
periods for the hard edge model (Fig. 4.17). Despite this, some of the key features of
the EMMA lattice are preserved, including the parabolic orbital period curve and the
approximate number of integer tune values crossed during acceleration (Fig. 4.18).
One of the aims of the EMMA investigation presented in this thesis is to find the
degree to which the dynamics obtained from a hard edge model are consistent with the
real machine. At this stage, we limit the comparison to a comparison between the hard
edge model and a field map model; in principle, the field map model provides a more
realistic representation of the machine. We have already given some of the qualitative
and quantitative differences between the hard edge and field map field profiles. Some
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Figure 4.15: Difference in the orbital period (Fig. (a)) and betatron tune (Fig. (b))
found when tracking particles through a field map calculated by superposing the field
maps for individually powered quadrupoles and when tracking particles through a field
map calculated for both quadrupoles powered simultaneously.
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Figure 4.16: Simulated closed orbit positions along the length of an EMMA cell.
Solid coloured lines are the closed orbits found for the field map model, whilst dashed
coloured lines are as found for the hard edge model. The dashed black line marks the
BPM position at which the closed orbits will be measured experimentally.
of these differences result from the field map being based on the machine settings used
experimentally, which in turn were found after some optimisation of machine operation;
the hard edge model has so far been based on design parameters. Given the time taken
to calculate field maps, the degree to which a hard edge model may produce the same
particle dynamics as a field map is sought by means of a parameter search. Assum-
ing a machine that has already been constructed, the geometry of the machine within
the model is fixed, excluding alignment errors, and is as described in table 4.1. The
quadrupole strengths are left as free parameters within a search that has the objectives
of reducing the differences between the betatron tune (horizontal and vertical), orbital
period and closed orbit position (at the location of one of the BPMs) calculated across
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Figure 4.17: Orbital period (OP) vs. momentum for the hard edge model based on
the design parameters for the magnetic fields (table 4.1) and for a field map with the
quadrupole currents based on the EMMA experimental settings.
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Figure 4.18: Focusing properties of the hard edge (dashed lines) and field map (solid
lines) model, with the β functions for 15MeV/c shown as an example. Whilst there are
differences between hard edge and field map tune values, the number of integer tune
values crossed during acceleration is similar.
the full momentum range with each model. The results of this search can be seen in
Fig. 4.19, where four regions of lower residuals can be identified (each representing one
of the four objectives), implying that good agreement between hard edge and field map
models for one of the objectives leads to worse agreement for the other objectives. This
implication is shown more clearly in Fig. 4.20, where we can see how optimising for one
of the metrics impacts on the agreement between models for the remaining metrics.
A hard edge model which gives particle dynamics that more closely match those of the
real machine (or field map) can be found by varying the geometry of the cell within the
model [63], however, for both the optimisation based on quadrupole strengths and cell
geometry, such models can only be found retrospectively. For the EMMA accelerator,
hard edge modelling plays an important role in the early stages of development, allowing
for general features of dynamics of interest to be studied (for example, integer resonance
crossing and serpentine acceleration). The extent of fringe field regions and the effects
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Figure 4.19: Results from a simple parameter search aimed at finding the optimum
hard edge representation of the field map. The cell set up is as described in table 4.1,
but with the quadrupole integrated field gradients left as free parameters. The bd
and bf axis represent a linear scaling coefficient of the design defocusing and focusing
fields, respectively, whilst the black lines show the coefficients required to give the
integrated field equal to that calculated for the field map. The optimisation is based
on finding the scaling coefficients that reduce the differences in orbital period, betatron
tune and closed orbit position between the hard edge and field map model. For each
configuration, the residuals between the hard edge and field map model have been
calculated; the reciprocals of the residuals for each metric have been scaled to give 1
for the best agreement between models (red end of the spectrum) and 0 for the worst
agreement. The four red islands above represent the minimal residuals for each of the
optimisation goals. The impact of optimising for one of the metrics upon the agreement
between models for the remaining metrics is demonstrated in Fig. 4.20.
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Figure 4.20: Tracking results for the four sets of quadrupole strengths that minimise
the residuals in Figs. 4.19a – 4.19d. The red curves, for example, show the tracking
results for the hard edge model quadrupole strengths that minimise the residuals for
orbital period data when comparing hard edge and field map models (Fig. 4.19a). We
see that optimising the agreement between hard edge and field map for one of the
metrics does not give optimal agreement for the remaining metrics.
on the field profile due to the close proximity of magnets and the breaking of rotational
symmetry, mean that significant differences between the dynamics predicted by hard
edge and field map models can be expected.
4.4 Principal experimental investigation
4.4.1 The ALICE/EMMA accelerator facility
Particle bunches are injected into EMMA from the energy recovery linac based ALICE
(Accelerators and Light In Combined Experiments) accelerator (Fig. 4.21). For a more
typical ALICE set up, trains of electron bunches (up to ≈ 100 pC bunch charge) are
accelerated up to 30MeV/c within a super conducting rf cavity [64]. These bunches are
then steered through a chicane, that can be used to produce intense pulses of THz light,
and then through the undulator magnets of a free electron laser (FEL) that can produce
infra-red light. Following the FEL, bunches are steered round to the cavity that was
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Figure 4.21: The ALICE/EMMA accelerator facility. ALICE acts as an injector
when operating EMMA (the ring structure furthermost left in the image).
encountered earlier, where the energy that had previously been imparted to a bunch is
now recovered.
For EMMA operation, ALICE accelerates single bunches (≈ 40 pC bunch charge) of
electrons up to 12.5MeV/c. A dipole magnet, located shortly after the rf cavity, is used
to steer particles out of ALICE and into the EMMA injection line. At the end of the
injection line, a septum magnet guides particles into the EMMA ring, where two kicker
magnets then push the particle bunch closer to the closed orbit position. The bunch
injected from ALICE has an emittance that is much smaller than the EMMA design
acceptance; to test the acceptance of the EMMA accelerator [65], the EMMA phase
space is painted by varying the strength of a vertical corrector magnet in the injection
line and of the injection septum.
4.4.2 Equivalent momentum
The dynamics of a particle in a quadrupole are determined by the normalised quadrupole
strength, which is given by:
K1 =
1
Bρ
∂Bz
∂y
. (4.2)
The dynamics of particles with different momenta may be studied by keeping the in-
jection momentum constant and instead varying the quadrupole gradients. For the
EMMA experimental work carried out for this thesis, the ALICE accelerator was set up
to provide particles of 12.5 MeV/c; the quadrupole currents were then varied so that the
quadrupole strengths experienced by a particle would be consistent with the strengths
experienced by a particle of a different momentum as it travels through the nominally
powered lattice. From here on, the momentum quoted in any experimental results refers
to the equivalent momentum corresponding to the appropriate scaling of the quadrupole
strengths. The quadrupole currents used for the experiments in EMMA were based on
modelling and optimisation carried out early in the commissioning process, and are
calculated by:
IQd = 245
15.5
pequiv
preal
12.5
, (4.3)
IQf =
IQd
1.122926
, (4.4)
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Figure 4.22: The integrated field gradients required to give a particular equivalent
momentum (based on field map calculations), are compared with the integrated field
gradients that were applied experimentally.
where IQd and IQf are the currents at the defocusing and focusing quadrupoles respec-
tively, preal is the real momentum of the particle and pequiv is the equivalent momentum.
The accuracy of applying the excitation curves shown in Fig. 4.22 (solid lines) has
been considered. Initially, quadrupole currents are calculated from Eq. 4.3 and Eq. 4.4,
and the Opera model is solved for an equivalent and real momentum of 12.5MeV/c; this
is the baseline current setting (i.e. a 12.5MeV/c particle has the dynamics expected of a
12.5MeV/c particle). For the Opera field map, we use the method described at the be-
ginning of section 4.3 to calculate the integrated field gradient of each quadrupole. The
integrated field gradient should then scale according to Eq. 4.2 in order to give an equiv-
alent momentum (shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 4.22). We then calculate five further
maps, in these maps we set the quadrupole currents according to the experimental set-
tings used for the equivalent momenta of 12, 14, 16, 18 and 20.3MeV/c (but still with
a real momentum of 12.5MeV/c). The integrated field gradients are then calculated for
each of the five maps (the field profile along the reference axis for these maps is shown
in Fig. 4.23), with the results shown by the solid lines in Fig. 4.22. A small difference is
seen in the plot of integrated field gradient vs. equivalent momentum between the lines
produced by scaling the fields of the 12.5MeV/c map and the lines given by the five
equivalent momenta maps; which is potential evidence of an error in the coefficients of
Eqs. 4.3 and 4.4. The difference in the required and applied integrated field gradients for
any given equivalent momentum is largest for the defocusing quadrupole, and the effects
of this difference can be seen when comparing the results of tracking simulations. The
dynamics have been calculated by tracking particles of different momenta through the
12.5MeV/c map and by tracking a particle of 12.5MeV/c through the five maps corre-
sponding to equivalent momenta. The differences in the dynamics are as expected from
the excitation curves, with better agreement between the methods at lower momentum
(Fig. 4.24).
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Figure 4.23: The experimental measurements of orbital period, betatron tune and
closed orbit have been made using the method of equivalent momenta. Five field maps
have been produced (with the quadrupole currents adjust according to Eq. 4.3) for the
purpose of making a comparison between these experimental measurements and field
map tracking. The above plot shows the magnetic field along the cell reference axis for
the five equivalent momenta used.
(a) Uncorrected orbital period (b) Corrected orbital period
Figure 4.24: Comparison of the field map orbital period curves calculated by using
real and equivalent momenta. Figure (a) gives the orbital period of a 12.5MeV/c
particle for the equivalent momentum maps (blue dashed line). In Fig. (b) we account
for change in speed of the particle, and multiply the equivalent momentum curve of
Fig. (a) by β0/β, where β0 and β are,respectively, the relativistic speed of a particle at
12.5MeV/c and a particle with a real momentum equal to the equivalent momentum.
As expected, the two curves intersect at 12.5 MeV/c (Fig. (a)) and better agreement is
seen between the two methods at lower momentum (Fig. (b)).
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Figure 4.25: Comparison of the tune curves calculated by using real and equiva-
lent momentum. The greatest difference between the curves is seen for the vertical
tune, which is consistent with the larger field error being observed for the defocusing
quadrupole in Fig. 4.22.
The implication of these results is that the experimental equivalent momentum pro-
cedure may not reproduce the dynamics of the baseline lattice exactly, and that different
lattice configurations are being applied for each current setting of the quadrupoles. Fig-
ures 4.24 and 4.25 give an indication as to how large the errors on the beam dynamics
may be as a result of the quadrupole excitation curves used.
4.4.3 Betatron tune and chromaticity
Betatron tune
The tune excursion of the EMMA lattice has already been measured experimentally
using equivalent momenta, with data collected at 12, 14, 16, 18 and 20.3MeV/c. For
each momentum setting, 10 turns worth of data was collected for each of the BPMs
that are sited between the defocusing and focusing quadrupoles, giving 420 data points
per momentum (data collected for an equivalent momentum of 14MeV/c is presented
in Fig. 4.26 as an example). The initial calculation of the cell tunes (as presented in
[60]) was based on splitting the data set for each momentum into 400 subsets of 21
points (e.g. data points 1 to 21 make the first subset, 2 to 22 the second, etc.), and
applying the numerical analysis of fundamental frequency (NAFF) correlator [66] to each
of the subsets. The mean tune value and standard deviation of all 400 subsets is then
calculated. This approach for calculating the tune had been developed for application to
an accelerating beam, for which the tune can change rapidly (with the advantage of the
NAFF correlator being that the error on the calculated frequency should fall at a rate
of 1/N4, where N is the number of data points). On reviewing the data for the original
calculations of tune, it was seen that the calculation method used had led to a large
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(a) Horizontal axis
(b) Vertical axis
Figure 4.26: Plots showing the BPM data that is used to calculate the cell tune for
14MeV/c particles. The vertical axes in the plots give the betatron oscillation of the
bunch centroid along the horizontal (a) and vertical (b) transverse axis of EMMA. The
horizontal axes of the plots are the order in which the BPMs are encountered by the
bunch; the data has been collected using the BPMs located between the defocusing
and focusing magnets in each of EMMA’s 42 cells, meaning that the above plots show
10 turns worth of data. The betatron oscillation has been obtained for each axis by
subtracting the average closed orbit position (the mean of the transverse position over
all BPM measurements) from the individual BPM measurements.
standard deviation on the mean of the tune for some momenta. The cell tune values
for the results presented in [60] have been recalculated for this thesis, with a discrete
Fourier transform (DFT) applied to the entire 420 points of data for each set (table 4.2).
Before presenting these results, we will further discuss the methods for tune calculation
that have been applied.
For a DFT, a set of N equally spaced BPM readings are transformed from the time
domain to N equally spaced coefficients in the frequency domain. Each coefficient is
given by:
Yν =
N−1∑
n=0
yne
−2piinν , (4.5)
where yn is the transverse position of a particle bunch centroid with respect to the closed
orbit at the nth measurement, and 2πν is a phase advance between two successive BPMs.
The coefficients are calculated for N values (between 0 and 1) of ν, with the individual
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values of ν separated by intervals of 1N−1 . The coefficients will be largest when ν is
close to some harmonic of the betatron tune, and a mono-energetic particle bunch will
give two peaks in the DFT coefficients in the frequency range 0 to 1 that correspond to
Q and 1 − Q 2. As the BPMs used for the EMMA tune calculation are separated by a
single cell, and the phase advance through one cell is less than π radians for all momenta
by design, the tune is given by the first peak of the DFT. The tune value is taken as
the value of ν that has the largest DFT coefficient, and the error on the tune is taken
as 1/N .
If we consider Eq. 4.5 as a continuous function of ν, then we will see a sinc-like
plot in the frequency domain (blue plot in Fig. 4.27a). This occurs as we truncated the
oscillation in the time domain at N turns, which results in the plot in the frequency
domain being a convolution of the frequency domain representation of the betatron
oscillation and a rectangular pulse. Instead of finding the largest DFT coefficient for
discrete values of ν, we can instead search numerically for the maximum of the main
lobe of the sinc-like function (we use the NMaximize routine in Mathematica [67]); this
is the main principle in the application of the NAFF correlator, which is given as:
Yν =
N−1∑
n=0
χnyne
−2piinν . (4.6)
The NAFF correlator has the same form as the DFT, apart from the inclusion of a Hann
window:
χn =
1
2
(
1− cos
(
2πn
N − 1
))
. (4.7)
The Hann window reduces the effects of the truncation of the BPM signal in the time
domain by scaling the signal to zero at the beginning and end of the signal, which is
seen as a reduction of the side lobes in Fig. 4.27b. The combination of assuming a
continuous range of ν and the application of the Hann window leads to an error on
the calculated tune as low as 1/N4. In Fig. 4.28, we show the convergence of the
tune calculation methods to the tune in the case that the betatron oscillation is given
by a single particle (with Q = 0.32) and there is no noise in the measurement of the
oscillation. In reality a particle bunch is made up of particles with a range of momenta
(giving a range of frequency content within the oscillation measurement) and there will
be some error on the measurement of the bunch centroid position. The momentum
distribution (Φ(δ)) of the particles within the bunch leads to the decoherence of the
bunch in transverse phase space (this is discussed further in section 4.5), the effect of
which is that a measurement of the betatron oscillation appears dampened. A more
appropriate model for the measurement of the transverse position of the bunch centroid
2If the DFT (Eq. 4.5) is applied to a pair of transverse variables that are based on the position (y) and
momentum (py) that are written as a complex number, then just a single peak is found (corresponding
to the tune, Q). This is discussed in greater detail later in this chapter.
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Figure 4.27: We consider the betatron oscillation of a particle that has a tune of
Q = 0.32 (indicated by the green dashed lines), the transverse position of the particle
with respect to the closed orbit is measured over N turns at a reference point within
the ring. A DFT can be performed on the turn by turn data to obtain N equally spaced
coefficients in the frequency domain (red points in Fig. (a)); an estimate of the tune is
found with an uncertainty of 1/N at the tune corresponding to the largest coefficient.
We know that the signal from the betatron oscillation has only a single frequency, and
the true value of the tune must be somewhere between the location of the two largest
DFT coefficients; if we consider the DFT for continuous Q, then we plot a sinc-like
function (blue plot in Fig. (a)), and we see that the peak of this plot corresponds to the
true value of the tune. A numerical search for this peak is the basis of the application
of the NAFF correlator. The sinc-like function results from the truncation of the signal
at N points in the time domain: the NAFF correlator includes a Hann window which
eliminates the discontinuity of the signal (due to truncation) in the time domain, and
as a result, the side lobes are less prominent in Fig. (b). The combination of searching
for the maximum of the NAFF correlator and windowing leads to uncertainties as low
as 1/N4 in the tune calculation.
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Figure 4.28: Plot to show the convergence of tune calculation methods to the actual
tune value when increasing numbers of data points, N , are used. ∆Q is the absolute
difference between the calculated and actual tune. We present the individual results
for a tune calculation based on N data points, and a line drawn from the maximum
value of ∆Q that falls in the expected fashion for a given method. Following on from
Fig. 4.27, we consider application of the methods to the oscillation of a single particle
with Q = 0.32: for DFT, the tune is estimated as being at the location of the largest
DFT coefficient, the line changes proportional to 1/N ; for DFTmax, we assume a
continuous range of Q in the frequency domain, and then search for the maximum
numerically, the line changes proportional to 1/N2; for NAFF, we apply a Hann window
to the oscillation data, and then search for the maximum in the frequency domain, the
line changes proportional to 1/N4.
at the nth turn is given by:
yn =
√
2βyJy
∫ δmax
δmin
cos (2πn(Qy + ξyδ))Φ(δ)dδ, (4.8)
where
√
2βyJy gives the amplitude of the oscillation, ξy is the chromaticity of the lattice,
δ is the fractional offset in momentum and δmin and δmax are respectively the minimum
and maximum values of δ for the particle bunch. An example of such an oscillation,
based on chromaticity and momentum spread values that are typical of the EMMA
lattice, is given in Fig. 4.29.
Initially we consider the effects of decoherence and measurement errors on the calcu-
lation of the betatron tune independently. Starting with decoherence, we consider three
values for the standard deviation of the momentum spread of the bunch: σδ = 0, 5×10−4
and 1 × 10−3. The convergence of the different calculation methods to a value of the
tune given with increasing BPM measurements is shown in Fig. 4.30; it is seen that de-
coherence impacts the convergence of both the numerical search for the maximum of the
DFT and the NAFF methods, whilst there is no notable difference in the convergence of
the DFT calculation over the range of time domain sample sizes used. The NAFF cor-
relator initially converges to a tune value at a greater rate when the momentum spread
of the bunch (and therefore the rate of decoherence of the beam) is larger, however in
Fig. 4.30c we note that the method appears stop converging after some number of turns
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Figure 4.29: Plot of transverse position (y) of a bunch vs. turn number (N) for two
separate models of the betatron motion. When we first applied the tune calculation
methods, we assumed that the turn by turn signal of a bunch is equivalent to the
sinusoidal oscillation of a single particle (shown in red). In reality, the BPM will
return a signal that is subject to noise, and the measured oscillation of the bunch will
appear dampened due to the decoherence of the beam in transverse phase space (blue
points). In this instance we have assumed a lattice chromaticity of −10 with a Gaussian
momentum spread that has a standard deviation of δ = 5×10−4, a random error is then
added to each position based upon a Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation
of 10% of the measured position.
(for a larger momentum distribution, the beam decoheres rapidly and the amplitude of
the measured oscillation will tend towards zero after a smaller number of turns).
We now look at the effect of errors in the measurement of the bunch position on the
convergence of the tune calculation; we include errors in the turn by turn data, with the
error on each measurement described by a Gaussian with a standard deviation given by
σy = 0, 0.03yn and 0.06yn. For the range of BPM signal lengths and errors considered,
we do not see a significant change in the rate of convergence for the DFT and numerical
search for DFT maximum tune calculation methods (Figs. 4.31a and 4.31b). However,
the NAFF correlator deviates visibly from a convergence rate proportional to 1/N4 as
the standard deviation of the measurement error is increased (Fig. 4.31c); when 100
turns of data are used, the difference between the tune calculated using NAFF for a
signal with and without measurement errors is a couple of orders of magnitude.
Finally we consider the case where there is a decohering bunch and an error on the
BPM measurement: the standard deviation of the momentum spread is σδ = 1 × 10−3
and we again apply measurement errors with standard deviations of σy = 0, 0.03yn and
0.06yn. The results are shown in Fig. 4.32, where the DFT calculation is again seen
to converge at a rate of 1/N . For the numerical search for the DFT maximum, we see
it is the effects of decoherence that dominate in determining the rate of convergence
(Fig. 4.32b), whilst for the NAFF correlator (Fig. 4.32c) the effects of both decoherence
and measurement errors can be identified. We conclude by presenting the results for
convergence of the different tune calculation methods on the same plot, based on a BPM
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(a) DFT
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(b) DFT with numerical search for
maximum
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(c) NAFF
Figure 4.30: Plots to show the rate of convergence of the three tune calculation
methods to the tune when applied to a BPM signal that appears dampened due to
decoherence; the simulated BPM signals are based upon momentum distributions with
standard deviations of σδ = 0, 5×10−4 and 1×10−3. In the case of the DFT (Fig. (a)),
we see that the decoherence of the beam due to a momentum spread does not have a
significant impact on the convergence of the calculated tune to the actual tune within
the range of N considered (the line to show an error decreasing at a rate of 1/N is
applicable to all three momentum distributions). When we consider a continuous range
of Q, and search for the maximum of the DFT numerically (Fig. (b)) we see that the
rate of convergence decreases with increasing momentum spread. In Fig. (c), we see that
increasing the momentum spread of the bunch initially improves the rate of convergence
of the calculated tune to the actual tune, however in the case of σδ = 1 × 10−3 the
convergence appears to stop after some number of turns.
signal with a momentum spread of σδ = 1×10−3 and measurement errors of σy = 0.06yn
(Fig. 4.33): we see that for any number of turns within the range considered, the NAFF
correlator calculates the tune to the greatest precision, but that a rate of convergence
proportional to 1/N4 is unattainable when applying NAFF to EMMA.
When calculating the cell tune, we take in to account that there will be some variation
in the phase advance over the individual cells; applying a DFT to the 420 points that
are described at the beginning of this section will calculate the betatron tune to an
appropriate level of precision. In section 4.5, we calculate the fractional part of the ring
tune using approximately 40 turns of data measured at a single BPM; in this instance
it is more appropriate to use the NAFF correlator.
The cell tunes calculated by DFT are presented in table 4.2 and in Fig. 4.34 (where
we show the previously published NAFF-based results for reference). In Fig. 4.35, we
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maximum
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Figure 4.31: Plots to show the rate of convergence of the three tune calculation meth-
ods to the tune when applied to a BPM signal with measurement errors. For the range
of turn numbers, N , and errors, σy, considered, there is no significant difference in the
convergence of the tune calculation for either the DFT (Fig. (a)) or numerical search for
DFT maximum (Fig. (b)) methods, which converge at a rate of 1/N and 1/N2 respec-
tively. The rate of convergence for the NAFF method deviates from being proportional
to 1/N4 when the standard deviation of the errors is increased (Fig. (c)), however NAFF
still offers the best convergence of the tune calculation for the parameters investigated.
Table 4.2: Cell tunes were calculated for five equivalent momenta by applying a DFT
to 420 data points.
pequiv (MeV/c) Qh Qv
12.0 0.251 0.220
14.0 0.210 0.181
16.0 0.181 0.150
18.0 0.160 0.129
20.3 0.148 0.103
show the tune values obtained through the analysis of experimental data with the tune
calculated earlier for the field map; the fit to the measured points is discussed in the
following section.
Chromaticity
To obtain estimates of the tune and chromaticity for the entire momentum range, a
polynomial fit to the measured tune values is carried out, with the appropriate order
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(b) DFT with numerical search for
maximum
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(c) NAFF
Figure 4.32: Plots to show the rate of convergence of the three tune calculation
methods to the tune when applied to a BPM signal with measurement errors and when
the beam is decohering (the bunch has a momentum spread of σδ = 1× 10−3). Again,
we see that the convergence of the DFT remains proportional to 1/N ; for the DFT
with a numerical search for the maximum we see the effects of the measurement errors,
whilst for the NAFF method, we see the effects of both decoherence and measurement
errors.
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Figure 4.33: Plots to show the convergence of the tune calculation methods with
increasing length of BPM signal (coloured points) when the signal is based on a mo-
mentum spread of σδ = 1 × 10−3 and measurement error of σy = 0.06yn, with lines
to show the expected rate of convergence for the methods. For the signal lengths
considered, the NAFF correlator gives the best rate of convergence, however, a rate
proportional to 1/N4 (which was demonstrated in Fig. 4.28) is not attained.
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Figure 4.34: Measured cell tune vs. equivalent momentum. The tunes calculated
through NAFF have previously been published, however it is the values calculated with
DFT that are used within this thesis. The DFT was performed on a sample of 420 data
points for each momentum.
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Figure 4.35: Plot to show the experimentally measured ring tune (calculated by
multiplying the cell tune by 42) alongside the tune calculated by tracking particles of
a range of momenta through a field map calculated using nominal EMMA quadrupole
currents.
of the polynomial determined by further analysis of the field map data. Initially, a
quadratic fit is made to the tunes calculated after tracking particles of 18 different
momenta through the field map for nominally powered EMMA quadrupoles (in Fig. 4.35
a quartic fit is shown for this data). Given the model:
Qy(z)(p) = ay(z) + by(z)p+ cy(z)p
2, (4.9)
then the chromaticity is calculated as
ξy(z)(p) = p
dQy(z)
dp
= p(by(z) + 2cy(z)p). (4.10)
We compare the chromaticity given by Eq. 4.10 with the local chromaticity calculated
for each of the 18 momenta used when tracking through the field map. The method
for calculating the local chromaticity was to track two particles with small fractional
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(a) Quadratic fit to the tune data.
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(b) Quartic fit to the tune data.
Figure 4.36: Chromaticity in a field map model of the EMMA lattice. The chro-
maticity is calculated (points and dashed lines) by tracking two particles with small
deviations from the reference momentum and then calculating the difference in tune
between the two particles. The solid lines are obtained by first finding a polynomial fit
to the tune data, and then finding the chromaticity based on the derivative of the poly-
nomial. It can be seen that a fourth order polynomial is needed in order to accurately
describe the chromaticity.
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Figure 4.37: Tune measurements have been carried out for five equivalent momenta,
meaning that there are insufficient data to determine accurately the coefficients of a
quartic fit (demonstrated in the above plots using the equivalent momentum field map
data).
momentum offsets of δ = ±0.001 around each of the 18 momenta, and then calculate
the chromaticity based on the difference in tune between these two particles.
Figure 4.36 shows that a quadratic fit to the tune data does not provide an accurate
calculation of the chromaticity and that a quartic fit is more appropriate. However,
as the tune has been measured experimentally for just five momenta, it may not be
possible to determine the coefficients of the quartic fit with good accuracy (Fig. 4.37).
Therefore, a quadratic fit is made to the tune data, and the differences between the
actual chromaticity and the chromaticity found through the polynomial fit in Fig. 4.37
are used as an indicator of the systematic error that may be introduced.
The quadratic fit to the measured tune values returns the coefficients (as defined in
Eq. 4.9) ay = 0.686± 0.012, by = −0.0505± 0.0015 , cy = 0.00118± 0.00005,
az = 0.550 ± 0.038, bz = −0.0357 ± 0.0048 and cz = 0.00068 ± 0.00015. The measured
tune values and polynomial fit are shown in Fig. 4.34.
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Figure 4.38: The orbital period of a particle in EMMA is dependent upon the parti-
cle’s momentum. This is due to both a change in the single revolution path length and
a change in speed. The orbital period dependence on momentum has been measured
using equivalent momenta (purple dashed line), which accounts only for the change
in path length, a correction has then been applied to account for the change in speed
(black line).
4.4.4 Orbital period
The orbital period (or time of flight) has been measured for nine settings of equivalent
momentum. The orbital period is dependent upon both the path length of an orbit and
the speed of the particle; using equivalent momentum accounts for just the path length
dependence (with the true particle momentum being fixed at 12.5 MeV/c), therefore
the measurements are corrected for speed during analysis (by scaling each measurement
by β(12.5MeV/c)/β(pequiv)). The data for the measurements are recorded using an
oscilloscope (with a 40GS/s sampling rate), which has a single EMMA ring BPM and
the ALICE rf signal (1.300GHz) as inputs. The orbital period is found by measuring
(for a number of turns) the phase of the rf at which the derivative of the BPM signal
crosses zero (i.e. when the voltage at the BPM button is maximum), the phase slip then
gives the difference between the rf period and orbital period, allowing for the orbital
period to be calculated. A second-order polynomial is fitted to the corrected orbital
period data, giving:
OP(p) = (56.67± 0.05)− (0.184± 0.007)p+ (0.0061± 0.0002)p2 [ns],
where p is the particle momentum (with units of MeV/c). Both the corrected and
uncorrected orbital period curves are shown in Fig. 4.38. In Fig. 4.39 we show the
corrected experimentally measured orbital period along side the orbital period obtained
through field map tracking (again, we track particles of a range of momenta through the
field map that represents the nominal quadrupole current settings).
4.4.5 Closed orbit position
In section 4.4.3, we applied DFT and NAFF to a BPM signal in order to calculate the
betatron tune. The position of the bunch centroid that is returned by a BPM as a bunch
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Figure 4.39: Plot to show the orbital period measured experimentally (with speed
correction) and the orbital period obtained by tracking articles of different momenta
through the field map for an EMMA period (with nominally powered quadrupoles).
makes its nth turn in the ring may be broken down into three components:
yn = 〈yco〉+ y∆co + yβ,n, (4.11)
where 〈yco〉 is the mean closed orbit position for all BPMs, and y∆co and yβ,n are,
respectively, the closed orbit distortion and betatron oscillation at a single BPM. In the
case of the tune calculation, we sought to remove the closed orbit terms from Eq. 4.11
so that they do not contribute to the calculated frequency spectrum (e.g. 〈yco〉 will give
a peak in the frequency spectrum at integer ν): to do this, we focussed on each BPM
individually, and subtracted the mean of the BPM signal over all turns for a single BPM
from the turn by turn data for the same BPM. We did this for the vertical axis as well as
the horizontal axis due to the non-zero closed orbit distortion for the vertical axis. Now
we want to find the mean closed orbit position (〈yco〉); this will be close to zero along
the vertical axis for all momenta, therefore we focus on the horizontal axis only. To
obtain the mean closed orbit position, we calculate the mean of the closed orbit terms
that were found for the individual BPMs.
We find the horizontal momentum-dependent closed orbit with the same BPM data
that was used earlier for the tune calculation; this data was collected using the 42 BPMs
that are located between the defocusing and focusing quadrupole, which is marked by the
black dashed line in Fig. 4.16 (one of the BPMs was not responding, so the calculation
is based on data from 41 BPMs). A spread in the closed orbit positions calculated
for the BPMs at a given momentum will be due to both statistical errors and closed
orbit distortion: the mean closed orbit position across all of the BPMs is presented in
Fig. 4.40.
4.5 Further measurements from a decohering signal
A bunch of particles injected into EMMA with some transverse offset from the closed
orbit will perform betatron oscillations about the closed orbit. In the absence of accel-
eration, BPMs will show that the amplitude of oscillation decreases with turn number
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Figure 4.40: Plot of closed orbit position vs. momentum at the location of a reference
BPM. The orange points show the mean horizontal closed orbit position for 41 of the
BPMs located between the defocusing and focusing quadrupoles (with the standard
deviation given as the error) vs. momentum; the orange line gives the fit of a second
order polynomial to these data points. The dashed black line shows a fit to the closed
orbit found after tracking particles of 9 different momenta through the field map for
nominally powered EMMA quadrupoles.
(this was introduced in section 4.4.3 when we discussed tune calculation methods). The
amplitude of each particle in the bunch has not changed. The particles within the bunch
have different betatron frequencies from each other, meaning that their oscillations are
no longer in phase after a number of turns. As a result, the centroid of the bunch
moves towards the closed orbit. This effect is called decoherence. Decoherence impacts
on accelerator performance and has been widely studied [68–72]. Two main causes of
decoherence may be identified when looking at the transverse dynamics of a circular ac-
celerator. The first is the momentum spread of the bunch coupled with the chromaticity
of the accelerator, whilst the second is the emittance of the bunch coupled with the
transverse nonlinearities in the magnetic fields which make up the accelerator.
With no nonlinear magnetic fields (e.g. sextupole) included within EMMA to control
chromaticity, we can assume that the rapid decoherence (within tens of turns) of particle
bunches observed experimentally is caused by the bunch momentum spread coupled with
chromaticity. Decoherence makes the measurement of lattice and bunch values, such
as Courant-Snyder parameters and betatron amplitude, difficult. In this section, we
will present a method for reconstructing the momentum distribution of particles within
a bunch from BPM measurements. Further analysis of the same BPM data allows
estimates to be made of the Courant-Snyder parameters and the amplitude of coherent
betatron oscillation of the beam. We consider the case where the rf cavities are turned
off, meaning that particles ideally make no synchrotron oscillations and the beam energy
can be assumed constant. In practice, particles can lose energy (slowly) through beam
loading effects; the impacts of these effects is considered in section 4.5.6.
Standard techniques to measure the momentum distribution may be broadly divided
into two groups. One group of techniques is largely limited to an estimation of the energy
spread. They are based on the assumption that particle distributions within a bunch are
Gaussian in the transverse and longitudinal directions. Under these conditions, analytic
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solutions for the energy spread are available [68]. The actual implementation can be
based on BPM measurements [73, 74] or radiation measurements [75, 76]. In these
techniques, the detailed momentum distribution is not obtained.
The other group of techniques measure the momentum distribution. They are based
on tomography [77–79]. The measurement setup usually requires an rf cavity, a number
of dipole magnets, scintillating screens and cameras. These techniques are not only able
to measure the momentum distribution, but they can also reconstruct the longitudinal
phase space. This group of techniques are usually destructive - the beam would not
continue along the beamline after hitting a screen.
Most commonly, BPMs are used to measure the closed orbit distortion at a given
location within a lattice, however they have been applied to measuring other dynamical
attributes of an accelerator; for example, given known longitudinal dynamics, BPMs
have been used to calculate the chromaticity of a lattice [80]. We present a method for
using BPM measurements to reconstruct a momentum distribution, and not just the
spread, of a bunch when the lattice chromaticity is known. The method is valid when
a bunch decoheres due to the momentum distribution of a bunch. It does not give the
longitudinal phase space, but it is not destructive.
4.5.1 Finding the momentum distribution
When a particle bunch is injected into a circular accelerator or storage ring with a
large enough transverse offset from the closed orbit (as shown in Fig. 4.41a), then all
particles within the bunch may be thought of as being at approximately the same starting
phase of betatron oscillation. The individual momenta of particles within the bunch are
distributed around a mean value. This, coupled with the chromaticity of the lattice,
gives a spectrum of betatron tunes. The range of phase advance per turn for particles
results in the spreading of the particles in phase space as particles travel through an
increasing number of turns (Fig. 4.41b). Initially, a measurement of the position of the
bunch centre of mass (as would be observed with a BPM) remains consistent with the
position of a single particle which has been tracked through an equal number of turns,
and has starting conditions matching those of the bunch centroid. As the number of
turns increases, the spreading of particles in phase space continues, a ring is formed
around the closed orbit, and the centre of mass of the bunch tends towards the position
of the closed orbit (Figs. 4.41c and 4.41d).
At any point within the lattice the transverse position of the centroid of a mono-
energetic bunch is given on the nth turn by:
yn =
√
2βyJy cos(2πnQy + φ0), (4.12)
where, for a given transverse axis (horizontal or vertical), βy and φ0 are the Courant-
Snyder beta function and the phase of oscillation on the initial turn (n = 0) at a given
lattice location. Jy and Qy are the action and the betatron tune, and are independent
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Figure 4.41: Simulations showing the decoherence of a particle bunch in horizontal
transverse phase space. A total of 4000 particles, with a Gaussian momentum distribu-
tion (σ = 50KeV/c) around the central momentum of 12.1MeV/c, are tracked through
the EMMA lattice using Zgoubi. The bunch centroid has an initial horizontal offset of
4mm from the closed orbit position. Blue points show the location in phase space of
individual particles, the single red point shows the position of an on momentum particle
which, at injection, is located at the centre of the bunch, and the red line shows the
bunch centre of mass (mean y position) for the specified turn.
of the longitudinal position within the lattice.
To take into account the momentum spread of a bunch, Eq. 4.12 may be modified to
Eq. 4.13:
yn ≈
√
2βyJy
∫ δmax
δmin
cos(2πn(Qy + ξyδ) + φ0)Φ(δ)dδ, (4.13)
where ξy is the linear part of the chromaticity
(
∂Qy
∂δ
)
and δ is the fractional offset from a
reference momentum
(
∆p
p0
)
. Φ(δ) is the momentum distribution weight function, which
gives the relative contribution of different values of δ to the entire bunch. δmin and δmax
are the minimum and maximum values of δ which are found within the bunch. The
exact shape of the momentum distribution is unknown.
In Eq. 4.13, the closed orbit dependence on momentum and the nonlinear terms of
chromaticity are not accounted for. The first of these two factors may be neglected
by considering only the vertical z axis (for which dispersion is ideally 0), whilst the
nonlinear terms of chromaticity should have little effect provided that both the width
of the momentum distribution, Φ(δ), and the coefficients of the nonlinear chromaticity
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Figure 4.42: Plots of bunch centroid vs. turn number. The way in which the particle
beam decoheres is dependent not only upon the spread of momentum, but also the form
of the momentum distribution.
terms are small.
The discrete time Fourier transform of measurements made by BPMs can be used
to reveal the frequency spectrum of particles within a bunch. If the source of the
decoherence is the momentum spread of the bunch coupled with the chromaticity of the
lattice, then an estimate of the momentum distribution can be made. As the form of
the momentum distribution is unknown, using both phase space variables (coordinate
and momentum) offers the advantage of being able to extract both the even and odd
parts of the distribution. It is convenient to use normalised coordinates, fn, given by:
fn = zˆ + ipˆz,n, (4.14)
where
zˆ =
zn√
βz
,
pˆz,n = pz,n
√
βz +
αzzn√
βz
. (4.15)
pz,n is the transverse momentum of the bunch centroid measured with respect to the
closed orbit transverse momenta along a given axis and αz is the Courant-Snyder alpha
lattice parameter. When taking into account the momentum distribution of the bunch,
the progression of the normalised coordinates of the bunch centroid with turn number
(n) is given by:
fn =
√
2Jze
−iφ0
∫ δmax
δmin
e−i2pin(Qz+ξzδ)Φ(δ)dδ. (4.16)
Note that, in principle, Φ(δ) can be a periodic function of δ, with period 1ξz . If Φ(δ+
m
ξz
) =
Φ(δ) for integer m, then replacing the limits of the integral in Eq. 4.16 by δmin +
m
ξz
and δmax +
m
ξz
leads to the same set of values fn, for any value of m. This means that
mathematically, we cannot determine Φ(δ) uniquely for a set of observables fn. The
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best we can do is determine a function Φp(δ), that has periodicity ξz. The important
point here is that in the case of purely linear chromaticity, a BPM will observe the
same frequency of oscillation for a particle with energy deviation δ +m/ξz (where m is
an integer) as for a particle with energy deviation δ. It is therefore necessary to make
some assumption about the range of energy deviation for particles in the beam; which
is expressed in a change in the limits of the integral in Eq. 4.16 (from δmin and δmax to
−1/2ξz and 1/2ξz), and in replacing the function Φ(δ) by the periodic function ΦP(δ).
With these replacements, Eq. 4.16 becomes:
fn =
√
2Jze
−iφ0
∫ 1
2ξz
− 1
2ξz
e−i2pin(Qz+ξzδ)ΦP(δ)dδ. (4.17)
In the case that − 12ξz < δmin and δmax < 12ξz , then Φ(δ) and ΦP(δ) will be the same
in the range − 12ξz < δ < 12ξz . At this point we observe that Eq. 4.17 is, formally, the
inverse Fourier transform of the momentum distribution ΦP(δ). We can consider fn to
be the time domain representation of ΦP(δ). It can be seen in Fig. 4.42 that a Gaussian
distribution in ΦP(δ) leads to a Gaussian decoherence signal in the time domain, and
that a uniform ΦP(δ) distribution leads to a sinc-like signal.
The chromaticity of EMMA (measured to be ∼ −10 [60]) allows for a ±5% momen-
tum spread in the range δ = − 12ξz to 12ξz . Previously, a momentum spread of 100 keV/c
(at 15MeV/c, giving a ±0.3% momentum spread) has been measured in the EMMA
injection line [81], meaning that ΦP(δ) should correspond to the momentum distribu-
tion of the bunch and should not be affected by the effects that would occur in the
case that some particles have |δ| > 12|ξz | . In the case of having an infinite number of
samples of the BPM signal, the discrete time Fourier transform (DTFT) can give the
momentum distribution, ΦP(δ). For the finite number of BPM data samples obtained
experimentally, an estimation of the momentum distribution can be found by:
Φp(δ) ≈ eiφ0
N∑
n=−N
fne
i2pin(Qz+ξzδ), (4.18)
where N is the total number of turns of BPM data to which the calculation is applied,
and assuming that the terms for the negative turn numbers may be found by considering
the complex conjugate of fn:
f−n = e−i2φ0fn ∗.
Finally, equation 4.18 may be written as
Φp(δ) ≈ eiφ0f0 + 2ℜ
(
eiφ0
N∑
n=1
fne
i2pin(Qz+ξzδ)
)
. (4.19)
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4.5.2 Measurement of the initial phase and lattice functions alpha and
beta
The expression for reconstructing the momentum distribution given in Eq. 4.19 requires
that the initial betatron oscillation phase, φ0, and the Courant-Snyder parameters, αz
and βz, are known. In this section, we present a method for measuring these parame-
ters where the amplitude of coherent betatron oscillations (measured by the BPMs) is
damped because of decoherence.
Firstly, a rotation of −Ψn is applied to the normalised phase space coordinates of
Eq. 4.15:
gn = (zˆn + ipˆz,n) e
iΨn . (4.20)
If Ψn is the betatron phase advance between injection and the n
th turn for a mono-
energetic bunch (Ψn = 2πnQz), then gn is equal to the normalised phase space co-
ordinates at turn zero (f0) for all values of n. Accordingly, the argument of gn will be
constant for all n, with value equal to the initial phase of the betatron oscillation, φ0.
In practice, z and pz,n are found through using BPMs and Ψn may be calculated
after first finding the betatron tune, Qz, by applying the NAFF correlator to the BPM
data. The design values of αz and βz at the BPM position are taken as initial estimates.
If the experimental values of αz and βz do not match the design values, then a plot of
the argument of gn vs. n will show an oscillation around φ0. A fitting procedure, which
has the objective of minimising the oscillation of arg(gn) vs. n around φ0 and has αz
and βz as free parameters, can be used to find the experimental values of αz and βz.
When the bunch has some momentum distribution, then the transverse coordinate
and momentum, zn and pz,n, are described by:
zn =
√
2βzJz
∫ 1/2ξz
−1/2ξz
cos(Ψn + ψn(δ) + φ0)Φ(δ)dδ,
pz,n = −
√
2Jz
βz
∫ 1/2ξz
−1/2ξz
(αz cos(Ψn + ψn(δ) + φ0) + sin(Ψn + ψn(δ) + φ0))Φ(δ)dδ.
In this case, Ψn is the total phase advance between injection and the n
th turn for
an on-momentum particle (δ = 0), with on-momentum further defined as being the
momentum at which the mean betatron oscillation frequency is found. ψn(δ) is the
change in total phase advance due to a particle being off-momentum (δ 6= 0), and is
given by ψn(δ) = 2πnξzδ.
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To show that the argument of gn in Eq. 4.20 still gives the initial betatron phase when
a bunch is not mono-energetic, the ratio of imaginary to real parts of gn is considered:
ℑ(gn)
ℜ(gn) = −
∫ 1/2ξz
−1/2ξz sin(ψn(δ) + φ0)Φ(δ)dδ∫ 1/2ξz
−1/2ξz cos(ψn(δ) + φ0)Φ(δ)dδ
= −
∫ 1/2ξz
−1/2ξz(sin(ψn(δ)) cos(φ0) + cos(ψn(δ)) sin(φ0))Φ(δ)dδ∫ 1/2ξz
−1/2ξz(cos(ψn(δ)) cos(φ0)− sin(ψn(δ)) sin(φ0))Φ(δ)dδ
.
(4.21)
It can be seen from equation 4.21 that if:
∫ 1/2ξz
−1/2ξz
sin(ψn(δ))Φ(δ)dδ = 0, (4.22)
then: ℑ(gn)
ℜ(gn) = − tan(φ0). (4.23)
The conditions for Eq. 4.22 being true are that either the momentum distribution is
symmetric around δ = 0 (in which case Eq. 4.23 will be true for all n), or that the
momentum distribution is non-symmetrical but the values of ψn(δ) are small and are
within the linear part of the sine function in Eq. 4.22 (in which case Eq. 4.23 will be
true for some limited range of n, 0 ≤ n ≤ N).
4.5.3 Simulation
To demonstrate the ability to reconstruct a momentum distribution, the methods de-
scribed in sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.2 are applied to data produced through simulation. A
total of 4000 particles were tracked through 60 turns of the hard edge representation
of the EMMA lattice (as described by table 4.1) by using the Zgoubi tracking code.
The transverse dynamical variables of the input particles were distributed randomly
on ellipses matched to the lattice at the point of injection and with the action of the
individual particles governed by a exponential distribution of width corresponding to
an emittance of 0.71mmmrad [82]. The bunch centroid at injection was located at the
closed orbit position along the horizontal transverse axis, and had an offset of 4mm
from the closed orbit position along the vertical transverse axis.
A reference momentum of 12.1MeV/c was set, and then a Gaussian distribution, with
σδ = 0.001, used to give each particle a random fractional momentum offset, δ. For each
revolution of the bunch within the lattice, the mean offset for all particles in position and
momentum from the respective transverse closed orbit values was recorded at a location
corresponding to the position of one of the BPMs. With the given simulation input
parameters, the effects of decoherence are clearly visible in figure 4.43. Applying the
methods described in section 4.5.2 for the calculation of the Courant-Snyder parameters
to the bunch centroid tracking data, αz and βz were found to be −0.79434 and 0.39750m
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Figure 4.43: Vertical offset of bunch centroid from closed orbit position at location
of BPM (z) vs. turn number (n). A Gaussian momentum distribution with a standard
deviation of 12 keV/c means that the betatron oscillation of the bunch centroid appears
significantly damped within 60 turns.
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(b) Truncation at 60 turns.
Figure 4.44: Plots of the discrete time Fourier transform in cases where the BPM
signal is truncated at 20 turns and at 60 turns.
respectively, which is less than 0.01% difference from the values obtained through the
tracking of a single particle (αz = −0.79437 and βz = 0.39749m).
The accurate reconstruction of the momentum distribution is dependent upon having
enough turns to give good resolution in the DTFT integral range
(
1
ξz
)
, and upon the
amplitude of the BPM oscillation signal having approximately converged to zero at the
turn number of truncation. In practice, the number of turns for which data are obtained
is limited. Therefore, we investigate the effect of truncating the BPM signal at a reduced
number of turns on the convergence of the reconstructed momentum distribution.
For truncation at a small number of turns, as shown in Fig. 4.44a, the estimation
of the discrete time Fourier transform is distorted by the truncation, and a sinc-like
distribution is produced (as discussed earlier in section 4.4.3). As the number of turns
increases, it is possible to resolve the features of the momentum distribution (Fig. 4.45),
and the influence of truncation becomes less prominent. As it is known that the momen-
tum distribution must have only positive values and that the side lobes of the transform
are introduced by the truncation of the BPM signal, then only the positive part of the
main lobe of the transformation is taken as being the reconstruction of the momentum
distribution.
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Figure 4.45: The reconstructed momentum distribution for truncation at 20, 40 and
60 turns as well as the input form of the momentum distribution, Phi(δ)
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Figure 4.46: The mean absolute error (∆) vs. total number of turns used in recon-
structing the momentum distribution.
For each of the truncation settings, the reconstructed momentum distribution was
used to reconstruct the simulated 60 turn BPM signal (through fitting the amplitude
part of Eq. 4.13).The mean absolute error is then calculated by finding the mean absolute
difference between the simulated and reconstructed signal over the first 20 turns, which
is taken as a measure of the accuracy of the momentum reconstruction. Figure 4.46
shows that in this case, the mean absolute error falls at a rate proportional to 1N .
As a further example, and to show that a non-symmetric momentum distribution
may be reconstructed, the simulation was re-run with the particles in the bunch this
time having a double peaked Gaussian momentum distribution. The exact form of the
momentum probability distribution in this case was:
Φ(δ) =
0.3
0.007
√
2π
e
−δ2
2(0.00072) +
0.7
0.0015
√
2π
e
−(δ−0.001)2
2(0.00152) .
For this momentum distribution, the simulated BPM signal converged to approxi-
mately zero after around 90 turns. Calculating the Courant-Snyder parameters by using
the simulated BPM signal gives αz = −0.789 and βz = 0.399m, which deviate by less
than 1% from the values obtained through the tracking of a single particle at the mean
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Figure 4.47: Reconstruction of a non-symmetrical momentum distribution.
particle momentum (αz = −0.794 and βz = 0.398m). In this case, the greater differ-
ences between the methods of Courant-Snyder parameter calculation may, in part, be
explained by considering the calculation method of the mean betatron tune. For the
single peak Gaussian, the mean transverse oscillation frequency coincides with the peak
frequency, for the double peak Gaussian, this is no longer the case. This results in a
small error being introduced when the peak frequency is used in satisfying Eq. 4.23.
Applying Eq. 4.19 to the full simulated BPM signal produces an accurate reconstruc-
tion of the input momentum distribution (Fig. 4.47).
4.5.4 Momentum distribution measurement in EMMA
Within the EMMA lattice there are seventeen pairs of BPMs which are separated only
by drift spaces and a vertical corrector magnet. Assuming that the vertical corrector
produces only a dipole field, then these pairs of BPMs are appropriate for reconstructing
the momentum distribution given that both zn and z
′
n can be obtained by:
z′n ≈
z
(2)
n − z(1)n
L
,
where z
(1)
n and z
(2)
n are the transverse vertical bunch centroid coordinates at BPMs 1
and 2 (respectively) measured with respect to the closed orbit. L is the length of the
drift separating BPMs 1 and 2. In practice, the closed orbit is found by averaging
the co-ordinate measured at each BPM over many turns. The fractional part of the
betatron tune, Qz, was calculated by applying the NAFF correlator to the signal data
from individual BPMs. A value for the chromaticity was obtained using the polynomial
defined in section 4.4.3.
Out of the seventeen BPM pairs identified as appropriate, three were selected for
reconstructing the momentum distribution. Using more than three of the seventeen pairs
at once was not possible due to hardware limitations and the need to use some BPMs
for other purposes. The momentum distribution reconstruction method was applied
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Figure 4.48: Reconstruction of the momentum distribution using data from three
BPM pairs.
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Figure 4.49: Blue points represent the measured phase space coordinates, with the
dashed blue line included to show the turn by turn progression. The orange dashed
line is the phase space ellipse which is given by the fitted action and Courant-Snyder
parameters.
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Table 4.3: Reconstruction of α and β from experimental data.
BPM pair α β (m)
1 −0.55± 0.04 0.37± 0.02
2 −0.70± 0.07 0.33± 0.02
3 −0.70± 0.04 0.37± 0.02
independently to the data obtained by each of the three BPM pairs selected, giving
three independent momentum distribution measurements per single shot (from injection
up until the 60th turn).
For thirty consecutive shots, the Courant-Snyder parameters were calculated at the
position of the first BPM in each of the three pairs, giving the results shown in table 4.3.
Using the calculated Courant-Snyder parameters, the momentum distribution was then
reconstructed. Figure 4.48 shows that there was good agreement of momentum distribu-
tion reconstruction between each of the three BPM pairs. Figure 4.49 gives an example
of the phase space coordinates calculated for one of the BPMs by using measurements
from a BPM pair, as well as showing the phase space ellipse which is drawn using the
fitted Courant-Snyder parameters and action. The damping of the measured signal, seen
in Fig. 4.49, demonstrates the rapid decoherence of betatron motion of the bunch.
Through use of the same method as for the simulated data, the rate at which the re-
constructed momentum distribution converges to the true momentum distribution with
increasing turns of BPM data is checked. In the case of experimental data, we see
that as the number of BPM measurements used initially increases, the reconstructed
momentum appears to converge towards the real momentum distribution (Fig. 4.50).
However, as the number of BPM measurements further increases, the mean absolute er-
ror also increases, which suggests that the agreement between the real and reconstructed
momentum distribution worsens. One possible explanation for this is transient beam
loading. During data taking, the revolution frequency of a particle bunch in EMMA
was close to a harmonic of the rf cavity resonant frequency. Under such circumstances,
the momentum distribution of the particle bunch can change significantly as energy is
lost to the rf cavities (this is discussed further in section 4.5.6). Evidence of significant
beam loading was observed in the BPM data for the horizontal axis; Taking the mean
position of the BPM measurement over a number of turns gives the closed orbit position.
When a sliding rectangular window of width 10 turns was used to calculate the change
in closed orbit with time, the horizontal closed orbit position was seen to shift towards
the centre of the ring with increasing turn number. Although further investigation is
required for a proper quantitative understanding, the drift in closed orbit is consistent
with the estimated energy loss from beam loading, given the dispersion at the location
of the BPM.
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Figure 4.50: Convergence of fit betatron oscillation to experimental data.
4.5.5 Synchrotron radiation
So far, it has been assumed that the central momentum of a particle bunch will remain
constant throughout the period for which the bunch is tracked by BPMs. In prac-
tice, synchrotron radiation and transient beam loading will effect the momentum of the
bunch. In this section we consider synchrotron radiation, whilst in following section
(section 4.5.6) we investigate the effect of transient beam loading.
The instantaneous synchrotron radiation power for a single particle is given by:
Pγ =
Cγ
2π
β20c
E40
ρ2
, (4.24)
where, for the particle being accelerated, γ is the Lorentz factor, β0 and E0 (MeV) are,
respectively, the initial relativistic speed and energy, and ρ is the bending radius [36].
Cγ is a constant, Cγ = 8.846× 10−14m/MeV3. The energy lost by a particle during one
turn in an accelerator is therefore:
∆E =
∮
Pγdt =
∮
Pγ
ds
β0c
. (4.25)
If we neglect magnet alignment errors, the bending radius of a particle in EMMA at a
distance, s, along its closed orbit is given by:
ρ(s) =
p
q|Bz(s)| .
To achieve alternating gradient focusing, a particle beam travelling through an EMMA
cell is first bent with, and then secondly against, the curvature of the ring. Thus, the
mean bending radius of a particle is significantly less than the radius of the ring. We
find the mean bending radius for 12, 16 and 20.3MeV/c particles by tracking particles
through the field map model, integrating the magnetic fields along the closed orbit and
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Figure 4.51: Experimental BPMmeasurements taken for a single shot at an equivalent
momentum of 17.6MeV/c. The horizontal closed orbit (which is approximately the
mean BPM position over a number of turns) is observed to shift towards the machine
centre with advancing turn number, whilst no shift in closed orbit along the vertical axis
is seen. This is behaviour is as expected for a beam losing energy to the cavities through
transient beam loading when the revolution period of the bunch is some harmonic of
the rf frequency.
then dividing this result by the path length of the closed orbit, sco:
ρp =
p
qsco
∮
1
|Bz(s)|ds. (4.26)
Finally, we combine Eqs. 4.24, 4.25 and 4.26 to estimate the energy lost through syn-
chrotron radiation per particle per turn:
∆E =
Cγ
2π
β0
E40
ρ2p
sco.
We find that the energy lost per particle per turn is, respectively, 8.28, 10.4 and 5.98meV
for the 12, 16 and 20.3MeV/c particles. In the next section, we will see that the changes
in particle energy due to synchrotron radiation are negligible compared to the changes
due to transient beam loading.
4.5.6 Transient beam loading
Within EMMA there are 19 rf cavities, which are tuned to a resonant frequency of
1.301GHz. Each time a bunch traverses a cavity it will induce a voltage within the
cavity, furthermore, a bunch may encounter the fields induced during previous traver-
sals. Figure 4.51 shows experimentally measured BPM data, which was taken when the
beam revolution frequency was close to a harmonic of the rf frequency (at an equivalent
momentum of 17.6MeV/c). Evidence of beam loading seen within the figure includes a
shift in the horizontal closed orbit.
A simple modelling technique [83] is applied in order to make an estimate of how
beam loading may affect the momentum of particles within a bunch as they circulate
within EMMA. We start with a particle bunch, represented by a point charge, being
injected into the ring at a time when there is no energy stored in the rf cavities. As the
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bunch passes a cavity for the first time, the cavity voltage changes from 0 to Vb1, and
the induced voltage influences the energy of the particles within the bunch. The extent
of this influence can be calculated after considering a simple thought experiment which
involves two bunches (of equal charge, q) passing through a cavity at different times:
1. The first bunch passes through the cavity, bringing the cavity voltage from 0 to
Vb1. The induced voltage, which will be at its most decelerating phase, will act
upon the bunch particles as they pass through the cavity. As the amplitude of the
cavity voltage changes during the bunches passing, the voltage acting upon the
particle is considered to be some fraction, f , of Vb1, so that the energy of the first
bunch changes by:
∆E1 = qfVb1 (4.27)
2. A second bunch passes through the cavity following a phase advance of π radians
in the rf voltage. The phase of the existing cavity voltage (from the first bunch)
would now give maximum acceleration for the passing bunch, however, we must
also superpose the induced voltage from the second bunch. This time the bunch
will see the entire voltage that was induced by the first bunch, and a fraction of
the voltage, Vb2, induced by itself. The change in energy of the second bunch is
therefore:
∆E2 = q(fVb2 − Vb1). (4.28)
Given the equal charge of the bunches, the voltage induced by the second bunch
will be equal to that induced by the first bunch. As the voltage induced by the
first and second bunches add in antiphase, no energy is left stored in the cavity
once the second bunch has passed. The change in energy of the second bunch is
rewritten:
∆E2 = q(fVb1 − Vb1) = qVb1(f − 1). (4.29)
With no energy remaining in the cavity, the conservation of energy means that
the energy lost by the first bunch must equal that gained by the second bunch.
Equating the energy lost by the first bunch to that gained by the second bunch
(∆E1 = −∆E2) gives:
qfV b1 = qVb1(1− f), (4.30)
meaning that the fraction of the voltage induced on a single pass of the cavity that
acts upon the bunch is f = 1/2, and that the energy lost by a bunch to an empty
cavity is:
∆E =
1
2
qVb. (4.31)
We now introduce two new factors, the shunt impedance, Rs, and the unloaded cavity
quality factor, Q0. The shunt impedance relates the voltage across a cavity to the power
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dissipated in the cavity walls (Pc):
Rs =
1
2
|V0|2
Pc
, (4.32)
whilst the cavity quality factor is 2π multiplied by the number of rf cycles it takes to
dissipate the energy stored in a cavity (Ec):
Q0 =
ωrfEc
Pc
. (4.33)
Both the shunt impedance and the quality factor have been measured for the EMMA
cavities, and are given in table 4.4. The ratio of the shunt impedance to the quality
factor, which is given by:
Rs
Q0
=
|V0|2
2ωrfEc
, (4.34)
can then be used to find the voltage induced across the cavity. Through the conservation
of energy, the energy stored within an initially empty cavity must equal the energy lost
by a bunch as it passes the cavity. As the charge of the bunch is negative, the induced
voltage must be positive, giving:
Rs
Q0
= − V
2
b
ωrfqVb
,
and therefore:
Vb = −ωrfqRs
Q0
. (4.35)
We now want to calculate the effect of the bunch crossing the cavity multiple times.
Assuming that the energy lost by a bunch remains stored in the rf cavity for some time,
the voltage induced as a bunch makes a first pass of the cavity will oscillate sinusoidally
at the rf frequency. When a bunch arrives at the cavity a second time, it will again induce
the voltage given by Eq. 4.35, but will also experience the voltage induced during the
previous traversal. The voltage seen by a particle passing through a cavity is dependent
upon the phase of an electromagnetic field when the particle arrives at the cavity (it is
assumed that the change in phase of the rf as a particle crosses the cavity is negligible).
The energy lost by the particle to the cavity immediately effects the electric field within
the cavity, but not the magnetic field. For this reason it is convenient to write the cavity
voltage as a phasor:
V (t) = V0e
iωrf t, (4.36)
where the real and imaginary components of Eq. 4.36 at a given time are representative
of the electric and magnetic fields, respectively. Each time the bunch encounters the
cavity, the induced voltage (Eq. 4.35) is added to the real part of Eq. 4.36. Furthermore,
the Ohmic losses of energy from the cavity with time are accounted for. The decay of
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stored energy after a time, t, is given by:
Ec(t) = Ec,0e
−ωrf t
Q0 , (4.37)
and as V0 ∝
√
Ec, then:
V (t) = V0e
−ωrf t
2Q0 . (4.38)
Therefore, the voltage experienced by a particle on the nth encounter of a particular
cavity at a time T is:
Vn(T ) = Vb
(
1
2
+ eiωrf∆tn−1e
−ωrf∆tn−1
2Q + ...+ eiωrf∆t1e
−ωrf∆t1
2Q
)
, (4.39)
where ∆tn = T − tn. The change in energy of a bunch is:
∆Eb = qℜ(Vn(T )) (4.40)
The methods for the modelling technique can now be summarised as follows:
1. EMMA has 19 rf cavities, which are located in every second cell, with the exception
of the injection and extraction cells (the 2nd and 26th cells respectively). We
use the experimentally measured orbital period vs. momentum curve that has
not been corrected for speed; this is as we want to estimate the time taken for
an infinitesimally short bunch to travel between cavities when using equivalent
momenta.
2. The bunch begins at the first cavity within the lattice. Every time a bunch passes
a cavity, it induces a voltage in the cavity which is given by Eq. 4.35. The voltage
experienced by the bunch at the first cavity is given by Eq. 4.39, and the bunch
energy changes according to Eq. 4.40. The updated particle momentum determines
the travel time of the bunch to the second cavity.
3. The voltage across each cavity is independent of the voltage across the other cav-
ities. The bunch induces and sees the same voltages across the second cavity as
was the case for the first cavity (i.e. there is no superposition of the voltages in-
duced in different cavities). Again, the time for the bunch to reach the following
cavity is based upon the new particle momentum. The process is continued for the
remaining cavities in the ring, with the energy lost by the bunch being the same
at all cavities during the first revolution in the ring.
4. The bunch returns to the first cavity after some time that is dependent on the
varying bunch momentum during the first revolution. The voltage induced during
the second pass of the cavity adds to the decaying voltage induced during the first
pass. The net voltage once the bunch has left the cavity may be greater or less
than the voltage across the cavity before the bunch entered depending upon the
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Table 4.4: EMMA rf cavity.
EMMA cavity parameters
Number of cavities 19
Length 110mm
Resonant frequency 1.301GHz
Voltage 120− 180 kV
Quality factor (Q) 23000
Shunt impedance (Rs) 3.4MΩ
Orbital period
72Trf
12 14 16 18 20
55.30
55.35
55.40
55.45
p HMeVcL
tH
n
sL
Figure 4.52: Plot to show the measured orbital period curve (without speed correc-
tion) and the time period for the 72nd harmonic of the rf frequency (72Trf). The two
lines intersect at 11.82MeV/c and 17.60MeV/c, and the effects of beam loading can be
expected to be greatest at these momenta when using the EMMA equivalent momenta
settings.
phase advance of the initial voltage. The process is repeated for the remaining
cavities and then for the desired number of turns.
Two specific cases are considered, firstly when the initial particle momentum is
17.35MeV/c and secondly for an initial momentum of 18.35MeV/c. When the initial
particle momentum is set to 15.85MeV/c, the resonant frequency of the cavity can be
described by ωrf ≈ 71.95ωb, where ωb is the revolution frequency of the bunch. In this
instance, the phase of the induced rf voltages at which the particle bunch arrives at the
cavities changes quickly, and as a result synchrotron oscillations are performed through
a small range of δ (Fig. 4.53a).
For an initial momentum of 17.85MeV/c, the particle revolution frequency is close to
a harmonic of the rf resonant frequency, ωrf ≈ 72.01ωb. This time the bunch remains
within the decelerating phase of the induced rf voltages for approximately 50 of the 60
turns of tracking, and there is a more significant decrease in δ (Fig. 4.53b).
Finally, we investigate the effect of transient beam loading on the propagation of
the transverse phase space variables. The cavity model within Zgoubi does not have
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Figure 4.53: Simulated effects of beam loading upon particle momentum with the
EMMA cavity parameters given in table 4.4 and injection at equivalent momenta of
15.85MeV/c (a) and 17.85MeV/c (b). When injecting at 17.85MeV/c, the bunch
orbital frequency is given by ω = 71.95ωrf and δ after 60 turns has a magnitude no
greater than 10−3. If the injection momentum is 17.85MeV/c, then ω = 72.01ωrf and
we see δ grow to the order of 10−2.
the features necessary for this study, so we instead use a python script that updates the
momentum of particles within the bunch at each cavity according to the beam loading
model developed, and then uses Zgoubi to track the transverse dynamical variables
between cavities. A bunch of 4000 particles is tracked through 80 turns of the hard edge
model: at the start of tracking, the mean bunch momentum is 19.02MeV/c (with the
spread of particles around the mean described by a Gaussian with a standard deviation of
δ = 0.001) and the bunch centroid is offset from the closed orbit by 1mm, we consider an
rf frequency of 1.299GHz, which gives ωb = 72.02ωrf for this model. The approximation
of representing the bunch by a point charge in the beam loading model means that
although the mean momentum of the bunch will change, the momentum distribution
around the mean is constant. A plot of the bunch centroid vs. turn number for the first
50 turns is given in Fig. 4.54, where we see that the closed orbit along the horizontal
axis shifts by approximately −0.5mm. Next we apply a sliding rectangular window that
has a width of 16 turns to the simulated BPM data for the vertical axis; as we move
the window along the BPM data, we calculate the tune for each sample (i.e. for turns 1
to 16, 2 to 17, etc.) and the calculated tune is used as an estimate for the tune at the
midpoint of the sample (meaning that we start with a tune calculation for the 8th turn).
In Fig. 4.55, we plot the tunes calculated through NAFF alongside the tune calculated
using the known values for the mean momentum of the bunch and chromaticity of the
lattice; we see that the NAFF method for tune calculation offers a reasonable estimate
for the tune shift of the bunch. On the basis of this result, we assume that the NAFF
correlator could be applied to experimental data to give an estimate of the change in
the mean bunch momentum for cases where the chromaticity is known.
If we use the BPM data to reconstruct the momentum distribution, and then fit
the remaining parameters of the model for the betatron oscillation to the BPM data,
we see that the mean absolute error (Fig. 4.56) behaves in the same fashion as for
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Figure 4.54: Simulated bunch centroid position vs. turn number when transient beam
loading is taken into account. We track 4000 particles through the design hard edge
representation of EMMA, the bunch momentum initially has a Gaussian distribution
with standard deviation of δ = 0.001 around the mean momentum of 19.02MeV/c. An
rf frequency that gives ωb = 72.02ωrf is selected. We see that the closed orbit shifts by
approximately -0.5mm during tracking.
Tracking
NAFF calculation
0 10 20 30 40 50
0.34
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0.42
Window central Turn
Q z
Figure 4.55: Plot to show the tune calculated when the NAFF correlator is applied to
a subset (16 turns long) of the simulated BPM data (Fig. 4.54b) vs. the turn number at
the centre of the subset (red line). We also show the change in tune calculated using the
change in bunch momentum during tracking and the lattice chromaticity (blue dashed
line); it is noted that the line based on the NAFF correlator is in good agreement with
the line based on known values for the beam momentum and lattice chromaticity. The
NAFF correlator has been applied to experimental data in order to estimate the impact
of beam loading on the bunch momentum.
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Figure 4.56: Convergence of fit betatron oscillation to data from a simulation that
includes the model for beam loading. The behaviour of the convergence when apply-
ing the reconstruction methods to this simulation data is similar to that found for
experimental data (Fig. 4.50).
the experimental data (Fig. 4.50). In order to reconstruct the momentum distribution
accurately, it is important to minimise effects such as beam loading. Ensuring that the
particle revolution frequency is not a harmonic of the rf resonant frequency, through
either careful selection of the injection momentum or by detuning the rf cavities, offers
a partial solution to this problem.
4.5.7 Conclusions from lattice parameter reconstruction
A method for calculating the Courant-Snyder parameters and reconstructing the bunch
momentum distribution in non-zero chromaticity machines has been presented.
When applied to data produced through simulation, the methods were shown to ac-
curately calculate the Courant-Snyder parameters, reconstruct the input momentum
distribution and then reconstruct the BPM signal of the bunch.
When applied to BPM data collected with EMMA an estimate of the momentum dis-
tribution can be found. However, the reconstructed momentum distribution does not
converge to a true momentum distribution when increasing turns of BPM data are used
(as was demonstrated with simulated data). Transient beam loading and the bunch
revolution frequency being a harmonic of the rf cavity resonant frequency offer a reason
as to why the reconstructed momentum distribution may not converge as expected.
In future, the concept could be tested more rigorously, on EMMA or another non-zero
chromaticity machine, by taking more data after first ensuring that the rf cavities have
been detuned.
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4.6 Amplitude dependent orbital period and tune
Non-scaling FFAGs are being considered for accelerating particle (e.g. muon) beams with
a large emittance, however, early tracking studies demonstrated that a large transverse
emittance leads to a blow up of the longitudinal emittance in machines such as EMMA
[84]. The cause of this blow up is the increase in path length that is experienced by a
particle of greater transverse amplitude and the subsequent increase in orbital period
per turn. The amplitude dependence of orbital period means that the particles within
a bunch experience different rates of phase slippage with the accelerating rf, which goes
unrectified due to the lack of longitudinal focusing in the serpentine channel. For a
proton therapy machine, the transverse emittance of a bunch during acceleration should
be small enough for the amplitude dependence of orbital period not to impact upon the
performance of the machine significantly, however, experimental results on this subject
are presented as a further test of computer modelling. The orbital period dependence
on amplitude has been found to be linked to the chromaticity of the lattice, and to first
order is given by:
∆t =
2π
c
(ξyJy + ξzJz). (4.41)
4.6.1 Experimental method and results
The relationship between orbital period and transverse amplitude was investigated ex-
perimentally whilst EMMA was set up for an equivalent momentum of 17.6MeV/c. The
transverse emittance of the injected bunch is expected to be of a size similar to that
previously measured (0.71mmmrad), and so smaller than the EMMA design acceptance
of 3000mmmrad, allowing for the bunch centroid to be injected at some offset from the
closed orbit without a significant loss of particles. The transverse oscillation amplitudes
for each axis were varied independently, with the horizontal amplitude controlled by
adjusting the injection septum strength and the vertical amplitude by using a corrector
in the EMMA injection line. Prior to collecting data for the horizontal axis the verti-
cal amplitude was minimized, then, during data collection, no further attempt made to
affect the vertical amplitude (with the converse being true when taking data for the ver-
tical axis). For each axis a number of strengths for the perturbing magnet were defined,
and the data then collected in a random order (i.e. not going low to high in magnet
strength) so as to reduce the probability of a orbital period shift due to a gradual slip in
the injection momentum being attributed to the change in transverse amplitude. During
the initial analysis, it was found that accurately calculating the horizontal amplitude
is difficult due beam loading effects, and so emphasis is placed on the results for the
vertical axis.
Using the methods of section 4.5, the amplitude of the coherent oscillation (Fig. 4.57a)
and beta function were calculated at the location of a reference BPM (Fig. 4.57b) for
up to 50 injection cycles per vertical corrector strength (due to the BPMs not triggering
reliably for large amplitude oscillations, or beyond a certain number of turns). The
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(a) Vertical amplitude vs. vertical correc-
tor current.
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Figure 4.57: Plots of vertical betatron oscillation amplitude (a) and calculated vertical
β function (b) vs. the current through a vertical corrector magnet that is located in
the EMMA injection line. Given the small emittance of the particle bunch provided by
ALICE, the vertical corrector can be used to effectively vary the injection amplitude of
the coherent betatron oscillation in EMMA. The oscillation amplitude and β function
were calculated using the methods described in section 4.5. From these measurements,
we take the mean β function across all corrector currents (shown by the black dashed line
in (b)) and the oscillation amplitude to calculate the vertical action for each corrector
current (Fig. 4.58).
mean oscillation amplitude for each corrector current and the mean β function across
all corrector currents (β¯) were then used to calculate the vertical action for each setting
(Fig. 4.58). The orbital period for each vertical corrector setting was calculated using
the method described in section 4.4.4, which gives the results shown in Fig. 4.59. A
plot of the calculated orbital period vs. vertical action (Fig. 4.60) for three BPM pairs
suggests a linear relationship that is in agreement with theory. We see some differences
between the relationship of orbital period vs. vertical action that is obtained for the
three different BPM pairs. This can possibly be explained by an assumption made dur-
ing reconstruction of the betatron motion, which is that decoherence begins the first
time a particle bunch passes a BPM pair. In reality, decoherence will begin from the
point of injection. Further investigation would be required to verify this idea, how-
ever the closer agreement between the relationship obtained using BPM pairs 1 and 2
(which are located in consecutive cells just beyond the injection septum) than between
pairs 1 and 3 or 2 and 3 (where pair 3 is located ∼ 20 cells later than pair 2) offers
some supporting evidence. We also note that the shape of the parabola shown in the
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Figure 4.58: Vertical action vs. vertical corrector current. The vertical action is
calculated as Jz = A
2/(2β¯), where A and β¯ are the amplitudes and mean vertical β
function shown in Fig. 4.57.
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Figure 4.59: Orbital period vs. vertical corrector current at an equivalent momentum
of 17.6MeV/c.
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Figure 4.60: Change in orbital period vs. vertical action. Here, the chromaticity for
the theoretical relationship is taken from the polynomial fit of the tune measured using
equivalent momenta.
plot of vertical action vs. corrector current (Fig. 4.58) can still be seen in the plots of
orbital period vs. vertical action for individual BPM pairs (Fig. 4.60). This suggests
that the vertical corrector setting also has some influence over the horizontal oscillation
amplitude of the beam injected into EMMA (Fig. 4.61). Finally, whilst following the
methods for calculating the orbital period vs. transverse action using experimental data,
the betatron tune shift with amplitude was also obtained. Although this should be a
small effect in a machine which is based on linear multipole fields, the use of the NAFF
correlator allowed for the tune to be calculated to sufficient precision with the limited
number of turns of data available Fig. 4.62. Experimental measurement of the tune shift
with amplitude may also be possible due to the contribution of sextupole fields within
the fringe field regions (tracking studies found that the rate of amplitude detuning was
significantly higher for the field map model than for the hard edge model).
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vertical action.
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(b) Horizontal offset from closed or-
bit vs. turn number.
Figure 4.61: In Fig. (a) it can be seen that the data points left of the parabola minima
of Fig. 4.58 (above red) would have a different line of best fit to those from the right
(above blue). The data in the above example is taken from Poincare´ 1 (Fig. 4.60),
however the same behaviour is seen for all three Poincare´ pairs. In Fig. (b), BPM
data for the horizontal centroid position is compared for two vertical corrector settings
that give a similar vertical action, but at different sides of the parabola minima, these
are 0.318A (red) and 0.488A (blue). It appears that the horizontal amplitude for
the 0.318A setting is larger than for 0.488A, suggesting that the vertical injection
amplitude affects the horizontal amplitude, and offering a possible explanation for the
parabola being visible in Fig. (a).
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Figure 4.62: Change in vertical betatron tune vs. vertical action calculated experi-
mentally and using a field map. The rate of amplitude detuning should be small for
the nsFFAG EMMA, however it proved possible to measure this effect by applying the
NAFF correlator to the small number of turns of data. We find reasonable agreement
between the experimental and field map based calculations.

Chapter 5
Synchrotron design study
In this chapter the performance of a synchrotron for proton therapy will be investigated.
The key performance metrics are the energy range and control of energy variation,
intensity and emittance of the extracted beam, extraction efficiency and the speed with
which the extracted beam can be turned on and off. The extracted beam energy is
determined by the magnet strengths, and is not a major technical issue; apart from
issues affecting the energy spread of the extracted beam, we do not consider energy
issues in depth. Other properties of the extracted beam are closely associated with the
technique used to achieve extraction. Possible techniques include kicker-based extraction
methods, and methods based on the use of resonances. The latter are of particular
interest in proton therapy because they provide a better capability of conforming the
radiation dose to the tumour volume.
One example of resonant extraction is the use of sextupoles to limit the region of
stable particle motion in phase space. The size and shape of the boundary of the
stable region (the separatrix) is determined by a variety of parameters, including the
tunes (set by the quadrupole strengths) and the sextupole configuration. Extraction
may be achieved by adjusting the quadrupoles to bring the tune closer to a third-
integer resonance, thereby shrinking the separatrix and causing particles to cross into
the unstable region of phase space. However, in practice this method offers poor control
over the extraction rate. As an alternative, the magnet strengths can be fixed, and
particles can be pushed across the separatrix using a transverse rf deflecting cavity.
This is the technique used for example at the Heidelberg Ion-Beam Therapy Center [26].
Experience shows that this method provides very good intensity control, and the ability
to switch the extracted beam off very quickly, which is useful for respiratory gating.
This is the technique on which we focus in this chapter, because of the advantages that
it provides.
Our goal is to describe the technique of resonant extraction using a transverse rf
cavity, and evaluate the capability it provides for control of the extracted beam. This
will provide a basis for comparison between synchrotrons and FFAGs for proton therapy.
A simple lattice (proposed by Fukumoto in 1989 [85]) is used as the starting point for the
investigation. After briefly describing the lattice and presenting the main parameters,
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Figure 5.1: Layout of the synchrotron lattice. Solid blue and red rectangles mark
the defocusing and focusing quadrupoles, respectively, and green rectangles mark the
dipole magnets. The dashed black line shows the plane at which extraction will be
considered.
we proceed to describe the extraction process in more detail. Simulation results are
presented as the theory is developed.
5.1 The synchrotron lattice
The lattice is a six-cell ring of circumference 35m, with each cell having a DOFB
(defocusing–drift–focusing–bend) structure. The footprint with the locations of the
dipole and quadrupole magnets is shown in Fig. 5.1. The main parameters of the lattice
are given in table 5.1. The β functions and dispersion for one periodic cell are shown in
Figs. 5.2 and 5.3 respectively.
During acceleration, the dipole fields ramp linearly at a rate of 2.6T/s (with the
dipole having a peak field of 1.5T for 230MeV protons), keeping the equilibrium orbit
fixed with changing magnetic rigidity. The change in orbital period of a reference par-
ticle during acceleration therefore only depends on particle speed (Fig. 5.4), and, given
a harmonic number of 1, the rf period is increased to match the orbital period. The
synchronous phase varies from 20◦ to 30◦ and the accelerating voltage from 450V to
300V within one acceleration cycle in order to keep the height of the rf bucket (when
measured in momentum) approximately constant (Fig. 5.5). Important components in
the lattice for the extraction process are the sextupoles, the transverse rf deflecting cav-
ity, and components (typically electrostatic and magnetic septa) for capturing particles
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Figure 5.2: β functions from the start of the defocusing quadrupole to the end of the
focusing quadrupole. Extraction is initially considered at a point in the long drift (60
cm before the focusing quadrupole).
that reach a certain betatron amplitude and directing them into a transport line. The
position in the lattice of the first extraction septum is linked with the design of the rest
of the system; in this study we consider the septum only as far as its location is con-
cerned. The perturbation sextupoles are located at a point in the long drifts where the
horizontal β function is large; for simplicity, the extraction point is initially located at
the same relative position in a cell as the perturbation sextupoles. It is assumed that a
particle is extracted once its horizontal position exceeds a certain reference value at the
chosen location of the septum. Our main focus will be on the effects of the sextupoles
and the transverse deflecting cavity that are used to drive particles to large horizontal
amplitudes.
Following the acceleration of protons to the required treatment energy, the extraction
process can be broken down into three steps:
1. Quadrupoles are used to tune the lattice close to a third-integer horizontal betatron
tune.
2. Sextupoles are energised in order to perturb the beam to form a separatrix (of
specified size, shape and orientation) in phase space.
3. Particles are pushed across the separatrix using a transverse deflecting cavity.
5.2 Tuning the lattice close to resonance
The size of an area enclosed by a separatrix depends upon both the proximity of the tune
working point to the resonant condition and the strength of the sextupole fields. Once
the particles have been accelerated to the treatment energy, the quadrupole strengths
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Figure 5.3: Plots to show the horizontal dispersion and angular dispersion vs. longi-
tudinal position. For a perfectly aligned lattice, the vertical dispersion is zero.
are altered so that the horizontal tune is close to a third-integer. This was achieved in
the tracking study by finding a response matrix, m, which satisfies:
(
∆Qy
∆Qz
)
=
(
∂Qy
∂K1,f
∂Qy
∂K1,d
∂Qz
∂K1,f
∂Qz
∂K1,d
)(
∆K1,f
∆K1,d
)
= m
(
∆K1,f
∆K1,d
)
.
Inverting m and then calculating the product of the inverted matrix with the desired
tune shift provides an estimate of the required change in quadrupole strengths,
(
∆K1,f
∆K1,d
)
= m−1
(
∆Qy
∆Qz
)
,
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Figure 5.4: Orbital period vs. kinetic energy for the proton synchrotron. The path
length is fixed with respect to reference energy, and the orbital period of a reference
particle depends only on particle speed.
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Figure 5.5: Longitudinal phase space plots for the proton synchrotron. The shifts
in synchronous phase, rf voltage and rf frequency keep the height of the rf bucket
approximately constant (at around 1MeV/c) during acceleration. We note also that
the lattice remains below transition for the full momentum range.
where K1,f and K1,d are the strengths of the focusing and defocusing quadrupoles,
respectively, and Qy and Qz are the horizontal and vertical tunes. The estimate is then
improved by carrying out several iterations of the procedure; with the desired tunes in
this case being achieved to 3 decimal places after 3 iterations. The horizontal betatron
tune is moved to 1.672, whilst the vertical tune is kept at 1.850. The final quadrupole
strengths are given in table 5.2.
5.3 Introduction of sextupole perturbations
Sextupole magnets are routinely used to correct the chromaticity of a lattice. In this
study a method for perturbing the beam with sextupoles (and forming a separatrix)
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Table 5.1: Basic parameters of the proton synchrotron model.
Lattice
Circumference 34.939m
Periods 6
Lattice type DOFB
Bend radius 1.55m
Bending magnet length (measured along reference path) 1.623m
Dipole field strength 0.2087m−1
Quadrupole lengths 20 cm
Quadrupole strengths (H/V) 2.562/-0.492m−2
Dynamical properties
Normalised rms emittance 1.5πmmmrad
Injection energy 5MeV
Injection momentum spread (δ) ± 0.001
Extraction energy 60-230MeV
Tune (Qy/Qz) 1.800/1.850
whilst not affecting the chromaticity of the lattice is followed; the same method is applied
at the Heavy Ion Medical Accelerator in Chiba (HIMAC) [86]. An additional advantage
of the method used is that it allows control over the orientation of the separatrix in phase
space. In this section, we present simulation results to show the effect of sextupoles on
the beam motion, and develop the theory to explain the observed behaviour. The theory
also provides a basis for optimisation of the extraction efficiency.
5.3.1 Chromatic and geometric effects of a sextupole pair
Initially, a single sextupole is included within the lattice. As the magnitude of the
perturbation to a beam is dependent upon the β function at the location of the sextupole,
the sextupole is placed at a point where the horizontal and vertical β functions are
large and small, respectively, (sx1 in Fig. 5.6). Figure 5.7a shows how the horizontal
chromaticity of the lattice depends on the sextupole strength. Now a second sextupole
(sx2 in Fig. 5.6), this time of arbitrary fixed strength, is included in the lattice at a
position separated from sx1 by a horizontal phase advance of πQy. The periodicity of
the lattice ensures that the β functions at the locations of sx1 and sx2 are equal. It
is now seen that when the strength of sx1 is equal and opposite to that of sx2, the
chromaticity of the lattice returns to that obtained when no sextupole fields are present
(Fig. 5.7b). Despite the chromatic effect of the sextupoles cancelling, the geometric
perturbation remains, and a separatrix is formed in phase space (Fig. 5.8).
5.3.2 Control of a separatrix through multiple sextupole pairs
Now a second sextupole pair is included. The sextupoles in the original pair (sx1 and
sx2) are fixed to being equal and opposite in strength (and are relabelled as dsx1 and
fsx1 in Fig. 5.12 respectively), the sextupoles in the second pair (dsx2 and fsx2) are also
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Figure 5.6: Initially a single sextupole, sx1, is included. Later a second sextupole,
sx2, is inserted at a horizontal phase advance of πQy from sx1.
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(a) Single sextupole.
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Figure 5.7: A single sextupole (sx1) is inserted into the lattice; the chromaticity of
the lattice is dependent upon the strength of the sextupole (a). A second sextupole
(sx2) is inserted at at a horizontal phase advance of πQy from sx1 ; the strength of
sx2 is fixed arbitrarily at K2 = −0.65m−3) (with −K2 for sx2 shown in (b) by the
purple dashed line), it can be seen that when the strength of sx1 is equal and opposite
to that of sx2, then the chromaticity of the lattice is the same as when no sextupole
perturbation is included (green dashed line).
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Figure 5.8: The separatrix produced by a pair of sextupoles of strengths +K2 and
−K2 and separated by a horizontal phase advance of πQy is approximately equivalent
to that produced by a single sextupole of strength 2K2 (demonstrated in Fig. (a) and
(b)). The area enclosed by the separatrix is dependent upon the sextupole strength.
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Figure 5.9: Figure (a) compares the separatrix formed in Fig. 5.8b with a single
sextupole pair to that formed when a second sextupole pair (as shown in Fig. 5.12)
is included. The sextupole strengths for the single pair are ±K2, whilst the strengths
of the two pairs are ±K2/
√
3, leading to separatrices that contain approximately the
same areas, but are rotated with respect to one another. When two sextupole pairs are
included, the rotation can be controlled by varying the ratio of the sextupole strengths
in the first pair to those of the second pair. This is demonstrated in Fig. (b), where
the separatrix orientation is shown for three sextupole strength settings. Multiplying
the values in the legend by K2 gives the sextupole strength for dsx1/dsx2 in each case.
separated by a horizontal phase advance of πQy from one another and are equal and op-
posite in strength. If the two families of sextupoles have the same strengths (±K2/
√
3),
then the area contained by the separatrix will be approximately the same as that ob-
tained with a single sextupole pair with strengths ±K2, however the separatrix will be
rotated (Fig. 5.9a). Furthermore, the orientation of the separatrix can be controlled by
varying the ratio of the strengths of the sextupoles in the first pair to those in the second
pair (Fig. 5.9b).
The orientation of the separatrix is important in maximising the number of particles
that are successfully extracted from the ring (extraction efficiency). Relative sextupole
strengths of 0.665/ − 1.15 for dsx1/dsx2 provide a separatrix that meets the require-
ments (which are discussed further in section 5.3.3) for good extraction efficiency. In
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Figure 5.10: Figure (a) shows the phase space portrait at the extraction point of a
60MeV particle bunch with 1.5π mm mrad normalised emittance, untuned refers to the
lattice being in the nominal acceleration state (i.e. quadrupole strengths as given under
the injection heading of table 5.2). Fig. (b) shows the same bunch once the lattice
has been shifted towards a third-integer resonance, and the perturbing sextupoles have
been activated.
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Figure 5.11: The initial tracking coordinates of a particle are varied from (y, y’) =
(0mm, 0mrad) to a point close to the separatrix (8.07mm, 0mrad) (Fig. (a)). The rate
of change of tune shift with amplitude increases rapidly as the particle start condition
approaches the separatrix (Fig. (b)).
the following section, a theory for the effects of sextupole perturbations whilst at a
third-integer tune is described, and further optimisations introduced. The betatron
tune and sextupole perturbation strength will then be modified to give a separatrix
that allows particles within a 60 MeV±1% proton bunch (of normalised emittance of
1.5πmmmrad) to follow stable trajectories, but with the largest action particles close
to the separatrix (Fig. 5.10).
5.3.3 Theory of sextupole perturbations
In the previous section the application of sextupole perturbations at a third-integer tune
for slow extraction is demonstrated. In this section the process is explored analytically.
This provides some insight into the effects of the sextupoles, and leads to methods that
allow further optimisation of the slow extraction process. The description given here
largely follows that in [87].
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Figure 5.12: Dashed lines show the features related to extraction; including the black
dashed line which shows the Poincare´ plane, and the dashed blue and red rectangles
that represent the perturbing sextupoles. Sextupoles dsx1 and fsx1 are of equal and
opposite strength (as are dsx2 and fsx2), and the ratio of the strength of dsx1 to dsx2
determines the orientation of the separatrix in phase space.
The field in a sextupole is given by (see table 2.1):
By = −∂
2By
∂z2
yz,
Bz =
1
2
∂2Bz
∂y2
(y2 − z2),
Assuming that the length of a sextupole is short compared to the betatron wavelength,
the effect of a sextupole on the beam dynamics may be approximated as a single kick in
the transverse momentum. In this case, the transverse dynamical variables are updated
at the longitudinal midpoint of the sextupole according to:
∆y = ∆z = 0,
∆y′ =
BzL
Bρ
=
1
2
L
Bρ
∂2Bz
∂y2
(y2 − z2) = 1
2
LK2(y
2 − z2),
∆z′ = −LK2yz,
where L is the length of the sextupole, and Bρ is the beam rigidity. Given Eq. 4.15,
which relates the variables y, y′, z and z′ to the normalised variables yˆ, yˆ′, zˆ and zˆ′, the
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effect of a sextupole kick in normalised coordinates can be written as:
∆yˆ′ =
1
2
β3/2y LK2(yˆ
2 − βz
βy
zˆ2) = S
(
yˆ2 − βz
βy
zˆ2
)
, (5.1)
∆zˆ′ = −21
2
β3/2y LK2
βz
βy
yˆzˆ = −2Sβz
βy
yˆzˆ,
with S representing the normalised sextupole strength,
S =
1
2
β3/2y LK2. (5.2)
It can be seen from Eq. 5.1 that if a sextupole is placed at a point where βy is significantly
larger than βz, then the effect of the sextupole may be approximated by analysis of
the horizontal motion only (provided that the vertical tune does not lead to further
resonances).
After n turns in an accelerator, the normalised horizontal coordinates of an unper-
turbed particle (without the sextupole) are transformed as:
(
yˆn
yˆ′n
)
=
(
cos(2πnQy) sin(2πnQy)
− sin(2πnQy) cos(2πnQy)
)(
yˆ0
yˆ′0
)
=Mn
(
yˆ0
yˆ′0
)
. (5.3)
If the fractional part of the tune is offset from one third or two thirds of an integer by
a small difference ∆Qy, then, from Eq. 5.3, the propagation of a particle through three
turns is given by:
(
yˆ3
yˆ′3
)
=
(
cosψ sinψ
− sinψ cosψ
)(
yˆ0
yˆ′0
)
≈
(
1 ψ
−ψ 1
)(
yˆ0
yˆ′0
)
= Ψ
(
yˆ0
yˆ′0
)
, (5.4)
where ψ = 6π∆Qy.
At this point the effect of the sextupole perturbation on the transverse oscillation
amplitude may be calculated as follows. A scenario where a sextupole kick is encountered
every third turn is used. The transfer matrix for three different cases is calculated:
where the sextupole kick occurs after the first, second and third turns (cases A, B and
C, respectively). This method is valid provided that the perturbations are small, and
ultimately has the advantage of producing simple expressions for the change in yˆ and yˆ′
over three turns. The final phase space variables in A, B and C are:
(
yˆ3
yˆ′3
)
A
= M2
(
M1
(
yˆ0
yˆ′0
)
+
(
0
Syˆ21
))
,
(
yˆ3
yˆ′3
)
B
= M1
(
M2
(
yˆ0
yˆ′0
)
+
(
0
Syˆ22
))
,
(
yˆ3
yˆ′3
)
C
= Ψ
(
yˆ0
yˆ′0
)
+
(
0
Syˆ23
)
,
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Figure 5.13: Phase space portrait in normalised coordinates at the location of the
perturbing sextupole. The horizontal tune is 0.668 and the perturbing sextupole is of
strength K2 = 8.62m
−3. Blue lines show contours of constant Hamiltonian, whilst red
points are results obtained through numerical tracking. The progression of a particle
that is just outside of the separatrix is marked in green for every third turn. This
(green) path can calculated approximately using Eqs. 5.5.
where M1, M2 and Ψ are matrices that transport particles through one, two and three
turns respectively. Summing the changes in yˆ and yˆ′ in the three cases A, B and C, and
then taking the first order terms in S and ψ gives formulae for calculating the effect of a
sextupole on the phase space variables of a particle every three turns when the betatron
tune is close to a third-integer. The formulae (which are commonly referred to in the
literature as the spiral step and spiral kick equations) are:
∆yˆ3 = ψyˆ
′
0 +
3
2
Syˆ0yˆ
′
0, (5.5)
∆yˆ′3 = −ψyˆ0 +
3
4
S(yˆ20 − yˆ′20 ).
The motion of a system that obeys the spiral step and kick equations may be approxi-
mated by Hamilton’s equations with an appropriate Hamiltonian. We write:
∆yˆ3 ≃ dyˆ
dt
∆t, ∆yˆ′3 ≃
dyˆ′
dt
∆t. (5.6)
Taking ∆t = 1 for three turns, and, given Hamilton’s equations (Eq. 3.1), we find:
dyˆ
dt
=
∂H
∂yˆ′
= ψyˆ′ +
3
2
Syˆyˆ′,
dyˆ′
dt
= −∂H
∂yˆ
= −ψyˆ + 3
4
S(yˆ2 − yˆ′2).
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Integration of these equations with respect to yˆ and yˆ′ then leads to the Hamiltonian:
H =
ψ
2
(yˆ2 + yˆ′2) +
S
4
(3yˆyˆ′2 − yˆ3). (5.7)
The fixed points are determined by ∂H∂J =
∂H
∂φ = 0, where J and φ are the action angle
variables. The nature of the fixed points (stable or unstable) are determined by whether
∂2H
∂J2
and ∂
2H
∂φ2
have the same or opposite signs. The unstable fixed points in this case
are found to be at H = (2ψ)3 /(27S2). The value of the Hamiltonian is constant on a
separatrix. Therefore Eq. 5.7 can be used to obtain the equation for the separatrix:
H − (2ψ)
3
27S2
=
(
S
4
yˆ +
ψ
6
)(√
3yˆ′ + yˆ − 4ψ
3S
)(√
3yˆ′ − yˆ + 4ψ
3S
)
= 0. (5.8)
Eq. 5.8 describes an equilateral triangle in normalised phase space. This is the shape of
the separatrix in the approximation that we ignore higher-order terms in S and ψ when
obtaining the spiral step and kick equations. The minimum distance from one side of
the separatrix to the stable fixed point at the centre of the separatrix is:
h = −2ψ
3S
. (5.9)
The equation for the separatrix at the location of a sextupole can then be written as
yˆ cos(α) + yˆ′ sin(α) = h,
where α is the angle measured anti-clockwise from the yˆ axis to a line perpendicular to
the separatrix. From Eq. 5.8, the solutions for α are π/3, π and 5π/3, as can be seen
in Fig. 5.13. As the observation point is moved around the ring, the separatrices rotate
in phase space according to the phase advance between the sextupole and observation
point (∆µ). The equation for a separatrix at an arbitrary observation point is therefore:
yˆ cos(α−∆µ) + yˆ′ sin(α−∆µ) = h. (5.10)
The advantage of slow extraction using third-integer resonance is that a particle will
remain on a stable orbit until it is pushed across the separatrix. Once in the unstable
region of phase space, the particle amplitude grows predictably according to the spiral
step and kick equations. As the amplitude of oscillation in normalised phase space is
given by A =
√
yˆ2 + yˆ′2, for a particle on resonance (ψ = 0), adding the spiral step and
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of spiral arm obtained through tracking (as in Fig. 5.13)
with that calculated by the spiral approximation of Eq. 5.5.
kick equations in quadrature gives the change in amplitude over three turns,
∆A =
√
∆yˆ2 +∆yˆ′2,
=
√(
3
2
Syˆ0yˆ′0
)2
+
(
3
4
S(yˆ20 − yˆ′20 )
)2
,
=
√
9
16
S2(yˆ40 + 2yˆ
2
0 yˆ
′2
0 + yˆ
′4
0 ).
Hence:
∆A =
3
4
SA2. (5.11)
As the change in amplitude increases with amplitude, eventually the change over three
turns will be large enough to allow a beam to cross the thin wire of an electrostatic
septum. The purpose of the electrostatic septum is to provide a transverse momentum
kick to the beam, which then translates to a change in the horizontal position after
some phase advance of the beam. The horizontal displacement permits the beam to
enter the field region of a magnetic septum without hitting the (relatively thick) blade
of the magnetic septum. Within this thesis, the dynamics of the extraction process
from the electrostatic septum onwards are not considered in detail, and particles are
considered to have been extracted once they have reached a threshold horizontal position
at the location of the electrostatic septum. The location of the electrostatic septum
and the orientation of the separatrix at this point are key factors in maximising the
fraction of beam that is successfully extracted from a machine. The septum should be
positioned where the horizontal β function is large, and the separatrix should be oriented
in phase space so that one arm of the separatrix makes a 45◦ angle with the normalised
horizontal (yˆ) axis. The 45◦ angle is selected to meet a number of criteria. In particular,
optimisation of this angle ensures that particles approaching the septum blade are more
likely, on a later turn, to cross the blade without hitting it, while travelling at the desired
angle to be cleanly extracted. The orientation of the separatrix in normalised phase space
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Figure 5.15: The separatrix rotates clockwise in phase space with increasing phase
advance. Given a horizontal tune of ≈ 5/3, then the separatrix in normalised phase
space viewed at the same relative position within successive cells rotates clockwise by
5pi
9 per cell.
at the location of the electrostatic septum is determined by the phase advance between
the perturbing sextupole and the septum. Figure 5.13 shows a phase space portrait (in
normalised coordinates) for the lattice at the longitudinal midpoint of the sextupole.
Numerical tracking results obtained with Zgoubi are marked in red, apart from one arm
of the separatrix, which is relevant for Fig. 5.14, that is marked in green.
The system for slow extraction described in section 5.3.2 used a number of sextupoles
in order to perturb the beam. The combination of these sextupoles determined both
the orientation of, and the area enclosed by, the separatrix, whilst not affecting the
chromaticity of the lattice. So far, the theory developed refers to a perturbation by
a single sextupole of strength S. In our model, the combined effect of a number of
sextupoles with different strengths and at different locations can be represented by a
single “virtual” sextupole. The strength of the virtual sextupole, Sv, is given by adding
the strengths of the real sextupoles whilst taking into account the phase advance between
them:
Sve
3iµy,v =
∑
n
Sne
3iµy,n , (5.12)
where Sv is a real number. Hence:
S2v =
(∑
n
Sn cos(3µy,n)
)2
+
(∑
n
Sn sin(3µy,n)
)2
. (5.13)
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If two sextupoles of strengths S1 and S2, are separated by a horizontal phase advance
of ∆µ = µ2 − µ1, then the strength of the virtual sextupole is:
S2v = (S1 cos(3µ1) + S2 cos(3µ2))
2 + (S1 sin(3µ1) + S2 sin(3µ2))
2
= S21 cos
2(3µ1) + 2S1S2 cos(3µ1) cos(3µ2) + S
2
2 cos
2(3µ2)
+ S21 sin
2(3µ1) + 2S1S2 sin(3µ1) sin(3µ2) + S
2
2 sin
2(3µ2).
Given that cos2 θ + sin2 θ = 1:
S2v = S
2
1 + 2S1S2 cos(3µ1) cos(3µ2) + 2S1S2 sin(3µ1) sin(3µ2) + S
2
2 , (5.14)
and as
sin θa sin θb =
1
2
(cos(θa − θb)− cos(θa + θb)),
cos θa cos θb =
1
2
(cos(θa − θb) + cos(θa + θb)),
then,
S2v = S
2
1 + S1S2(cos(3µ1 − 3µ2) + cos(3µ1 + 3µ2))
+ S1S2(cos(3µ1 − 3µ2)− cos(3µ1 + 3µ2)) + S22
= S21 + 2S1S2 cos(3∆µ) + S
2
2 .
(5.15)
If the sextupoles are separated by an even multiple of π/3, then the geometric pertur-
bations will add. In the case where sextupoles are separated by πQy, where Qy = n± 13 ,
the geometric perturbations will add in phase when n is an odd integer and in anti-phase
when n is an even integer.
Now we consider the contribution of a pair of sextupoles to the chromaticity of the
lattice. Starting with Eq. 2.6, which gives the chromaticity of a lattice, the effect of
sextupole fields on the horizontal and vertical chromaticities is:
∆ξy =
1
4π
∮
βyK2Dyds,
∆ξz = − 1
4π
∮
βzK2Dyds.
After making the thin lens approximation, the above equations are written as:
∆ξy =
1
4π
∑
n
βy,nLK2,nDy,n,
∆ξz = − 1
4π
∑
n
βz,nLK2,nDy,n,
where LK2,n is the integrated strength of the n
th sextupole. For two sextupoles (at
locations of equal dispersion and β function), the change in horizontal chromaticity in
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terms of normalised sextupole strength is:
∆ξy =
1
4π
2Dy(S1 + S2)√
βy
,
meaning that the contributions of individual sextupoles add to the chromaticity re-
gardless of whether n is even or odd, and that the introduction of chromatic effects
and geometric perturbations can be separated (as was demonstrated in section 5.3.2).
Specifically, when n is even, two sextupoles that are separated by πQy will contribute to
the chromaticity of the lattice and not introduce geometric perturbations if they have
the same strength. However, if they have opposite strengths, then there will be no net
chromatic effects but the pair will introduce a geometric perturbation. The phase of the
virtual sextupole can then be calculated as
tan(3µy,v) =
∑
n Sn sin(3µy,n)∑
n Sn cos(3µy,n)
. (5.16)
In the case of the sextupole pair with equal or opposite strengths, the virtual sextupole
is located at the position of one of the real sextupoles. Figure 5.12 depicts the case
where two pairs of sextupoles are used to produce a geometric perturbation. Each pair
consists of sextupoles with opposing strength, that are separated by a phase advance of
πQy, thus ensuring that there is no net change in chromaticity. The aim of using two
sextupole pairs is to provide control over the orientation of the separatrices in phase
space whilst not affecting the overall strength of the geometric perturbation. Each pair
is now replaced by a virtual sextupole, and the rotation of the separatrix (relative to
the separatrix produced by a single sextupole at the position of S1) is given by
tan(3µy,v) =
S2 sin(3µ2)
S1 + S2 cos(3µ2)
.
For the six cell lattice, separating two virtual sextupoles by a single cell, ∆µ = πQy/3,
gives a geometric perturbation
S2v = S
2
1 + S1S2 + S
2
2 ,
and a separatrix oriented according to
tan(3µy,v) = −
√
3S2
2S1 + S2
,
thus allowing the separatrix to be rotated by ±30◦. Together with the rotation through
±180◦ that can be achieved by reversing the polarity of the virtual sextupole, this is
sufficient to achieve any required orientation of the separatrix, as shown in Fig. 5.16.
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Figure 5.16: Using two pairs of sextupoles to perturb the beam allows the separatrices
at the extraction plane to be tuned to any desired orientation in normalised phase
space. The sextupoles within a pair have opposite strengths and a phase advance of
πQy between them, ensuring that they make no contribution to the chromaticity of the
lattice. For a single sextupole pair, there are two possible orientations for the separatrix
at the extraction plane (differing by 180◦). These orientations are shown in (a), and
are determined by the polarity of the sextupole that is located in the cell before the
extraction plane. Including a second pair allows for the separatrices of each orientation
in (a) to be rotated by ±30◦ (b) and (c) whilst maintaining a constant perturbation
strength. In (b) and (c) the separatrices of (a) are shown in black, the coloured points
then indicate the range of orientations possible for the given example with two pairs of
sextupoles.
5.3.4 Off-momentum particles
So far, little attention has been paid to the dynamics of particles away from the design
momentum, other than ensuring that the lattice chromaticity is not affected by the
perturbation sextupoles. Figure 5.17a shows the separatrices for particles with δ =
±0.001 as well as δ = 0; dispersion at the extraction point means that the separatrices are
offset from one another, whilst the area enclosed by the separatrix for higher momentum
is smaller than that for low momentum due to the negative chromaticity of the lattice
(meaning a higher momentum particle travelling along its equilibrium path has a tune
closer to the resonant condition than a particle at lower momentum).
The extraction efficiency depends on the effective thickness of the electrostatic sep-
tum wire, which is determined by the alignment and length of the electrostatic septum
as well as the physical thickness of the wire. Initially considering only the on-momentum
particles, if the septum is rotated to match the beam divergence at the extraction point,
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Figure 5.17: The separatrices for off-momentum particles at the extraction point
before (a) and after (b) setting the chromaticity so that the Hardt condition is true.
When the Hardt condition is satisfied, the number of particles that are lost by hitting
an electrostatic septum may be reduced.
then the gap that needs to be jumped over three turns (Eq. 5.5) for a particle to be
successfully extracted is equal to the physical thickness of the septum wire. Figure 5.17a
shows that for the current lattice configuration, the separatrices for off-momentum parti-
cles are not aligned with that of an on-momentum particle, meaning that the divergence
of the beam at the location of the septum depends on momentum. This will reduce
the extraction efficiency as the effective thickness of the septum wires is increased for
both high and low momentum particles. Consider a low momentum particle that does
not quite enter the septum on a given turn. If the divergence of the particle is greater
than the angle made between the septum and reference axis, then the particle may be
lost at some point along the length of the septum. For a high momentum particle that
just enters the septum, and has a divergence that is less than the angle made between
the septum and the reference axis, if the electric field does not change the divergence
of the particle rapidly enough, then this particle will also be lost at some point along
the length of the septum. For off-momentum particles, the transverse oscillation of a
particle can be written so as to include the first order dispersion:
yˆβ = yˆ − Dˆδ,
yˆ′β = yˆ
′ − Dˆ′δ,
where Dˆδ and Dˆ′δ are respectively the offsets in closed orbit location and divergence
due to dispersion. The effect of a sextupole on the beam dynamics is now:
∆yˆ′β = Syˆ
2 = S(yˆβ + Dˆδ)
2, (5.17)
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and the Hamiltonian including the dispersion term is written as:
H =
1
2
(
ψ − 3SDˆδ
)
(yˆ2β + yˆ
′2
β ) +
S
4
(3yˆβ yˆ
′2
β − yˆ3β). (5.18)
When including a momentum offset, the equation of a line that represents one side of
the separatrix is:
(yˆ − Dˆδ) cos(α−∆µ) + (yˆ′ − Dˆ′δ) sin(α−∆µ) = h. (5.19)
The value h, which is defined in Eq. 5.9, is proportional to the tune distance from a third-
integer resonance (∆Qy = ψ/6π). The equation for a separatrix for an off-momentum
particle is then found by including the chromaticity of the lattice in Eq. 5.19, by setting:
h =
−4π
S
(∆Qy − ξyδ). (5.20)
Equation 5.19, for the off-momentum separatrix, is then:
(yˆ − Dˆδ) cos(α−∆µ) + (yˆ′ − Dˆ′δ) sin(α−∆µ) = −4π
S
(∆Qy − ξyδ). (5.21)
The equation for one arm of the separatrix (i.e. one value of α) can be made independent
of momentum at the extraction point of the lattice (∆µ). This is true when:
Dˆ cos(α−∆µ) + Dˆ′ sin(α−∆µ) = −4π
S
ξ. (5.22)
This equation defines the Hardt condition. In the case of the example synchrotron,
the Hardt condition is imposed at the extraction point by suitable adjustment of the
chromaticity of the lattice. This is achieved by introducing two extra sextupoles that
are equal in strength and separated by a phase advance of πQy; the location of these
sextupoles can be seen in Fig. 5.19, where there is a 10 cm drift space separating the chro-
matic sextupoles and the neighbouring perturbation sextupoles. As the area enclosed by
the separatrix is dependent on the tune distance from resonance, ∆Q, a non-zero chro-
maticity can mean that the area of the stable region enclosed by a separatrix changes
rapidly with momentum (Fig. 5.17b). It is intended particles with momentum deviation
within the range ±0.1% can be extracted from the lattice; bringing the chromaticity
close to 0 limits the change in the stable area for this range of momenta. Considering a
separatrix arm that is oriented at an angle of π/4 radians to horizontal axis (α = 5π/3
and ∆µ = −π/12), Eq. 5.22 becomes:
1√
2
(Dˆ − Dˆ′) = −4π
S
ξ. (5.23)
If the normalised dispersion and angular dispersion are equal, then the chromaticity that
satisfies the Hardt condition is zero. Figure 5.18 shows the normalised dispersion and
angular dispersion in the long drift of the proton synchrotron. It can be seen that the
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Figure 5.18: Plots to show the normalised dispersions in the long drift of the ini-
tial proton synchrotron.At a position where a separatrix arm is oriented at π/4 from
the horizontal axis in normalised phase space, the chromaticity that meets the Hardt
condition will be zero if the normalised dispersion and angular dispersion are equal.
Figure 5.18c shows the chromaticity required to meet the Hardt condition versus the
location along the long drift of the extraction point. For the proton synchrotron, the
chromaticity required to meet the Hardt condition is closest to zero at the start of the
long drift.
chromaticity required to meet the Hardt condition will be closer to zero if the extraction
point is towards the beginning of the long drift. A new extraction position located
40 cm into the long drift of the first cell is selected (Fig. 5.19). To maintain a rotation
of approximately ∆µ = π/4 for the separatrix, the relative sextupole strengths are
now set to dsx1/dsx2=0.69/0.457. The off-momentum separatrices for this new lattice
configuration are shown in Fig. 5.17b.
5.4 Final lattice parameters
The parameters of the lattice that is used to demonstrate extraction will now be pre-
sented. It is not intended that these parameters will give the optimum extraction for
this machine. Instead the techniques and theories developed in the previous sections
have been considered and applied to produce a lattice where the beam dynamics give
favourable extraction efficiency; this is to say that further optimisation based upon the
theory presented may improve to some extent the extraction efficiency of this machine.
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Figure 5.19: Plot of the proton synchrotron including the chromatic sextupoles (la-
belled ‘chromsx’) and the revised extraction position. The chromatic sextupoles are
used to control the chromaticity so that the Hardt condition is satisfied, the position
of one side of the separatrix is then constant for some range of momentum offset. The
revised extraction point is selected to that the chromaticity required to meet the Hardt
condition is closer to zero.
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Figure 5.20: Plot to show the off-momentum separatrices for the revised extraction
point. The normalised dispersion and angular dispersion are closer to being equal at
the new extraction point than at the original extraction point; given Eq. 5.23, the chro-
maticity required to satisfy the Hardt condition is now closer to zero than at the orig-
inal extraction point. The result of this is that the off-momentum and on-momentum
separatrices are more similar in terms of the area they contain than was the case in
Fig. 5.17b.
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Figure 5.21: Plot to show the alignment of the separatrix arm at the extraction point
once the lattice tunes have been moved close to resonance. The solid ellipses mark
the rms emittance for a 60MeV bunch (δ = ±0.001 and 0) before the lattice is set for
extraction.
The steps taken in modifying the lattice from the basic design (presented in Fig. 5.1)
can be summarised as:
1. Move the horizontal tune close to one third of an integer. The selected tune is
above third-integer, which means that when the beam is perturbed by a sextupole
field, the separatrix formed will rotate clockwise in phase space with increasing
phase advance (the separatrix rotates anti-clockwise if the tune is beneath third-
integer).
2. Select an extraction point that minimises Dˆ − Dˆ′.
3. Introduce perturbation sextupoles. These sextupoles are arranged so that they
do not affect the chromaticity of the lattice, but allow for the orientation of the
separatrix to be set as required at the extraction point. The sextupoles are tuned
so that only one arm of the separatrix intercepts an electrostatic septum, with this
arm at an angle of ≈ π/4 radians to the horizontal axis.
4. Introduce chromatic sextupoles. These sextupoles are arranged so that they affect
the chromaticity of the lattice, but do not introduce geometric perturbations. The
chromaticity is set so as to satisfy the Hardt condition at the extraction point.
This ensures that the orientation of the relevant arm of the separatrix does not
change with particle momentum (Fig. 5.21). A further objective is to keep the
chromaticity value small, which helps maintain a constant area enclosed by the
separatrix with respect to changes in momentum.
5. Optimisation. The area enclosed by the separatrix is dependent upon the tune
difference from resonance, ∆Q, and the sextupole perturbation strength. The rate
of amplitude growth and the chromaticity required to satisfy the Hardt condition
are both dependent upon the sextupole perturbation strength. A large sextupole
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Table 5.2: Parameters of the synchrotron model. The extraction quadrupole strengths
move the lattice close to a horizontal third-integer tune. The sextupoles energised
during extraction control the size and rotation of a separatrix.
Lattice
Circumference 34.939m
Periods 6
Lattice type DOFB
Bend radius 1.55m
Bending magnet length 1.623m
Dipole field strength 0.2087m−1
Quadrupole lengths 20 cm
Sextupole lengths 20 cm
Injection
Injection energy 5MeV
Injection momentum spread (δ) ± 0.1%
Normalised rms emittance 1.5 πmmmrad
Quadrupole strengths (H/V) 2.56/-0.492m−2
Tune (Qh/Qv) 1.800/1.850
Chromaticity (ξh/ξv) -0.277/-2.59
Extraction
Extraction energy 60-230MeV
Quadrupole strengths (H/V) 2.319/-0.407m−2
Tune (Qh/Qv) 1.672/1.850
Chromaticity (ξh/ξv) -0.772/-2.189
Sextupole strengths (dsx1/fsx1) −3.864/3.864m−3
Sextupole strengths (dsx2/fsx2) −2.558/2.558m−3
Sextupole strengths (chromsx) −1.775m−3
perturbation strength helps to achieve a large rate of amplitude growth outside
the separatrix. However, a large tune separation from resonance is then needed
to ensure the area within the separatrix is large enough to encompass the beam.
If the tune spread is large, then it is difficult to achieve efficient extraction using
the transverse rf deflecting cavity. The tune spread and sextupole perturbation
strengths are optimised taking into account these conflicting requirements. The
chromaticity to satisfy the Hardt condition is then achieved by adjusting the chro-
matic sextupoles.
The lattice configuration gives a virtual sextupole of strength, Sv = 11.7m
−1/2 and
phase advance of ∆µ = −0.21 rad. The final locations of the sextupoles are shown in
Fig. 5.22. The theoretical separatrix for the final lattice (with a horizontal tune of 1.672)
at the extraction point is shown in Fig. 5.22. The normalised dispersion and angular
dispersion at the extraction point are found through tracking to be Dˆ = 1.202m1/2
and Dˆ′ = −0.309m1/2. After applying the theory for the off-momentum separatri-
ces, we find that the horizontal chromaticity required to meet the Hardt condition for
the given lattice configuration is ξy = −0.54. However, given the small difference be-
tween theory and tracking (Fig. 5.22), the chromaticity found through tracking that
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Figure 5.22: The black lines show the theoretical on-momentum separatrix obtained
for the extraction point of the final lattice configuration using Eq. 5.10. The green
markers show the separatrix obtained through tracking. The small differences are
accounted for by the approximations made when developing the theory.
minimises the separation in phase space of the relevant off-momentum separatrices is
ξy = −0.77. The chromatic sextupole strengths required for a chromaticity of ξy = −0.77
are K2 = −1.775m−3
5.5 Transverse deflecting cavity
The slow extraction process that is introduced in section 2.8.1 and discussed in more
detail in this chapter requires an rf cavity that provides a momentum kick transverse to
the longitudinal axis of the cavity (Fig. 5.23). As no such element was available within
the Zgoubi code, a new element, based upon the existing model of an rf cavity for
longitudinal acceleration, was created. The existing element updates the kinetic energy
of a particle according to Eq. 2.47: this approach works well given that the longitudinal
momentum should remain greater than zero throughout tracking. As the transverse
momentum may change direction under the influence of the rf kicker, the new rf cavity
element updates the momentum of the particle directly rather than the kinetic energy.
The change in momentum (∆py) of a charged particle as it travels through an electric
field that is directed along the transverse horizontal axis is:
∆py = qEy∆t,
where q is the charge of the particle, Ey is the electric field along the transverse horizontal
axis and ∆t is the time taken for a particle to travel through the cavity. If we take a
rectangular cavity of length l as an example and the particle has a velocity v, then the
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Figure 5.23: A transverse deflecting cavity of horizontal width d and longitudinal
length l is modelled as a momentum kick (Eq. 5.24) at the location of the cavity.
above equation may be written as:
∆py = qEy
l
vx
,
where vx is the velocity of the particle along the longitudinal axis of the cavity. As the
electric field is related to the voltage Vy by:
Ey =
Vy
d
,
where d is the transverse width of the cavity, then the change in momentum in terms of
the cavity voltage is:
∆py = q
(
Vyl
d
)
1
vx
.
As with the longitudinal cavity, the field varies sinusoidally, and so the change in mo-
mentum due to the transverse cavity is:
∆py =
1
vx
qV0 sin(φ), (5.24)
where φ is the phase of the rf voltage at which the particle arrives, and V0 is based on
the peak voltage across the cavity gap:
V0 = Vy,max
l
d
.
In the following simulations, values of V0 of up to 2 kV are applied, which corresponds
to a maximum angular kick of 2µrad (for a 60MeV particle). This is in keeping with
literature on the HIMAC synchrotron.
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5.6 Simulation of beam extraction
5.6.1 Beam interrupt time
The ability to pause beam extraction is important when delivering particle therapy; for
example, when treating moving tumours, respiratory gating sees the beam switched off
at certain times during the respiration cycle, and prevents unwanted dose being given to
healthy tissue. Being able to pause extraction means that dose delivery can be stopped
and started without the need for an acceleration cycle in-between. In order to limit the
dose to healthy tissue, the time taken to reduce the output current from the nominal
treatment value to zero should be short. Here we assume that the time taken to pause
extraction is given by the time taken for particles in the unstable region of phase space
to be intercepted by the electrostatic septum.
The time taken for a particle to move from the separatrix to cross the blade of an
extraction septum in the case that the area enclosed by the separatrix is zero (i.e. tune
is exactly on resonance) can be estimated using Eq. 5.11. To obtain an estimate of the
time taken to pause the beam in practice, simulations were carried out. A total of 5000
particles were located randomly, given a uniform distribution, around the theoretical
separatrix (Fig. 5.24). The particles were then tracked for up 600 turns without rf, with
particles moving beyond a transverse horizontal position of 5 cm at the extraction point
considered as having been extracted. Of the 5000 particles, 2581 remained within the
stable region of phase space, whilst the rest were extracted. The time at which each
particle is extracted is recorded, and the results presented as a histogram (Fig. 5.25). It
can be seen that all of the extracted particles have left the machine before 70µs, which
corresponds to approximately 280 turns in the machine. This time is comparable to that
found experimentally for the HIMAC synchrotron (50µs) [88].
5.6.2 Extraction with rf perturbation
For particle extraction through third-integer resonance with rf knockout, the particles
within a bunch initially follow stable trajectories: extraction only begins once the trans-
verse deflection cavity is activated. Each time a particle passes the cavity, it will receive
a small kick in momentum that is dependent upon both the phase and voltage of the
rf (Eq. 5.24). If the kicks add coherently over a number of turns then there will be a
significant change in betatron action, which can ultimately lead to the particle crossing
the separatrix into the unstable region of phase space.
The effects of the perturbation from the transverse deflecting cavity on the trajecto-
ries of particles following paths within the separatrix have been studied in simulation.
Some initial results are presented in Fig. 5.26. In this first simulation, two particles
are tracked: one having initial coordinates y = 4mm, y′ = 0mrad and the second with
y = 7.5mm, y′ = 0mrad. The particles are initially tracked through 4000 turns with
the transverse rf voltage set to V0 = 0, and the results in action-angle variables shown
in Fig. 5.26a. The action is seen to vary with phase angle (and by a greater amount
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Figure 5.24: A total of 5000 particles were tracked for up to 600 turns in order to find
an estimate of the maximum time taken for extraction to be paused. The solid black
lines represent the separatrix obtained through theory by using Eq. 5.10, green points
represent the initial phase space coordinates of the particles that remained on a stable
orbit and red points are the start coordinates of the particles that were extracted after
some number of turns.
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Figure 5.25: Histogram showing the numbers of particles extracted in successive
5µs intervals from the start of tracking. The starting phase space coordinates of the
particles that are included in the histogram are given by the red points in Fig. 5.24. It
can be seen that extraction of the sample particles has stopped by 70µs.
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in the case of the larger amplitude particle), this is due to the triangular distortion of
trajectories in phase space resulting from the influence of the geometric sextupoles. The
rf voltage is then set to V0 = 2kV, and tracking carried out under two conditions of the
deflecting cavity frequency: first when the rf frequency is set to frf = 1.6718frev and
then when frf = 1.6707frev. In both cases the initial phase of the rf is φ = π/4. These
two frequencies are based on the betatron tune shift with amplitude (Fig. 5.11b), with
the first frequency chosen to be at a harmonic of the betatron oscillation frequency of
the low amplitude particle and the second at a harmonic of the high amplitude particle.
Results for the simulations are shown in Figs. 5.26b and 5.26c respectively, where the
areas enclosed by particles in phase space are seen to oscillate for both rf frequencies,
with the greatest oscillation amplitude in each case observed for the particle that has
initial betatron frequency that is a harmonic of the rf frequency. For the initial particle
start coordinates and rf frequencies applied, neither of the particles crosses the separa-
trix during tracking. Further, it can be seen that an rf frequency that resonates with a
particle that is close to the separatrix will have only a small effect on the amplitude of a
particle that is close to the closed orbit. In practice, the rf perturbation is split into two
components; the first is a field with a frequency that varies in time, the purpose of which
is to diffuse particles from the centre of the bunch outwards towards the separatrix, the
second is a field of fixed frequency that pushes particles over the separatrix.
The slow extraction process takes place over a number of seconds, which corresponds
to tens of millions of turns in the accelerator. Efforts to find the time structure of the
extracted beam, using the tracking methods already presented, have not been made due
to the CPU time involved. The emittance and extraction efficiency are calculated by
tracking particles that are close to the separatrix at the start of the simulation. The
effects of a number of variables on the extraction of particles will be investigated through
simulation, these are:
1. The phase of transverse rf at the start of the simulation.
2. The septum position.
3. The amplitude of the perturbing voltage.
4. The particle momentum.
In all of these cases, tracking is carried out for 600 turns. The initial coordinates for the
particles are the same as those for the surviving particles from the study on the beam
interrupt time. In order to estimate the extraction efficiency, an electrostatic septum
wire of width 0.1mm is considered; for a given extraction amplitude, yext, particles that
have a horizontal position of yext ≤ y ≤ yext + 0.1mm are said to have been lost at the
septum, whilst particles with y > yext+0.1mm are assumed to be successfully extracted.
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(b) V0 =2kV, Qh = 1.6718
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(c) V0 =2kV, Qh = 1.6707
Figure 5.26: Plots to show the influence of the transverse deflection cavity on the
amplitude of oscillation. Two particles, with starting coordinates of y = 4mm, y′ =
0mrad and y = 7.5mm, y′ = 0mrad, are tracked for 4000 turns. The trajectory of the
particles through phase space in action angle variables at the extraction point is shown
in red in (a) for the case when V0 of the deflection cavity is set to 0V, the separatrix
is marked green. In this first plot, the variation of the action with angle is seen due to
the geometric perturbation by the sextupole field (with the variation greater at larger
amplitudes where the phase space trajectory tends towards being triangular). For (b)
and (c), the rf voltage, V0, has been set to 2 kV, and the phase of the rf at the start of
the simulation is π/4, the rf frequencies are set according to frf = Qyf0, where Qy is the
betatron tune and f0 is the revolution frequency of a particle. The change in revolution
frequency with amplitude is small compared with the tune shift with amplitude, which
changes rapidly as a particle approaches the separatrix (Fig. 5.11b). In (b), frf has been
set according to Qy = 1.6718, which corresponds to the tune of the particle that starts
at y =4mm; the red plot shows the particle trajectories when V0 = 0V, whilst the blue
regions indicate the variation in the action for each phase space angle for the specified
rf frequency and voltage. In (c), frf has been set according to Qy = 1.6707, which
corresponds to the tune of the particle that starts at y =7mm. As can be expected,
the change in action over the 4000 turns is greatest for whichever particle is closest to
the resonant condition; however, in both figures there is insufficient amplitude growth
to cause the particle to be extracted.
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Initial rf phase and septum position
The stable particles from the beam interrupt time investigation (2581 in total) are used as
starting positions for a tracking simulation including kicks from a transverse deflecting rf
cavity. In all cases, the perturbation voltage is set to 2 kV and the frequency to 1.67frev,
where frev is the revolution frequency of a particle with zero action in transverse phase
space. The initial phase of the rf is varied from 0 radians to 1.75π radians in intervals of
0.25π radians. Figure 5.27 shows the starting positions of particles that are extracted
during 600 turns of tracking for each of the different starting phases. It can be seen
that the initial phase of the rf determines the position in phase space of the particles
that are extracted first. This dependence on initial rf phase is taken as an indication
of the long term behaviour of particles during the extraction process. Emittance and
extraction efficiency are key metrics for the quality of extracted beam. The position of
the electrostatic septum is important for both of these measures; placing the septum at
a greater horizontal position increases the extraction efficiency, but also increases the
emittance. The emittance and extraction efficiency are calculated for different septum
positions, for each of the initial transverse rf phases. In the case of each setting, tracking
of individual particles is carried out until the particles have a transverse horizontal
position greater than that of the septum wire edge at the extraction location. If the
particle arrives at the wire within 0.1mm of the septum wire edge, then the particle
is considered to be lost, if the particle arrives beyond 0.1mm of the septum wire edge,
then the particle is considered to be part of the extracted beam. The emittance of the
extracted beam is then calculated from:
ǫy =
√
〈y2〉〈y′2〉 − 〈yy′〉2, (5.25)
where 〈.〉 indicates the mean over all particles. The position of the electrostatic septum
is varied from 20mm to 30mm at intervals of 1mm; the results for the emittance and
extraction efficiency averaged over all initial phases of the rf transverse deflecting cavity
are shown in Fig. 5.28. It is seen that the horizontal emittance of the extracted beam
increases with transverse septum position, but remains small (of the order of 0.01mm
mrad) for all septum positions investigated, and that the extraction efficiency increases
from 89% to 98% with increasing septum position. However, it is noted that whilst
the emittance of the extracted beam remains small, the transverse width of the beam
becomes large. Estimates of the Courant-Snyder parameters for the extracted beam are
given by:
αy = −〈yy
′〉
ǫy
, (5.26)
βy =
〈y2〉
ǫy
, (5.27)
γy =
〈y′2〉
ǫy
. (5.28)
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Figure 5.27: The initial particle coordinates are the same in each of the above plots,
and are taken from the surviving particles in the beam interrupt time study. In each
case, the transverse rf is set to 2 kV and a frequency of 1.67frev. The initial phase of
the transverse rf is varied between 0 and 1.75π radians in intervals of 0.25π radians.
The above plots each give the initial start coordinates of the particles in phase space,
with the particles that survive 600 turns of tracking shown in green, and those that are
extracted shown in red. It can be seen that the order in which particles are removed
from the separatrix is dependent upon the initial phase of the rf.
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Figure 5.28: Plots showing horizontal emittance and extraction efficiency vs. trans-
verse septum position. The horizontal emittance and extraction efficiency presented
and the associated errors are the mean and standard deviation of the values found
over the range of initial rf phases simulated. Figure 5.28a shows that despite there
being over a two fold increase in the horizontal emittance for the septum positions con-
sidered, the emittance remains small in comparison to the requirements of extracted
beam. Figure 5.28b shows that the extraction efficiency increases from 89% to 97%
(approximately) over the range of septum positions.
The combination of large transverse horizontal amplitudes and small emittances implies
large horizontal β functions; however, it is expected that along the vertical axis, the
emittance and Courant-Snyder parameters should be of a magnitude comparable to those
found in the ring. It is anticipated that the combination of these factors could lead to
challenges in the matching of a transport line to the extracted beam. One approach is to
transport the extracted beam along a line that is mismatched horizontally; the rotation
of the extracted beam in horizontal phase space can then be exploited to deliver a beam
that is of a small size to the patient. Figure 5.29 shows the transverse horizontal phase
space for three different septum positions.
A reference septum position of 25mm is selected for further investigation, as beyond
this point there is a marginal improvement in extraction efficiency for comparatively
large increases in extracted beam emittance and width. The errors in Fig. 5.28 are based
upon the standard deviation of the extraction emittances and efficiencies calculated for
the different initial rf phases. For each initial rf phase, approximately 20% of the input
particles are extracted within 600 turns, which corresponds to ≈ 500 particles on which
to base an estimate of the emittance and the extraction efficiency. The errors shown
in Fig. 5.28 are therefore statistical in nature rather that originating from underlying
physics. With the numbers of particles used in tracking, there appears to be little
dependence of extraction efficiency and emittance on initial rf phase. Therefore is is
assumed that a single initial rf phase may be used to gain insight into the effects of the
remaining variables to be investigated.
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Figure 5.29: Horizontal phase space plots for the extracted beam given septum po-
sitions of 20mm, 25mm and 30mm. Blue points show individual phase space coordi-
nates of extracted particles, whilst the red ellipse has an area of 2πǫy, and is based on
Eqs. 5.25 and 5.26. The horizontal emittance increases as the septum position is moved
away from the centre of the ring, but remains small in comparison to the extraction
requirements. A small emittance combined with increasing amplitude of the extracted
beam implies large β functions in horizontal phase space, which could complicate the
matching of a transport line to the extraction point.
Amplitude of the rf transverse deflecting cavity voltage
Control of the intensity of the extracted beam is an important feature of the slow ex-
traction process. By adjusting the amplitude of the electric field in the transverse de-
flecting cavity, control of the extracted beam intensity over very short time scales can be
achieved. At the Heidelberg Ion Therapy centre a feedback loop between a beam current
monitor located at the treatment nozzle and the amplitude control for the perturbing rf
field allows for a beam of almost constant intensity to be delivered to a patient. Here we
investigate the impact of the amplitude of the rf cavity voltage on the dynamics of the
extracted particles. The investigation begins again with the particles that were found
have stable trajectories in simulations of the beam interrupt time. Tracking is carried
out over 600 turns in the ring for four settings of the transverse deflecting cavity volt-
age, 1 kV, 2 kV, 3 kV and 4 kV; the initial phase and frequency of the rf is maintained
at 0.75π radians and 1.67 frev respectively. The initial phase space coordinates of the
particles that are extracted within 600 turns are shown in Fig. 5.30, where it can be seen
that the larger perturbation voltage causes particles that are initially further from the
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Figure 5.30: The amplitude of the perturbation voltage is used to control the intensity
of the extracted output. In the above example, the transverse rf voltage is varied
from 1 kV to 4 kV, whilst the rf frequency is fixed at 1.67 frev and the initial phase
is 0.75π radians. The fraction of particles extracted during 600 turns (shown in red)
increases with the amplitude of the perturbation voltage, varying between 12% (for
V0 = 1kV) and 38% (for V0 = 4kV) of the sample particles.
separatrix to be extracted during the simulation. Within 600 turns, between 12% (for
1 kV) and 38% (for 4 kV) of the initial particles were extracted. It is seen in Fig. 5.31
that the magnitude of the perturbation voltage also impacts upon the emittance of the
beam. Estimates of the emittance, calculated using Eq. 5.25, are in the order of 10 times
larger for the beam extracted using a 4 kV perturbation than for the beam extracted
using a 1 kV perturbation.
Particle momentum
Finally we consider the momentum spread of the bunch, and its impact on extraction.
We use values for the fractional offset in momentum of δ = ±0.01 and 0, and particle
tracking is carried out for each setting of δ separately. To determine the starting loca-
tion of particles in phase space, we use the equation for the off-momentum separatrix
(Eq. 5.21) in order to locate 5000 particles around the theoretical separatrix for each δ;
as with the beam interrupt time investigation (section 5.6.1), we then track these parti-
cles for 600 turns and take the particles that have not reached the extraction amplitude
as being on stable orbits (in each case there are approximately 2500 stable particles).
We then use the initial starting coordinates of the stable particles in a tracking study
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Figure 5.31: Increasing the magnitude of the rf perturbation leads to an increase in
the width of the extracted beam. The beam extracted using a 4 kV perturbation (b)
has an emittance that is to the order of 10 times greater than the beam extracted using
1 kV (a).
that includes rf perturbation: the rf voltage is set to 2 kV and the initial rf phase to
0.75π radians. The results of tracking show that for δ = ±0.01 and 0 the percentage of
particles extracted during 600 turns are respectively 17%, 21% and 25%. The preference
for the extraction of high momentum particles shown by tracking can be explained by
the negative horizontal chromaticity of the lattice; a high momentum particle that is
following the closed orbit will have a tune closer to the resonant condition than a low
momentum particle, this gives a smaller distance in phase space between the closed orbit
and the separatrix for a high momentum particle than for a low momentum particle.
5.7 Summary and conclusions for the synchrotron design
study
There are currently 56 hadron therapy facilities operating worldwide; 23 of these use
synchrotrons in order to create particle beams of appropriate treatment energy, with the
remaining facilities using cyclotrons [89]. A key advantage of the synchrotron is that
it allows for variable beam extraction energy, which can lead to improved conformity
of radiation dose to a tumour volume when compared to a cyclotron based design. A
drawback of a simple synchrotron is that it has a pulsed output, which can lead to longer
treatment times than for a cyclotron based system when using spot scanning to deliver
dose; movement of the patient means that longer treatment times may be associated
with poorer dose distribution within the tumour. Resonance based methods are used
in synchrotrons to extend the extraction of beam from occurring over a single turn to
occurring over many millions of turns (corresponding to a few seconds), which helps to
overcome the problem of the pulsed output from a synchrotron.
In section 5.1 we introduced a simple synchrotron lattice as the basis of a study
of the third-integer resonance extraction technique. In section 5.2, we manipulate the
strength of the quadrupoles within the lattice in order to move the horizontal tune close
to a third-integer resonance whilst keeping the vertical tune away from resonances. This
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resonance is then driven by the sextupoles that are included in the lattice in section 5.3.
During section 5.3, we see that families of sextupoles can be positioned and powered
in order to control the lattice chromaticity and geometric perturbations independently;
we offer a theory for the control of the separatrix formed in phase space during third-
integer resonant extraction, which is verified through tracking studies in Zgoubi. The
theory is then used to optimise the lattice for slow extraction, including controlling the
chromaticity so that the Hardt condition is satisfied (which reduces particle loss during
the extraction process). The final magnet configuration for the test synchrotron lattice
is given in section 5.4. We then introduce the transverse deflecting cavity that is used
to push particles out of the stable region of horizontal phase space (section 5.5); once
outside of the stable region, particles travel along one of the arms of the separatrix that
is formed when the tune is close to third-integer resonance and the motion of the particle
is perturbed by a sextupole field.
Finally, in section 5.6, we simulate the extraction of the treatment beam from our
optimised synchrotron. Initially, we look at the beam interrupt time (section 5.6.1),
which tells us how much time passes between the deflecting cavity being powered down
and no more beam being extracted from the machine; through tracking, we found an
interrupt time comparable to that of an existing proton facility. In section 5.6.2 we
look at the impact of the transverse position of an electrostatic septum on the extracted
beam emittance, as well as the dependence of beam extraction on the initial phase and
amplitude of the transverse rf perturbation; we find that the initial rf phase controls
the order in which particles are extracted given different initial locations in phase space,
and that the rf amplitude controls the intensity of beam extraction. The position of the
electrostatic septum can be chosen in order to optimise a balance of extraction efficiency
and the horizontal emittance of the extracted beam (in particular the beam width).
In all cases studied, the horizontal emittance of the extracted beam is significantly
smaller than is required for proton therapy (even though it increases with increasing rf
amplitude).
The findings of this study into the design and performance of a proton synchrotron
are used as a basis for comparison for the FFAG designs in chapter 6.

Chapter 6
FFAG Design Study
In this chapter the performance of a FFAG accelerator that was designed for the appli-
cation of proton therapy will be investigated through simulation. We will look at the
same performance metrics as in the case of the proton synchrotron in chapter 5. These
include the energy range and control of energy variation, intensity and emittance of the
extracted beam, extraction efficiency and the speed with which the beam can be turned
on and off. As the magnetic fields within an FFAG are fixed during acceleration, parti-
cles across the entire momentum range of the accelerator may be following stable orbits
at any given time. However, the longitudinal dynamics within proton FFAG designs are
usually subject to an rf frequency that changes with time so that the orbital frequency of
a design particle remains synchronised with some harmonic of the rf frequency. Without
the requirement of ramping magnetic fields, the pulsed output of the FFAG can be of a
much higher frequency than that of the synchrotron, which is potentially beneficial when
treating patients. In this chapter, we start our investigation by looking more closely at
the non-scaling FFAG PAMELA that was first introduced in section 2.9.2; in particular
we will consider extraction methods that have already been proposed for this acceler-
ator, which include kicker-based extraction as well as a method based on half-integer
tune resonant extraction.
6.1 PAMELA
The PAMELA design consists of two concentric rings; we focus on the inner ring, which
is used for the entire treatment energy range of protons and for low energy carbon ions
(the outer ring is used to accelerate carbon ions to higher energies). For reference, we
again give a table of the PAMELA lattice parameters (table 6.1); one of the key features
of the PAMELA lattice is the large FFAG magnet scaling index, which results in a small
orbit excursion in comparison to some other proton FFAG designs and a horizontal
phase advance greater than π radians per period.
The layout of the PAMELA ring is shown in Fig. 6.1; the reference axis that is
defined in the PAMELA design report is marked by a dashed black line. This reference
axis locates the centre of a defocusing magnet at the midpoint of a period, then at
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Table 6.1: Table of lattice and cavity parameters for the PAMELA proton ring.
PAMELA lattice
Energy range 30.95-250MeV
Number of cells 12
Cell type FDF
Magnet length 0.3144m
Magnet scaling index (k) 36.721
r0 6.251m
B0 (F/D) 1.7282/-2.0T
Horizontal tune 8.64
Vertical tune 3.24
Orbit excursion 0.176m
rf cavities
Harmonic number 10
Injection rf frequency 19.2MHz
Extraction rf frequency 45.6MHz
Number of cavities 8
Maximum voltage per cavity/turn 20/160 kV
Synchronous phase 60◦ − 70◦
the end of a period the reference axis is rotated through 30◦. Figure 6.2 shows the
closed orbit positions found for several energies by tracking along the reference axis
of the PAMELA periodic cell using Zgoubi. As with the proton synchrotron, when
investigating extraction we will consider the position of particles in a plane perpendicular
to the direction of the closed orbit within a long drift, for this reason it is convenient
to define a new reference axis. The new reference axis is shown in Fig. 6.3, the key
difference between this and the original axis is that a rotation of 15◦ is made at a
distance of 21.90 cm from the final focusing magnet of the FDF triplet, which is followed
by 129.43 cm of drift space and then another 15◦ rotation. As a consequence of this
definition, the reference axis for the 129.43 cm drift length is parallel to the progression
of the closed orbits within the drift.
Figure 6.4 shows Poincare´ portraits in horizontal phase space for three beam energies
that are spread across a large proportion of the PAMELA treatment energy range. In
the case of the synchrotron, the design extraction energy was located on the reference
axis; we took steps to ensure efficient extraction given a small momentum spread of the
bunch, however the extraction process was mainly independent of the extraction energy
due to the scaling of the magnetic fields during acceleration. From Fig. 6.4, we see that
variable energy extraction from a FFAG may not be so straightforward due to the need
to extract from different closed orbit positions. A number of kicker-based options have
been considered for the PAMELA lattice, including extracting along the horizontal axis
by using either a kicker that covers the full horizontal aperture of the machine or by using
a kicker that can be moved across the horizontal aperture. Alternatively, particles may
be extracted along the vertical axis. Tracking studies indicate that horizontal extraction
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Figure 6.1: Diagram of the PAMELA proton ring. Red and blue dashed lines re-
spectively show the focusing and defocusing magnets of the 12 FDF cells. Solid red,
green and purple lines show the closed orbit position for 60, 120 and 230MeV protons
respectively. The large scaling index of the PAMELA magnets leads to a small orbit
excursion during acceleration.
from the PAMELA lattice is unsuitable due to the challenges it poses for both hardware
and beam dynamics; vertical extraction was found to be a viable alternative [29].
6.2 Resonant extraction from the PAMELA lattice
PAMELA is designed to have a repetition rate of 1 kHz. Kicker and resonant extraction
methods have been considered for extraction along the vertical axis; here we focus on
the resonant extraction method. The truncation of the multipole field components in
the PAMELA FFAG magnets leads to a small non-zero chromaticity, furthermore the
tune range of the machine can be manipulated by changing the ratio of the focusing
and defocusing fields. An F/D ratio can be found which leads to the vertical betatron
tune crossing a half-integer value at the desired extraction energy. Resonance crossing
has been the subject of a number of FFAG studies [63, 90, 91], in the present study
we aim to reproduce tracking results for the half-integer resonant extraction method
already investigated for PAMELA and then compare these results with those for the
proton synchrotron.
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Figure 6.2: Plot to show the closed orbit positions (solid lines) in a single PAMELA
cell for a range of particle energies. The PAMELA focusing and defocusing magnets are
shown by red and blue dashed lines respectively. The design of PAMELA follows some
of the principles of a radial sector FFAG, with regions of forward and backward bend-
ing; however unlike a radial sector FFAG, the magnets are rectangular. The PAMELA
lattice can be constructed with a 12 period regular polygon (Fig. 6.1), with each side
consisting of one of the cells shown in the plot. Each cell is ∼335 cm long: the mag-
nets and the short drifts that separate the magnets are each 31.44 cm long, whilst the
remainder of the cell is made up of the long drifts at its beginning and end. The black
dashed line in Fig. 6.1 defines our initial reference axis for the cell. During the later
tracking studies, we adopt a new reference axis that runs parallel to the closed orbits
in the long drift section (Fig. 6.3).
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Figure 6.3: For the purpose of tracking, we define a new reference axis for a PAMELA
period (marked by the dashed orange line). In this case a rotation of the reference axis
by 15◦ is made at a distance of 21.90 cm from the second focusing magnet of the FDF
triplet; this is followed by a 129.43 cm drift length and then a second 15◦ rotation to
the reference trajectory. The new reference axis is parallel to the closed orbits through
the drift.
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Figure 6.4: Poincare´ portrait for three beam energies in the PAMELA lattice. Parti-
cles were given different starting y coordinates relative to the corresponding closed orbit
(up to the limit of stable motion) and tracked through PAMELA using Zgoubi. The
portrait is formed at the centre of the long drift that was defined in Fig. 6.3. Variable
energy extraction is complicated by the need to extract from the different closed orbit
positions.
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Figure 6.5: β functions along the length of a single PAMELA cell (centred on the
defocusing magnet of the FDF structure). The near scaling design means that the β
functions are independent of energy.
We start with a PAMELA model that contains field components in the magnets up to
decapole. An advantage of the PAMELA magnet design is that it allows for the different
field components to be controlled individually: we multiply the sextupole strength by
a factor of fsex = 0.98, which gives PAMELA a small negative chromaticity (Fig. 6.6);
secondly we multiply the decapole component by a factor of fdec = 1.1 to give a more
uniform gradient of tune vs. kinetic energy (Fig. 6.7). The kinetic energy at which the
vertical tune crosses the half-integer resonance can then be controlled by changing the
D/F ratio of the triplet, Fig. 6.8 shows the variation in the vertical tune range when the
field in the defocusing magnet at the reference radius, BD,0, is varied by ±1%. BD,0 can
be scaled so that the particle bunch crosses a half-integer resonance close to the desired
extraction energy; as an example we choose to scale BD,0 by 0.99, for which the vertical
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Figure 6.6: A small variation in the sextupole strengths of the PAMELA FFAG mag-
nets leads to a significant change in the tune profile. For a resonant extraction method
based on crossing the half-integer tune, we look for a small negative chromaticity for
the vertical motion; this will allow the lattice to be set so that the half-integer tune
can be crossed at an arbitrary energy, without other low order resonances being crossed
before the beam reaches the extraction energy.
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Figure 6.7: After multiplying the sextupole component of the Taylor series expansion
of the scaling FFAG magnetic field profile by 0.99, the decapole component is then
scaled to limit the tune excursion during acceleration. In the above plot we see that
increasing the decapole component (where fdec is the scaling factor for the decapole
component) reduces the tune excursion.
tune crosses a half-integer when the bunch has kinetic energy of 180MeV.
6.2.1 A Hamiltonian for describing systems close to resonance
In section 5.3.3 we gave a Hamiltonian that describes the motion of particles in transverse
phase space when circulating in a lattice that is close to a third-integer tune and contains
sextupole perturbations. The Hamiltonian was later used to optimise the extraction of
particles from the lattice. In this section, we give a Hamiltonian [36, 92] that describes
the motion of particles that are circulating in a lattice that is close to an arbitrary
order resonance and contains multipole perturbations of an appropriate order to drive
the resonance. This Hamiltonian will be used to provide an understanding of resonant
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Figure 6.8: The above plot gives the vertical betatron tune vs. proton kinetic energy
for three settings of the defocusing magnetic field at the reference radius within the
PAMELA FDF triplet; BD,0 is the nominal field value that is defined in table 6.1. We
see that a 1% change in the reference magnetic field for the defocusing magnet leads
to a change in the tune of approximately 0.3 for the entire energy range. BD,0 can
be scaled so that the particle bunch experiences a half-integer resonance at the desired
extraction energy.
extraction methods investigated for FFAGs within this thesis. For one degree of freedom,
the Hamiltonian that describes the motion of a particle along a transverse axis for a
betatron tune that is close to the resonance aQy = n (with integer a and n) is written
as:
H1 = ∆J1y + α(J1y) + Vy, (6.1)
where J1y and φ1y are a transformation of the standard action-angle variables (Jy, φy) 7→
(Jy1, φy1):
J1y = Jy,
φ1y = φy − nθ
a
.
∆ = Qy − na gives the difference between the tune of a particle with zero action and the
resonance condition for the unperturbed system. The term θ represents the azimuthal
angle in the plane of the circular accelerator, and replaces the closed orbit path length,
s, as the independent variable for the Hamiltonian. The function α, which is dependent
upon the action Jy, is based upon the detuning with amplitude along the given axis. As
an initial example, we consider the tracking results produced in chapter 5 when we first
moved the synchrotron lattice close to a third-integer resonance and included a single
sextupole perturbation (Fig. 5.13), in this case, ∆ = 1.33 × 10−3 and the sextupole
perturbation is given by:
Sy =
√
2
24π
β3/2y K2L,
= 0.335m−1/2.
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Figure 6.9: Plot showing contours of constant Hamiltonian for the system described
by Eq. 6.2 (blue lines) in normalised transverse phase space, with the separatrix marked
by the black points. We see that the tracking results that were originally presented in
Fig. 5.13 (marked in red) are in good agreement with the new Hamiltonian.
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Figure 6.10: Vertical tune shift with action for the PAMELA lattice. The non-
linear fields within the near-scaling FFAG magnet with a large scaling factor lead to a
significant tune shift with amplitude.
As the unperturbed system is linear, we take α ≈ 0, which gives us the Hamiltonian:
H1 = 1.33× 10−3J1y + 0.335J3/21y cos(3φ1y). (6.2)
Plotting the contours of constant H1 in normalised phase space (Fig. 6.9) shows that
we obtain a separatrix that is in good agreement with that found by tracking particles
with Zgoubi. In the case of the PAMELA lattice, there is significant amplitude detuning
(Fig. 6.10) due to the large FFAG scaling index, k, and the resulting contribution of
non-linear fields (mainly of the sextupole and octupole components) to the dynamics of
particles within the ring. Through the application of Hamilton’s equation to Eq. 6.1,
we obtain:
dφ1y
dθ
=
∂H1
∂J1y
= ∆+
∂α(J1y)
∂J1y
+
∂V
∂J1y
, (6.3)
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and it follows that
∂α(J1y)
∂J1y
describes the tune shift with amplitude for the unperturbed
system. If we fit an rth order polynomial to a plot of the difference in tune between a
particle of action Jy and a particle at the closed orbit vs. action, then we get:
∂α(J1y)
∂J1y
= α1J1y + ...+ αrJ
r
1y. (6.4)
The function α(J1y) is then found by integrating Eq. 6.4 with respect to J1y. For the
PAMELA lattice, we fit a second order polynomial to tracking data in order to give the
curve shown in Fig. 6.10.
We will drive the half-integer resonant extraction by including a quadrupole field
error within the lattice; the vector potential for a quadrupole magnet is:
Ax =
K1
2
(
y2 − z2) , (6.5)
by writing y and z in action angle variables, and then expanding the trigonometric
terms, we get:
Ax =
K1
2
(βyJ1y + βyJ1y cos(2φ1y)− βzJ1z − βzJ1z cos(2φ1z)). (6.6)
We are interested in the terms that vary slowly with increasing turn number as these
are the perturbations that add coherently over a large number of turns and can lead to
amplitude growth. For motion along the vertical axis when the vertical tune is close to
half-integer, this includes both terms in Eq. 6.6 that are dependent on J1z. If we were
instead looking at motion along the horizontal axis, which is away from a half-integer
tune, it is the single term that is dependent on J1y and independent of φ1y that would
be of importance (which represents the horizontal tune shift due to the perturbation).
When including the relevant perturbation terms, the Hamiltonian is given by:
H1 = ∆J1z +
1
2
α1J
2
1z +
1
3
α2J
3
1z −
1
4π
β¯zK1LJ1z(1 + cos(2φ1z)), (6.7)
where K1L represents the integrated strength of the quadrupole perturbation. The
quadrupole perturbation is included within the PAMELA lattice by scaling the quadrupole
term of the Taylor series expansion of the magnetic field around the reference radius for
the horizontally defocusing magnet within a single FDF cell, i.e.:
Bz = Bz,0
(
1 + fquad
k
R0
∆R+
(k − 1)k
2R20
∆R2 + ...
)
, (6.8)
where fquad is the scaling factor; this scaling factor effectively introduces a dipole field
that increases with radius, and a fixed quadrupole field. We initially set a scaling factor
of fquad = 1.003, which gives a quadrupole error strength of:
K1 =
0.003Bz,0k
BρR0
. (6.9)
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Figure 6.11: Poincare´ plot showing the vertical phase space trajectories for 180MeV
protons at the mid point of a long drift in the PAMELA lattice, the multipole compo-
nents of the FFAGmagnets have been set so that the betatron tune crosses a half-integer
resonance at a proton energy of 180MeV. The quadrupole component of the defocusing
magnet within a single FDF cell has been scaled by fquad = 1.003 in order to perturb
the beam. In the above, the trajectories found by tracking particles through the lattice
with Zgoubi for 800 turns are marked in red, whilst the blue lines show contours of
constant Hamiltonian (Eq. 6.7), and the black line shows the separatrix.
Using Zgoubi tracking data for the unperturbed system, we calculate a mean vertical β
function of β¯z = 11.49m in the horizontally defocusing magnet, and then in turn use
this to calculate the perturbation strength for a 180MeV particle.
Figure 6.11 compares the phase space trajectories obtained through tracking particles
with Zgoubi and by plotting lines of constant Hamiltonian (Eq. 6.7); we note that for
the conditions shown, evaluating the Hamiltonian gives a good qualitative description of
the particle motion found through tracking. At this stage we make the assumption that
the Hamiltonian will also offer a reasonable description of similar systems (e.g. with
different perturbation strengths and differences between the zero action particle tune
and the resonant tune). For reference, we include a Poincare´ plot (Fig. 6.12) that is
for a system that is identical to that of Fig. 6.11 apart from the amplitude detuning,
which in this case is set to zero for the unperturbed system (α(J1z) = 0). We see that
for zero amplitude detuning, the contours do not close within the plot range shown;
amplitude detuning limits the oscillation amplitude growth of a particle that is close
to the half-integer resonance. In Fig. 6.11 we can identify two stable fixed points; the
conditions for a fixed point are:
∂H1
∂φ1z
=
1
2π
β¯zK1LJ1z sin(2φ1z) = 0, (6.10)
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Figure 6.12: Plot showing contours of constant Hamiltonian in the case that there
is zero amplitude detuning (α(J1z) = 0), but with otherwise the same conditions as in
Fig. 6.11. Over the range shown, the contours are no longer closed; amplitude detuning
limits the total amplitude growth exhibited by a particle that is close to the half-integer
resonance.
∂H1
∂Jz1
= ∆+
∂α(J1z)
∂J1z
− 1
4π
β¯zK1L(1 + cos(2φ1z)) = 0. (6.11)
From Eqs. 6.10 and 6.11 we see that fixed points may be found at intervals of π/2
(i.e. φ1z = 0, π/2, ...) with:
∂α(J1z)
∂J1z
=
1
4π
β¯zK1L(1 + cos(2φ1z))−∆. (6.12)
After setting φ1z to 0 and π/2 in Eq. 6.12, we find that the cosine term must equal ±1.
In the case that cos(2φ1z) = −1, the quadrupole perturbation term in Eq. 6.12 reduces
to zero, a fixed point is then found when:
∂α(J1z)
∂J1z
= −∆
∣∣∣∣
φ1z=npi/2
, (6.13)
where n is an odd integer. Remembering that we set the unperturbed PAMELA lattice so
that it crosses a half-integer tune at a particle energy of approximately 180MeV, we find
through tracking that the exact distance of the tune from resonance is ∆ ≈ −1.81×10−4
in our initial example. Equation 6.13 is satisfied when there is a small contribution
from amplitude detuning. The fixed points found when φ1z is an odd multiple of π/2
correspond to the stable fixed points that are seen in Fig. 6.11. As ∆ decreases, the
stable fixed points occur at larger action of the particle oscillation; however, given a
positive tune shift with amplitude, there are no solutions for the stable fixed points
when ∆ > 0.
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Figure 6.13: The above Poincare´ plots are based upon the tune shift with amplitude
∂α(J1z)
∂J1z
being positive, and the distance from resonance ∆ and quadrupole strength K1
being negative. In Fig. (a) ∆ > 12pi β¯zK1L and there are no solutions for the unstable
fixed point (Eq. 6.14). In Fig. (b) we see that if ∆ = 12pi β¯zK1L, then there is an unstable
fixed point (marked red) at the origin of the plot. As ∆ becomes more negative, then
the unstable fixed points are found at greater action, and a new region of stability opens
at the centre of the plot (Fig. (c)). The stable fixed points, marked green, are found at
greater action as ∆ becomes more negative.
When cos(2φ1z) = 1, the perturbation term from the quadrupole is maximised,
giving:
∂α(J1z)
∂J1z
=
1
2π
β¯zK1L−∆
∣∣∣∣
φ1z=npi/2
, (6.14)
where n is an even integer. Given a positive tune shift with amplitude and a negative
value of K1, then there are no solutions to Eq. 6.14 unless:
∆ ≤ 1
2π
β¯zK1L. (6.15)
In Fig. 6.13 we see the evolution of the Poincare´ portraits as ∆ becomes more negative;
in particular we note that the stable and unstable fixed points occur at larger particle
actions and that a new region of stable motion appears.
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During the half-integer resonance extraction scheme, the particles oscillate around
the two stable fixed points given by Eq. 6.13; at this stage we can begin to identify
some further requirements of this specific extraction technique. Firstly, the increase
in oscillation amplitude exactly at the resonance condition is limited due to amplitude
detuning; extraction requires that the particle bunch continues to accelerate, ∆ will
become more negative due to the negative lattice chromaticity, and the particles will
oscillate around stable fixed points that occur at larger amplitudes with respect to the
unperturbed closed orbit. Ultimately, the stable fixed point locations should lead to
particle oscillations that cross the wire of an electrostatic septum. Secondly, we saw in
Fig. 6.13 that as ∆ became more negative, a new stable region of phase space opened
at the centre of the Poincare´ plot. The value of ∆ at which this stable region opens
is dependent upon the strength of the quadrupole perturbation; for good extraction
efficiency, we want a perturbation strong enough to ensure that the stable region does not
open during extraction. In the next section we will look more closely at this extraction
method by using the Zgoubi tracking code.
6.3 A Zgoubi model of the half-integer extraction process
In the previous section we found that the action at which stable fixed points are located
is dependent upon the rate of amplitude detuning and the distance of an unperturbed
particle from the resonance condition (Eq. 6.13). Before this, we had tuned the PAMELA
lattice so that particles crossed the half-integer tune at 180MeV and so that other integer
or half-integer resonances would not be crossed during an acceleration cycle for either
the horizontal or vertical axis. We will consider an extraction plane at the midpoint
of the long drift within the PAMELA cell; given an FDF cell structure, the vertical β
function is a minimum at this position within the long drift, which may not be optimal
for extraction efficiency. We also note that a non-linear relationship between tune and
kinetic energy means that the gradient, d∆dEk , is small at 180MeV (Fig. 6.14); this,
combined with the relatively small β function, will result in the transverse position of
the stable fixed points changing slowly with acceleration at the extraction point. For the
purpose of our investigation, we select a new scaling coefficient for the magnetic field at
the reference radius of the defocusing magnets, which leads to the vertical tune crossing
a half-integer value at 50MeV; the required scaling constant for this is fBD,0 = 0.990
(Fig. 6.15 shows the modified tune profile). We will start the tracking study with a
scaling error on a single defocusing quadrupole of fquad = 1.005. A total of 216 particles
are given an initial kinetic energy of 30MeV, and are distributed uniformly over a circle of
geometric emittance 0.8mmmrad in the normalised vertical phase space. Each particle
is attributed a weighting coefficient based upon a Gaussian distribution of particles
along each transverse axis (Fig. 6.16). We will look at how the rate of acceleration
affects the resonant extraction of particles from the ring. The acceleration specifications
for PAMELA give a maximum cavity voltage of 20 kV (a total voltage of 160 kV per
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Figure 6.14: The PAMELA lattice is initially set so that the vertical betatron tune
(red line) crosses a half-integer value (orange dashed line) when the kinetic energy is
180MeV, and so that no other integer or half-integer resonances are crossed during
an acceleration cycle. Achieving a negative chromaticity and limiting the range of the
tune profile required scaling of the sextupole and decapole components obtained through
the Taylor series expansion of the scaling FFAG law by fsex = 0.99 and fdec = 1.05,
respectively. In order to have the tune cross a half-integer at 180MeV, the field at the
reference radius of the defocusing magnet was scaled by fBD,0 = 0.994.
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Figure 6.15: The PAMELA lattice is modified so that the vertical betatron tune
(red line) crosses a half-integer value (orange dashed line) at a particle energy of ap-
proximately 50MeV. To achieve this, the field at the reference radius of the defocusing
magnet was scaled by fBD,0 = 0.990.
turn), and a synchronous phase of 60-70◦. We model acceleration within this study
as a fixed increment of the particle energy over each turn, which is dependent on the
quoted total voltage per turn and a synchronous phase of 60◦ (i.e. ∆Ek = V0 sin(π/3)).
The acceleration rates used are based on voltages of 40 kV, 80 kV, 120 kV and 160 kV
per turn. For each acceleration rate we consider a range of locations along the z axis
for an electrostatic septum, any particle that reaches a transverse position beyond the
septum location is defined as having been extracted. Figure 6.17 shows the mean and
standard deviation of the extracted particle energies for the four rates of acceleration,
we see that the mean and standard deviation are lowest for the 40 kV cavity voltage
and when the septum wire position is closest to the reference axis. Ideally, it should
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Figure 6.16: For the purpose of the PAMELA tracking study particles are initially
distributed uniformly within a circle of area 1.5πmmmrad in vertical normalised phase
space. A weighting coefficient is attributed to each of the 216 particles, which is based
on the particles having a Gaussian distribution along each of the transverse axes. The
above plot shows the particle distribution in the non-normalised z, z′ coordinates with
their weighting coefficients, Φ.
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(b) 80 kV
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(c) 120 kV
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(d) 160 kV
Figure 6.17: Plot to show the mean extraction energy vs. transverse position of the
electrostatic septum for total cavity voltages per turn of 40 kV, 80 kV, 120 kV and
160 kV. We note that the mean extraction energy and the standard deviation of the
extraction energy for lower septum position values increase with acceleration rate.
be possible to extract a beam for proton therapy that has a fractional energy spread
of no more than ±0.1%; in Fig. 6.17 we see a minimum standard deviation of the
extracted energy of σEk ≈ 0.6MeV (1.1% of the mean energy), which falls short of the
minimum standard. To estimate the efficiency of extraction we look for the proportion
of particles that will cross an electrostatic septum wire of 0.1mm diameter without
impacting upon it (i.e. using the same method as was applied to the proton synchrotron
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Figure 6.18: Extraction efficiency vs. transverse position of the electrostatic septum
wire for cavity voltages of 40 kV, 80 kV, 120 kV and 160 kV. The extraction efficiency
improves significantly for greater rates of acceleration.
in section 5.6.1). Figure 6.18 shows the extraction efficiency vs. septum wire position
along the transverse axis for the four acceleration rates, we note that the efficiency
increases with increasing acceleration rate and decreases for greater displacement of the
septum wire from the reference axis. In chapter 5, the extraction efficiency for the proton
synchrotron was estimated to be up to 98%; the tracking study carried out for extraction
from the PAMELA lattice using a half-integer resonance suggests an efficiency of up to
85%, however, this could potentially be improved by further optimisation of the lattice
(e.g. by increasing the vertical β function at the extraction location).
Figure 6.19 demonstrates the effect of varying the perturbing field error on the ex-
traction energy and efficiency. We apply perturbations of ∆B = 0.005, 0.01 and 0.02 to
simulations in which the acceleration voltage is 80 kV and 120 kV; for the simulations
carried out, increasing the perturbation strength generally increases the mean extraction
energy, but the standard deviation of the extraction energies and extraction efficiency
do not change significantly.
6.4 Dynamics of the half-integer resonant extraction pro-
cess
Figure 6.20a shows the position of particles along the z axis vs. kinetic energy during
tracking when the cavity voltages are 40 kV and 160 kV, and the field error is given by
∆B = 0.005; it can be seen that just beyond the the resonant energy (at ∼ 55MeV), the
width of the beam appears larger for the acceleration rate based on a 40 kV accelerating
voltage. The situation is demonstrated more clearly in Fig. 6.20b, where we show the
mean of the absolute z coordinates for the particles in the bunch (〈|z|〉) vs. kinetic energy;
this should approximately give the amplitude of the centre of mass of the particles local
to one of the phase space islands once the beam has split. As the bunch energy crosses
the resonance energy, particles begin to orbit around the new stable fixed points, initially
particles roughly follow the separatrix, which itself encloses an increasing area due to the
acceleration of the bunch and the subsequent change of ∆; this is seen as the sharp rise
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(a) Extraction energy (80 kV)
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(b) Extraction efficiency (80 kV)
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(c) Extraction energy (160 kV)
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(d) Extraction efficiency (160 kV)
Figure 6.19: Extraction energies and efficiencies vs. septum position for total cavity
voltages of 80 kV (Figs. (a) and (b)) and 160 kV (Figs. (c) and (d)). For each acceler-
ation rate, data are presented for quadrupole perturbations of ∆B = 0.005, 0.01 and
0.02. A larger perturbation tends to lead to extraction occurring at a higher mean
energy, however there is no significant difference in the extraction efficiencies for the
perturbations and acceleration rates considered.
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of 〈|z|〉 in Fig. 6.20b shortly after the beam crosses the resonant energy. The acceleration
of the beam then causes the particles to become trapped within two islands of phase
space which are located around the stable fixed points, these islands move out to greater
amplitudes with the stable fixed points as the beam is accelerated further. This is seen in
Fig. 6.20b, beyond the initial sharp rise of 〈|z|〉, as oscillatory motion that approximately
follows the curve for the stable fixed point. In particular we note that 〈|z|〉 follows the
stable fixed point more closely from a lower energy for the lower rate of acceleration,
which is consistent with the lower mean extraction energy for the lower acceleration
voltages. Figure 6.20c shows 〈|z|〉 vs. turn number, with turn zero defined as the turn
at which the bunch crosses the resonant energy, the rate of amplitude growth is greater
for the higher acceleration rate; this is consistent with the extraction efficiencies shown
in Fig. 6.18.
6.4.1 Flat top acceleration scheme
The lag between the increase in amplitude of the stable fixed point and the initial blow-
up of the beam offers a route for reducing the energy spread of the extracted beam; for
the 160 kV accelerating voltage in Fig. 6.20b, 〈|z|〉 has not significantly increased by the
time the beam has been accelerated to 55MeV, however, the amplitude of the stable
fixed point has exceeded the transverse position of the septum wire. If the acceleration
voltage is initially 160 kV, but is then set to zero once the beam has reached 55MeV,
particles will continue to move close to the separatrix in the vertical transverse phase
space and will ultimately encounter the septum wire. In this case, the energy spread
of the extracted bunch will depend upon the energy spread of the bunch at injection
and the longitudinal dynamics during acceleration, rather than being introduced by the
extraction process. We use the same initial distribution of 216 particles as earlier, and
track the particles with Zgoubi for the new acceleration regime; the extraction efficiencies
found through tracking in this case, ∼ 85% (Fig. 6.21), are comparable to those found
when an accelerating voltage of 160 kV is applied continuously.
6.5 Summary and conclusions for the FFAG design study
One of the key differences between the half-integer resonant extraction applied here and
the third-integer resonant extraction applied to the proton synchrotron is the duration
of extraction. For the tracking study based on the coasting beam, all particles were
extracted within 70 turns following the rf being switched off (Fig. 6.22), this corresponds
to extraction being completed within ∼ 28µs (and with a non-uniform time profile)
for the 55MeV beam, which is short in comparison with a spill duration of several
seconds from the synchrotron; the beam extracted from the FFAG using the half-integer
resonance is appropriate for use in the same way as the beam extracted by a kicker
(i.e. delivering dose to voxels on a shot by shot basis).
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Figure 6.20: In Fig. 6.17 we saw that the mean extraction energy increased with
acceleration rate. The above plots show in more detail how the transverse vertical
position of particles evolves during resonance crossing. Figure (a) shows the positions
of all 216 particles within the tracking study along the transverse vertical (z) axis
vs. kinetic energy. Figure (b) shows the mean absolute z position for the 216 particles
(given acceleration rates of 40 kV and 160 kV) and for the stable fixed points vs. kinetic
energy. It can be seen that, on average, the particles are in closer proximity to the
stable fixed points from lower energies for the lower acceleration rate than for the
higher acceleration rate. Finally, in Fig. (c), which shows the mean absolute z position
of particles vs. turn number (again for the two rates of acceleration), we see that the
mean rate of amplitude growth is higher for the greater rate of acceleration. It is the
increased rate of amplitude growth that is important for good extraction efficiency. For
the greater rate of acceleration, the mean absolute z position of the stable fixed points
increases more rapidly than is the case for the lower acceleration rate. The blow up of
the bunch initially lags behind the amplitude increase of the stable fixed points, leaving
particles at the origin and close to the separatrix of a phase space that has the same
features as in Fig. 6.13a. The amplitudes of the particles increase rapidly as they follow
the separatrix (shown by the initial rapid rise of 〈|z|〉 in Fig. (b)); the particles then
become trapped around the stable fixed points during the acceleration process, after
which their amplitudes increase at approximately the same rate as for the stable fixed
points.
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Figure 6.21: Extraction efficiency vs. position of electrostatic septum wire for the case
where the beam is initially accelerated using a voltage of 160 kV, but the accelerating
rf is switched off once the beam has reached a nominal energy of 55MeV. We find that
the extraction efficiency is comparable to that obtained when the 160 kV accelerating
voltage remains on during the extraction process (Fig. 6.18).
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Figure 6.22: Histogram showing the extraction profile for half-integer resonance cross-
ing, with turn 0 being the time at which the particles reach 55MeV. We see that the
time profile of the particle extraction is non-uniform and is completed within ∼ 28µs
(corresponding to 70 turns)
Half-integer resonant extraction has been used in practice to extract beam from a
proton therapy accelerator; specifically on the earliest hospital based system, the Loma
Linda University Medical Center’s weak focusing synchrotron [93], where quadrupoles
are used to move the horizontal tune close to a half-integer, and an octupole is used to
perturb the beam and give amplitude detuning. During the extraction, the appearance
of the horizontal phase space is similar to that shown for the vertical phase space in
Fig. 6.13c, with a stable region surrounding the initial closed orbit position that is bound
by a separatrix. Beyond the separatrix, the oscillation amplitude of particles grows
significantly. To control the rate of extraction, the area contained by the separatrix is
reduced by varying the strength of the quadrupoles, bringing the tune closer to half-
integer. Using these methods, the Loma Linda accelerator was able to extract particles
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over a period of ∼ 0.5 s, however, early reports stated that the time structure of the
extracted beam was difficult to control [94].

Chapter 7
Comparisons and Conclusions
7.1 Comparisons between synchrotrons and FFAGs for hadron
therapy
The thin pencil-like beam extracted from an accelerator may be applied in several dif-
ferent ways (as discussed in chapter 1), they may be subject to scattering to create a
treatment field (passive scattering), or they may be swept across the tumour volume lat-
erally using steering magnets and longitudinally by varying the particle energy (active
scanning). Tumours that are in (or close to) the lungs or heart move with the natural
cycles of the body, whilst other organs may move non-periodically. If the duration of
the irradiation of a tumour is comparable to the period of movement within the body or
if a patient moves during treatment, then the dose distribution across the tumour may
become distorted; this is known as an interplay effect, and is particularly problematic
when using active scanning techniques due to the extra time that these take in compar-
ison to passive scattering [95]. At least one study has concluded that active scanning
of moving tumours can significantly affect the distribution of dose throughout a tumour
volume, and that faster beam scanning technologies should be developed in order to
make active scanning of moving tumours practical [96].
A clinical advantage of a high intensity, variable extraction energy machine such as
PAMELA is that it may significantly reduce the time taken to irradiate a tumour, and
therefore offer better treatment options in the case of moving tumours than currently
possible using existing machines. The key to a successful treatment in this scenario is
being able to provide adequate uniformity of dose across the tumour volume, and good
conformation of dose to the boundaries of the treatment volume despite the motion of
the tumour. Prior to active scanning, the tumour volume is visualised as smaller sub-
volumes, referred to as voxels, and a radiation dose is prescribed to each voxel. Active
beam scanning can follow one of three time profiles: spot scanning, raster scanning
or continuous scanning. In all cases, it is common practice to build up dose within
the entire tumour volume by delivering dose to iso-energetic planes, starting with the
furthermost plane. To improve the homogeneity of the dose throughout the tumour
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volume, repainting of the tumour can be used; in this instance, the prescribed dose is
not delivered during a single 3D scan of the tumour, but is instead delivered over some
number of iterations. Repainting has been shown to offer the best dose homogeneity
when the number of repainting iterations is increased, and the dose delivery time per
voxel is shorter, however, this comes at the cost of an overall increase in treatment time
[97].
For spot scanning, the steering magnets are set so that a voxel will be the focus of the
extracted beam, the beam is switched on for the time necessary to supply the required
dose to the voxel, the process is then carried out for the remaining voxels within the
iso-energetic plane and then for the voxels at different depths after varying the beam
energy. In calculating the time taken to deliver a treatment, the factors that have to
be considered include the time taken to switch the beam on and off, the beam intensity
(and resulting irradiation time), the time taken to move from voxel to voxel and the
acceleration time when obtaining different beam energies.
When using a kicker or half integer resonance based extraction technique from
PAMELA, the pulsed output of the machine is best suited to active scanning following
the spot scanning method. The PAMELA design report [29] quotes eight bunches per
voxel as being the average number required to obtain dose uniformity to within 2% due
to the machine performance. The report also identifies repainting of a tumour as being
a primary method for controlling the total dose delivered to the tumour, by keeping
the bunch intensity fixed and then varying the number of times voxels are given a dose,
rather than modulating the intensity of the beam source (the report also discusses the
concept of accelerating between one and five bunches simultaneously within PAMELA
as a method of quantising the intensity).
As a key metric, we will initially consider the time taken for a single iso-energetic
plane to be irradiated once, and then for the entire tumour volume. We take a cubic
treatment volume, measuring 100 × 100 × 100mm3, with treatment spots separated
by 5mm, giving 400 voxels in a single plane. For PAMELA, the time taken for an
acceleration cycle (Fig. 7.1) will be closely related to the time required per voxel. The
time taken to sweep the beam across the plane using steering magnets is also accounted
for, we base this calculation on a best case scenario of having steering magnets that can
move the beam at a rate of 100mm/ms and 50mm/ms along the y and z transverse
axes respectively (such magnets have been successfully tested at HIMAC [98]), the total
time for beam travel is therefore ∼ 24ms. Finally, there is contribution to the delivery
time of dose to a voxel which is dependent upon the extraction time from the machine,
for kicker based extraction we assume a pulse length to the order of 0.1µs, which we
treat as negligible (if we instead selected the half integer resonance method, then the
additional time due to extraction would be 28µs per voxel). The time to irradiate a
single plane is therefore ∼ 424ms (based on a 1 kHz repetition rate), whilst the time to
irradiate the entire volume is the time taken to irradiate a single plane multiplied by
the total number of planes that make up the volume.
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Figure 7.1: Plot to show the time taken for a proton to reach a given extraction
kinetic energy in PAMELA. The acceleration rate is based on a total cavity voltage of
160 kV per turn and a synchronous phase of 60◦. Protons reach a maximum energy
of 250MeV after ∼ 0.44ms, which is in keeping with the PAMELA repetition rate of
1 kHz.
For a proton synchrotron with beam being extracted using third integer resonance,
the time taken to pause/resume extraction of the particle beam will be of importance,
this can be expected to take tens of µs [99]. The pause time of a proton synchrotron
was simulated in chapter 5, where we found that the time taken to pause extraction
(once the transverse rf had been switched off) was dependent upon the number of turns
needed for particles that have already crossed the separatrix to intercept the septum
wire. In this scenario, a proportion of the bunch particles will continue to follow stable
orbits close to the separatrix; upon resuming the transverse rf perturbation, particles
will begin to cross the separatrix, with the number of turns required for particles to
travel from the separatrix to the septum wire determining the resume time. It is the
pause time of 60µs (found through simulation) that we will use as the pause/resume
time for the beam in this example. The pause/resume time of the beam and the time
taken to sweep the beam across the plane determine the minimum time for irradiating
a plane once, which for our example, we can calculate to be ∼ 72ms. The time taken to
irradiate each voxel can be the dominant factor, with typical durations of between 1 and
10ms [100–102], in which case the time taken to irradiate the example plane will take
between 472 and 4072ms. A single acceleration cycle is usually adequate to irradiate an
iso-energetic plane, however, it is commonplace to have an acceleration cycle for each
extraction energy. A slow cycling synchrotron typically has a repetition rate of ∼ 1Hz,
making beam acceleration a significant overhead in the treatment time, whereas a rapid
cycling synchrotron has a repetition rate that is to the order of 10Hz (there are design
studies for rapid cycling synchrotrons featuring both single turn [103] and slow [104]
extraction).
For raster scanning, the beam is not switched off between the voxels on an iso-
energetic plane, which eliminates the dead time experienced during spot scanning when
moving between voxels and waiting for the beam to resume after being paused. Raster
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scanning is the method used at HIT, where it was found that the method could produce
a dose distribution that was almost identical to that obtained with spot scanning [105].
During raster scanning, the dose delivered to the tumour volume as the beam is being
moved should be accounted for; given the stability of beam extraction during rf knockout,
this can be done during the treatment planning stage [106]. The extra dose delivered
during beam transition is proportional to the beam intensity and inversely proportional
to the beam transition time; accounting for this extra dose whilst planning a treatment
allows for the intensity of extracted beam to be increased without leading to an error
in the dose given. Testing of a fast raster scanning system has been carried out at
the HIMAC treatment facility [107]. Fast scanning relies upon the ratio of voxel dose
delivered whilst the beam is stationary to that delivered during beam transition being
minimised; for a given prescribed dose to the tumour volume, fast scanning will require
either a higher intensity beam or a greater number of rescans than a slower scanning
system. Testing was carried out by researchers at HIMAC on a spherical target of 60mm
diameter, with the spots within the volume separated by 3mm, irradiation was carried
out for 18 s; two average rates of scanning were applied, 1.23 and 0.154ms per spot
per scan. Within the 18 s, the tumour volume is scanned once at the lower scanning
rate and eight times at the faster rate. Scanning takes place during a single spill of the
synchrotron for both acceleration rates, with the spread out Bragg peak produced by
using a range shifter (8 s of the total 18 s irradiation time is taken by changing the total
range shifter thickness). Analysis of the measured dose distributions shows that both
scanning rates gave a distribution that was in good agreement with the treatment plan
and that the dose homogeneity through the irradiated volumes was within ±3%. The
differences between the two measurements was less than 1%.
For continuous scanning, the transverse motion of the beam is not paused at indi-
vidual voxels for each iso-energetic plane. The total dose delivered to a location during
a single scan can be controlled by varying the intensity of the extracted beam, or by
changing the rate of scanning. Such methods have been tested at the cyclotron based
treatment facility at PSI [108], where the beam scanning magnets can sweep the beam
at rates of up to 20mm/ms and 5mm/ms along the y and z transverse axes. The in-
tensity of the treatment beam is varied by controlling the extraction efficiency from the
cyclotron, with a change from zero output to maximum intensity taking approximately
1ms, whilst the range of protons within a patient is varied using a pair of carbon wedges,
with a change of ∼ 5mm taking less than 50ms. Testing at PSI has shown that contin-
uous scanning can offer a dose distribution that is comparable to that obtained through
spot scanning as well as reducing the treatment time (to less than a third of that for
spot scanning for the experimental set up at PSI).
When we first considered the irradiation of the cubic volume using a spot scanning
method, we saw that the beam extracted slowly from a synchrotron could be used to
irradiate a single iso-energetic plane in approximately the same amount of time as would
be taken with a FFAG operating on a single cycle per voxel basis, however, the longer
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acceleration cycles of the synchrotron mean that the FFAG would take considerably less
time to irradiate the entire tumour volume. Conventionally, passive scattering is used
to treat moving tumours as it provides a treatment field that almost simultaneously
irradiates an entire tumour volume, giving a uniform dose distribution throughout the
tumour volume, but at the cost of the relatively poor conformation of dose to some
boundaries of a tumour volume that is expected from passive scattering methods.
Minimising the time taken to irradiate a tumour using active scanning techniques
has the potential to offer improved dose conformation to and distribution through a
tumour volume. The benefits of raster and continuous scanning have been investigated
at existing synchrotron and cyclotron based facilities, and have shown promising results,
however, such scanning methods are not applicable to the existing PAMELA designs
due to the short spill length of beam extraction using a kicker or half integer resonance
crossing. If we consider a spot staying time of 0.154ms and the beam being swept across
a plane within the cubic volume at the maximum speed allowed by the steering magnets,
then beam extracted from a synchrotron could irradiate the plane in ∼ 86ms, which
is approximately a fifth of the time taken by PAMELA. A range shifter is applied at
HIMAC to avoid having acceleration cycles between irradiation of iso-energtic planes;
the time taken to change the total thickness of the range shifter is approximately 500ms,
which still represents a significant overhead. Based on such a system, the time taken by
a synchrotron to irradiate the example volume once will be comparable to that taken
by PAMELA. In the case of both PAMELA and the synchrotron, multi-painting of the
volume will improve the dose distribution; if rescanning occurs for iso-energetic planes
independently, then the contribution from range shifter transitions to the total treatment
time will be minimised. In order to offer further improvements to the dose distribution,
methods for varying the extraction energy of particles from the synchrotron during a
single spill (rather than having to use range shifters) are being developed for the HIMAC
synchrotron [109–111]. For these new schemes, the beam is initially accelerated to the
maximum energy required for treatment; after irradiating each iso-energetic plane, the
beam is then decelerated. Using this method a 2mm range shift can be achieved in
∼ 20ms.
7.2 Conclusions
In the past 5 years the number of hadron therapy centres worldwide has almost doubled,
with 55 currently operating. In the next 3 years, at least a further 31 centres are ex-
pected to open [21]. As physicists and clinicians become more experienced in delivering
hadron therapy, the techniques used to give the best dose distributions across tumours
have become more advanced. However, as was the case with photon therapy (which
is reliant upon a 3GHz electron linac), hadron therapy has so far been dependent on
some fundamental technologies; these are accelerators of cyclotron and synchrotron type
designs. Techniques have been developed for both types of accelerator that allow for
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good conformation of dose to a tumour (particularly in comparison with photon based
treatments), but there are advantages and disadvantages to using either accelerator type
and there are strong motivations for developing new approaches to delivering hadrons
for therapy. One such motivation is the size of accelerator required for hadron therapy:
delivery of photon therapy using a linac is realised within a single, relatively small, room
(a hospital may have several of these linacs, all working independently), whereas the size
of the accelerator required for hadron therapy means that several treatment rooms are
served by a single accelerator. Furthermore, the rigidity of the beams used for treatment
means that a gantry weighing up to 600 tons [38] may be required to guide the beam
around a patient; this, combined with a facility layout that is influenced by the accel-
erator size, makes hadron therapy more costly to implement and treatment scheduling
more challenging than is the case for photon therapies. Research to develop technolo-
gies that could in future see hadron therapy being delivered as a single room solution is
ongoing, and includes work on dielectric wall and plasma wakefield accelerators. These
technologies were beyond the scope of this thesis. Instead, the focus of this thesis has
been on the potential benefits of FFAG type accelerators, which are often considered
to have the potential to offer hadron therapy in an interim period between current day
cyclotron and synchrotron based facilities and a future of small linear accelerator based
facilities. Fixed field alternating gradient accelerators do not necessarily mean a signifi-
cant difference from current accelerators in terms of size (although FFAG designs could
lead to gantries of reduced weight [112]), however it has been thought that FFAG could
meet a second motivation for developing new accelerator technologies: the improvement
of treatment standards.
For a synchrotron, the extraction energy is easily varied and third integer resonant
extraction prolongs beam spill to a duration of seconds. These features make synchrotron
accelerators well suited to active scanning techniques, which can be associated with the
best conformation of dose to a tumour boundary and good uniformity of dose throughout
the tumour volume. Active scanning is less effective when a tumour moves during
irradiation (for example, when a tumour is located within a lung), as in these cases
the dose distribution through the tumour may become distorted. This distortion may
be minimised if a tumour is scanned rapidly, however the time taken to change the
particle extraction energy within a synchrotron (due to repetition rates typically to the
order of ∼ 1Hz) has limited the speed of active scanning. Without the requirement
of ramping magnetic fields, fixed field alternating gradient accelerators can have much
higher repetition rates than synchrotrons (∼ 1 kHz), whilst the relatively small radial
excursion (in comparison to a cyclotron) makes variable extraction energy possible. The
main aim of this thesis has been to consider whether FFAG accelerators may lead to
improved dose distributions in comparison to those possible through using a synchrotron.
In chapters 1 and 2, we introduce aspects that are important to this thesis. Specif-
ically, chapter 1 gives a brief history of the use of radiation for treating cancer, details
why it is desirable to use protons for treating cancer and gives general descriptions of
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the current accelerators used for proton therapy as well as FFAG. Chapter 2 introduced
the magnetic fields that are used to guide and focus charged particle beams within an
accelerator and how these fields may be applied to effectively control the beam dynam-
ics. We then gave four case examples of particle accelerator designs; one synchrotron
(which is active in delivering hadron therapy) and three FFAGs (each of a different
design philosophy: scaling radial sector; non-scaling; scaling spiral sector).
Within this thesis, particle tracking studies play an important role in defining the
dynamical properties of different accelerator lattices. The aim of chapter 3 was to
introduce some possible approaches to particle tracking, to identify which approach is
most appropriate for the systems considered in this thesis and to verify the use of the
chosen approach. The Zgoubi tracking code was selected as it offers an appropriate
level of accuracy when tracking non-paraxial rays as well as the flexibility to add new
components. Zgoubi has been developed over a number of years, which offers both
advantages and disadvantages; on one hand, it has many features that were useful for
the tracking studies carried out, on the other hand, it is a very complex code and a user
must be aware of the potential for nuances in the component definitions. A number
of experienced local users were able to offer support for Zgoubi, and the pyZgoubi
interface [113] is a helpful addition; however, it was decided early on that verifying the
use of Zgoubi was important. The arc method of particle tracking was conceived as a
simple tracking method, which could be used to check the results returned by Zgoubi,
or potentially as an alternative to using Zgoubi. For the test lattice considered, the
results from both tracking codes converged to a common solution. As may be expected
for a numerical integrator, the time taken for Zgoubi to track particles through the
accelerator lattices within this thesis has been a drawback, and has led to a reduction
in the scope of some aspects of the work carried out. For example, in chapter 5, the
slow extraction study is limited to tracking particles that are distributed uniformly in
a region close to the separatrix. Ideally, a more complete study would have particles
initially located in phase space according to a realistic bunch distribution and tracking
should take place over a much greater number of turns than the 600 used (giving more
information about the time structure of the extracted beam). Although not discussed in
chapter 3, some time had been spent developing a program that could track particles in
parallel (using the CUDA GPGPU (general-purpose computing on graphics processing
units) environment). This code used the arc method as numerical integrator, but was
not pursued due to the relatively poor rate of convergence for the arc algorithm, and
the amount of time that would be required to develop the code sufficiently. Given more
time, a GPGPU implementation of a tracking code based on an improved version of
the arc method, or an alternative numerical integrator, could have allowed for a more
tracking study with a wider scope.
Chapter 4 offers further verification of the Zgoubi tracking code, this time by com-
paring the results obtained by tracking through hard edge and field map models of the
EMMA lattice with experimental results. An important aspect of this chapter is the
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evaluation of whether hard edge modelling offers a sufficient approximation of an FFAG
when carrying out tracking studies within the design stage of FFAG development. The
large transverse apertures and short lengths of the EMMA magnets, combined with the
short drift lengths that separate the magnets within the EMMA lattice, make EMMA
a demanding test of hard edge modelling. The field maps that were calculated using
Opera 3D, formed an intermediate step between hard edge modelling and experimental
data. Once the calibrations made by Tesla Engineering during the manufacture of the
EMMA magnets had been incorporated into the Opera design, we found that tracking
through the field map model provided a good description of the beam dynamics that
had been obtained experimentally. We also identified that the close proximity of the
two magnets within an EMMA cell meant that the yoke from the defocusing quadrupole
would influence the field for focusing quadrupole and vice-versa. We did not carry out
tracking studies that included alignment errors (which could offer greater insight into
the significance of the small differences between the dynamics observed in the compari-
son of field map and experimental data), however, this may be a challenge as the field
for a cell may not be described simply by the superposition of fields from the individual
quadrupoles. When comparing hard edge and field map models, we used the differ-
ences in values calculated for orbital period, closed orbit position and betatron tune as
metrics for the level of agreement between the two models. We found that due to the
large fringe field contribution within an EMMA cell, and the different transverse off-
sets of the defocusing and focusing quadrupoles, it was not possible to find a hard edge
model that simultaneously minimised each of the metrics by varying the field strengths
alone. Although we were unable to find close agreement, the hard edge model provided
enough of the general features of the beam dynamics found experimentally (including a
parabolic plot of orbital period vs. momentum and the approximate tune range) in order
for hard edge modelling to a very useful tool during the design stage. As part of the
comparison of field map and experimental data, we looked at methods for characterising
the EMMA lattice experimentally; as part of this process, we developed new methods
for reconstructing the momentum distribution of a bunch based on measurements made
using a pair of BPMs and for calculating the Courant-Snyder parameters at the location
of a single BPM. These new methods where used when calculating the tune and orbital
period dependence on transverse amplitude, which again were compared with results of
field map tracking.
EMMA is a unique machine, with several features that pose a significant challenge
when calculating beam dynamics through hard edge modelling; any FFAG built for
investigating the application of proton therapy is likely to pose its own challenges. The
comparison between hard edge modelling, field map and experimental data carried out
for EMMA cannot provide a definitive statement on the adequacy of hard edge modelling
for FFAG design. However, we use the results obtained to give an appreciation of the
level of difference between models that can perhaps be expected, and an indication as
to when field map modelling may be appropriate.
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In chapter 5, we looked at the design of a proton synchrotron with the aim of pro-
viding a benchmark for FFAG based proton therapy. The basis of the synchrotron is six
DOFO cells, and it is anticipated that the machine would accelerate particles between
60MeV and 230MeV, and have a repetition rate of ∼ 1Hz. We investigated the prop-
erties of beam extraction using a third integer resonance; to achieve this we followed
methods described for the HIMAC synchrotron, which involved setting the quadrupoles
so that the horizontal tune is close to a third integer and including two pairs of sex-
tupoles within the lattice. The sextupoles within a pair are separated by a betatron
phase advance of πQy, and their strengths set so that a sextupole pair contributes a
geometric perturbation, but does not affect the chromaticity of the lattice. When close
to third integer resonance, the geometric perturbation leads to a separatrix being formed
in phase space. Before the extraction process begins, particles follow stable orbits within
the area contained by the separatrix. During the extraction process, particles are pushed
over the separatrix, and the perturbation leads to particles reaching the transverse posi-
tion of an electrostatic septum after some number of turns. We saw that by controlling
the ratio of strength of the two sextupole pairs, we were able to rotate the separatrix
in transverse phase space; this allowed us to rotate the separatrix to optimise the ex-
traction efficiency. The particles within a bunch are expected to have some range of
momenta, as a result of this, the separatrices for different momenta particles are offset
from one another in phase space. This offset can reduce the efficiency of extraction due
to the finite length of a septum wire that is positioned at an angle that matches the on
momentum separatrix. To align a single arm of the separatrices for a range of momenta,
we sought to satisfy the Hardt condition by controlling the chromaticity of the lattice
after including an additional pair of sextupoles (this time the strengths were set so that
the pair affected the chromaticity and not the geometric perturbation).
We investigated the extraction of particles by using a transverse rf kicker to push
particles over the separatrix, which is a current gold standard for synchrotron-based
hadron therapy delivery. We saw that the tune difference between the origin of phase
space (Qy = 1.672) and one side of the separatrix (Qy = 5/3) meant that a range of
transverse rf frequencies would be required to extract all of the particles following stable
orbits at the start of the extraction process. As discussed in the comments on chapter 3,
a limitation of the extraction study carried out was that particles tracked during the
simulation had starting positions close to the separatrix. This was due to the CPU time
that would have been required for a more complete simulation, but it also meant that
it was possible to extract the particles using a single transverse rf frequency. This is
in keeping with the practical experiences of rf knock-out extraction for hadron therapy,
where a mixed transverse rf frequency is used to diffuse particles towards the separatrix
and a single rf frequency is used to push particles over the separatrix. The result of the
approximation made is that whilst the tracking studies can be used to indicate features
such as the extraction efficiency and the emittance of the extracted beam, we are not
able to estimate the time structure of the extracted beam whilst the rf perturbation is
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active. However, we were able to estimate the time taken to pause beam extraction once
the rf kicker has been switched off, as this is based on the time taken for particles to
move from a position just beyond the separatrix to the amplitude of the electrostatic
septum. Through the tracking study, we found that the rf knock-out procedure for the
synchrotron design led to a high extraction efficiency and a horizontal emittance of the
extracted beam that was smaller than required.
In chapter 6, we looked at a half integer resonance based extraction method for the
PAMELA lattice. A half integer extraction method has previously been applied for the
synchrotron at the Loma Linda Medical Center; this is similar to the third integer ex-
traction method discussed in chapter 5 in that it relies upon geometric perturbations to
limit the stable area of phase space, and then uses methods to control the rate at which
particles cross the separatrix. The method applied to the PAMELA lattice differs from
this approach, and instead relies upon the rapid blow up of beam shortly after a half
integer resonance is crossed. We also consider the extraction process for the vertical
rather than horizontal axis due to the large transverse aperture and significant contri-
bution of non-linear fields within the PAMELA lattice. We aim to cross the half integer
resonance with a negative chromaticity, as this has previously been associated with a
smaller energy spread of extracted beam than is the case with a positive chromaticity
(due to amplitude detuning). To achieve this, we first altered the sextupole and decapole
field components to give a small negative chromaticity and then varied the field at the
reference radius for the defocusing magnets so that the tune crosses a half integer close
to the desired extraction energy. The perturbation that leads to beam extraction is
included by modifying the quadrupole component of a single defocusing FFAG magnet.
As key metrics, we consider the extraction efficiency and energy range of the extracted
beam when different rates of acceleration and quadrupole perturbations are included.
Initially, acceleration of the beam continues throughout the extraction process, and we
find that the acceleration rate is the most important factor for both the extraction ef-
ficiency and the energy spread of extracted beam. Specifically, we find that a more
rapid rate of acceleration leads to improved extraction efficiency but at the cost of an
increased energy spread. This problem can be overcome by stopping acceleration shortly
after the beam has crossed the resonant energy, in which case good extraction efficiency
is preserved for high acceleration rates, but there is no energy spread introduced by the
extraction process. A better understanding of the extraction process was obtained by
considering the phase space portraits for the system, as well as analysis of tracking data.
We found that the initial blow up of the beam lags behind the evolution of the contours
of constant Hamiltonian during the acceleration process. If the two stable fixed points
that occur once the betatron tune is less than half integer separate rapidly in phase
space (as is the case for a greater rate of acceleration), then the initial blow up of the
beam will encompass a greater range of particle amplitudes, and it is possible to obtain
good extraction efficiency.
This chapter begins with a comparison of the extraction techniques demonstrated
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for synchrotron and FFAG. In chapter 6, we found that the half integer based method
applied to PAMELA provides an alternative to kicker-based extraction (with beam ex-
tracted as a short pulse), but that the method does not lead to slow extraction. The
slow extraction techniques that have been developed for the HIMAC synchrotron allow
for a treatment volume to be scanned by a particle beam in a very short period of time;
minimising the time taken to scan a volume is associated with improved dose distribu-
tions across moving tumours. Although the fixed fields of an FFAG make high repetition
rates possible, the time that is required to accelerate a beam may still lead to volume
irradiation times that are longer for an FFAG operating in a pulsed extraction mode
than is possible with a synchrotron. For the scenario considered, there is no obvious and
significant benefit to using an FFAG rather than a synchrotron, however it is important
to remember that synchrotron based treatment delivery is much more developed than
is the case for FFAG. One possible avenue for further research would be to investigate
slow extraction techniques for FFAG, whilst a second could be to look at minimising
the number of voxels required to treat a tumour volume (by being able to vary the spot
size during irradiation).

Appendix A
Approximate model of an RF
cavity
Given a time dependent longitudinal electric field, E(t) = E0 sin(ωt+ φ0), within an rf
cavity of length, L, the change in the kinectic energy of a particle is described below.
The Lorentz force on a charged particle that’s travelling through an electric field is given
by
dp
dt
= qE(t). (A.1)
Given the relation
dEk = vdp, (A.2)
then,
∆Ek ≈ q
∫
L
E(t)dx, (A.3)
if the velocity of particle does not change much as it passes through the rf cavity.
Considering the case where a particle passes the midpoint of the cavity at t = 0 gives
∆Ek = qE0
∫ L/2
−L/2
sin(ωt+ φ0)dx (A.4)
which is equivalent to
∆Ek = qE0
∫ L/2
−L/2
(sin(ωt) cos(φ0) + cos(ωt) sin(φ0))dx. (A.5)
As sin is odd, then,
∆Ek = qE0
∫ L/2
−L/2
(cos(ωt) sin(φ0))dx (A.6)
Assuming constant velocity as particle makes a single pass throught the cavity, then,
t =
L
v
(A.7)
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and
∆Ek = qE0 sinφ0
∫ L/2
−L/2
cos
(ωx
v
)
dx (A.8)
∆Ek = qE0 sinφ0
v
ω
[
sin
(ωx
v
)]L/2
−L/2
(A.9)
Given that
ω =
2πc
λ
, (A.10)
then
∆Ek = qE0 sinφ0
v
ω
[
sin
(ωx
v
)]L/2
−L/2
(A.11)
∆Ek = qV0 sinφ0T, (A.12)
where T is the transit time factor, and is given by
T =
sin
(
Lpi
βλ
)
Lpi
βλ
. (A.13)
Appendix B
EMMA modelling data
B.1 Quadrupole calibration
Each of EMMA’s 84 quadrupoles have been calibrated so as to reduce the variation in
integrated magnetic field between each magnet of a given type (focusing or defocusing).
The calibration, which was carried out by Tesla Engineering, involved changing the ef-
fective length of each magnet by moving the field clamp position longitudinally along the
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Figure B.1: Cross section of a quadrant of the defocusing quadrupole. The profile of
the pole tip (from point A to B) is provided in table B.1.The defocussing quadrupole
iron has a thickness of 65mm.
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Figure B.2: Cross section of half of the defocusing quadrupole field clamp. The profile
of the pole tip (from point A to B) is provided in table B.1. The clamp has a thickness
of 8mm (8 × 1mm laminations of 1200-100A steel). The original cell design specifies
a distance of 17mm between the D yoke and field clamp.
Table B.1: Profile of the defocusing pole tip from point A to B of Fig. B.1.
Point y (mm) z (mm)
1 (A) 17.233 95.015
2 17.233 93.015
3 17.799 70.832
4 19.622 66.291
5 29.698 45.255
6 37.477 37.477
7 45.255 29.698
8 66.291 19.622
9 70.832 17.799
10 93.015 17.233
11 (B) 95.015 17.233
Table B.2: Profile of the defocusing quadrupole field clamp from point A to B of
Fig. B.2.
Point y (mm) z (mm)
1 (A) 18.082 97.58
2 18.082 93.864
3 18.506 72.246
4 19.622 66.291
5 29.698 45.255
6 37.477 37.477
7 45.255 29.698
8 66.291 19.622
9 72.246 18.506
10 93.864 18.082
11 (B) 97.58 18.082
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Figure B.3: Cross section of a quadrant of the focusing quadrupole. The profile of
the pole tip (from point A to B) is provided in table B.3. The defocussing quadrupole
iron has a thickness of 55mm.
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Figure B.4: Cross section of half of the focusing quadrupole field clamp. The profile
of the pole tip (from point A to B) is provided in table B.3. The clamp has a thickness
of 5mm (5 × 1mm laminations of 1200-100A steel.)
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Table B.3: Profile of the focusing pole tip from point A to B of Fig. B.3.
Point y (mm) z (mm)
1 (A) 14.100 65.719
2 14.100 63.719
3 13.680 44.650
4 21.000 31.320
5 31.320 21.000
6 44.650 13.680
7 63.719 14.100
8 (B) 65.719 14.100
Table B.4: Saturation curves for 1200-100A and 1006.
(a) 1200-
100A
H (A/m) B (T )
0 0
10 0.016
20 0.0212
30 0.0477
40 0.0849
50 0.127
60 0.202
70 0.286
80 0.371
90 0.451
100 0.53
200 1.01
300 1.2
400 1.3
500 1.36
600 1.4
700 1.44
800 1.46
900 1.48
1000 1.5
2000 1.6
3000 1.65
4000 1.69
5000 1.71
6000 1.75
7000 1.77
8000 1.79
9000 1.81
10000 1.83
20000 1.98
30000 2.07
40000 2.12
(b) 1006
H (A/m) B (T )
0 0
56 0.1
101 0.2
144 0.3
186 0.4
229 0.5
275 0.6
324 0.7
376 0.8
433 0.9
498 1
570 1.1
667 1.2
823 1.3
1167 1.4
1875 1.5
2909 1.6
5152 1.7
9474 1.8
15833 1.9
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Figure B.5: A focusing quadrupole on the rotating coil test bench. The field clamp
positions were adjusted in order to give the same integrated field (measured at 35mm)
for all magnets of the given type.
magnet axis until the desired integrated magnetic field was achieved, with the measure-
ment of the integrated field carried out using a rotating coil (Fig B.5). For both focusing
and defocusing quadrupoles the integrated field was measured at a radius of 35mm, with
the coil currents set to 376A and 364A for the focusing and defocusing magnets respec-
tively. Post calibration, the mean integrated field was (0.55078 ± 0.00004)T for the
focusing magnets and (0.47240 ± 0.00003)T for the defocusing magnets. Figure B.7
shows the positions of the field clamps following calibration. The mean positions for the
field clamps (measured from the end of the corresponding magnet yoke to the start of
the clamp) are 30.2 ± 0.6mm and 18.1 ± 0.8mm for the focusing and defocusing mag-
net clamps, respectively. Within the Opera model of the EMMA cell, the field clamps
have been located according to the mean positions stated above (rather than the design
position). Before modelling the complete cell, the EMMA magnets (with field clamps)
were modelled independently with the coil currents set as for the calibration method
used by Tesla Engineering. The quadrupole currents were then scaled in order to match
the integrated fields calculated with Opera (at an offset of 35mm from the quadrupole
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Figure B.6: Measured integrated fields for each of the EMMA quadrupoles following
calibration.
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(b) Defocusing quadrupole
Figure B.7: Offset of field clamp from quadrupole iron following calibration, with
dashed lines to show the mean position. Clamp position data was unavailable for 19 of
the focusing quadrupoles.
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